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INTRODUCTION
This guide to the Nyanza Province microfilm collection o~ the
Kenya National Archives consists of daily correspondence and renorts
for the Province from 1930 to 1963. It pertains to Section 10, the
third and most substantial section of the Nyanza Province Archives,
and is to be published in two volumes. Like Section lOB, also a
predominently post-1930 collection of documents, the records are
arranged and filed according to the departments within the provincial
administration to which they pertain. These departmental divisions
provide the maln headings under which the titles of the various files
appear in the index to this Guide. The only way in which the organiza-
tion of Section 10 differs from Section 10 B is that, with the latter,
series title cards appear at the bertinning of each ~rou:o of adminis-
tratively related files. No such title cards appear in the files
comprising Section 10. In every other respect, the researcher will
find that the format of this ~uide conforms to the Guide for Section
lOB, and he should consult p. iv of Occasional Biblio~raphy No. 22
for a useful explanation of the "Use of the Guide." He also should
take note of the fact that approximately thirty per cent of the files
in Section lOB are duplicated in Section 10. Files 3/1576 (ADM. 1/1)
to 3/1950 (ADM 8/35 Vol. II) in reels 243 to 271 of Section 10, and
listed in Volume II of this Guide, are duplicates, with occasional
exceptions, of reels 32-49, Section lOB, listed on pp. 92-133 in
Occasional Bibliography No. 22.
Unlike the 10 A Section, the administration's key to the filing
system for the post-l930 documents (Sections 10 Band 10) of the
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Nyanza Province collection has not been located. It seems ouite clear
that the filing system used prior to 1930 became inadeauate for the
post-l930 period, due probably to the considerable increase in the
volume of correspondence and paper work which then occurred. Reference
is made in the Correspondence files to a new standard filin~ system
issued by the central Secretariat in 1928 or 1929, entitled "An Outline
of the Revised Filing System." This system, if located, would
probably have provided only a partial key to the filing systeM since
considerable inprovisation was necessary to account for the growin~
number of files as time went on. In consequence, there is apparently
no comprehensive key to the filin~ system used durin~ the 1930-1963
period which might serve as a topical aide or reference tool.
In order to insure maximum use of the documents catalo~ed in
this Guide, the researcher should be aware of certain idiosyncrasies
in their organization. First of all, one must become thoroughly
familiar with the various boundary chan~es occurring at all levels
of administration for such changes have had an obvious effect on the
unit of administration from which the files of any such area originated.
The researcher should check the relevant files titled. "Boundaries" in
this COllection, and should also read the introduction to the Guide
to the Kenya National Archives, edited by Dr. Robert G. Gregory (et.
~.), pp. 9 - 19. Another irregularity involves the titles of the
files in the list. A few such titles are misleading, and the files
bearing those titles do not always include what one might expect. No
attempt has been made by the compilers to list these titles. It is
iv
assumed that the researcher will find it necessary to familiarize
himself with the materials to such an extent as to obviate the need
for any such listing. In every case, he is left with the necessity
of makin~ his own jud~ents, and must be forewarned to expect the
unexpected.
This Guide, cited as Occasional Bibliography No. 2S o~ the Program
of Eastern African Studies publications, is the third such guide
pertaining to the extensive Nyanza Provicne collection. The first,
Occasional Biblio~raphy No. 22, listed the 49 reels of Section 10 B
and was published in March, 1974. The second, Occasional Bibliography
No. 24, listed the 36 reels of Section 10 A and was published in
Pall, 1974. Due to the voluminous size of Section 10, the current
bibliography is to be published in two volumes. It is important for
the researcher to understand that the editorial decision to divide
the list into two volumes was governed only by the maximum size permis-
sible for P.E.A.S. publications, and is not related to any intrinsic
distinction in the organization or content of files comprisinp the
collection. Neither of the volumes can be regarded as a complete
list in itself, as the files pertaining to most topics will be found
interspersed throughout the two volumes. Consequently, the researcher
will find it necessary to purchase both ~olumes of the list for Section
10.
Several persons have made valuable contributions to the preparation
of the Guide. Peter Dalleo and Robert Greenstein deserve thanks for
their roles in the collection and organization of the Nyanza Province
vArchives in Nairobi. Special gratitude is also owed to ~loria Katz
for her advice and criticism of the list, and to Rebecca Blossom for
the considerable task of typing the final copy. As with the previous
indexes to the Kenya microfilms, this Gui~e was prepared under the
supervision of Dr. Robert ~. Gregory, Professor of History and Director
of the microfilm project. The compilers also wish to acknowled~e the
generous financial support of the National Science Foundation, without
whose assistance neither the Guide nor the microfilm project itself
could have been undertaken.
Kenneth P. Lohrentz
Alan C. Solomon
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ACCESS TO THE NYANZA PROVINCE MICROFIU1 COLLECTION
The Nyanza Province collection, as well as all microfilmed material
of the Kenya National Archives, is not obtainable directly from Syracuse
University through interlibrary loan. Interested researchers may use
these microfilms in the Bird Library, Syracuse University, upon
completion of the form, "Request for Access to the Kenya National
Archives Microfilm Collection," available at the Area Studies division
of Bird Library. The Nyanza Province Section 10 collection is housed
in Area Studies, fifth floor, under 1he call number Library No. 2800.
Kenya National Archives microfilms may be borrowed from the
Cooeprative Africana Microfilm Project (CAMP) at the Center for Research
Libraries in Chicago. All requests should be directed to CAMP, 5721
Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
1Reel 50 Section 10
Deposit No. 2 Box 32, L&O. 2/5/4 - A~R. 2/2, 2/912 - 2/926, 1930-1957
2/913 (L&O. 2/1)
2/912 (L&O. 2/5/4)
2/914 (L&O. 2/3)
Reel 51 Section 10
2/915 (L&O. 2/5/2)
1941-55
Native Tribunals
Appointments
General Correspondence
1941-57
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Cases
Returns
Kericho
1946-57
Native Tribunals
Tribunal Fees and Fines
1~46-S4
303 :0:0:
278 PJ1.
356 up.
(5% faint)
267 Pp.
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Cases and Returns
Central Nyanza
2/916 (LEtO. 2/7)
2/917 (L&n. 2/1/5)
2/918 (L&O 2/14)
1941-54
Native Tribunals
Jurisdiction and Powers
1944-56
Native Tribunals
Appointments
Settled Areas
1938-52
African Courts
African Tribunal JudRment Debtors
Execution of Searches
Imprisonment of Debtors
453 pp.
(10% faint)
134 'On.
(10%" 'faint)
93 'OP.
(lOt' faint)
Reel 52 Section 10
2/919 (A~'R". 16/2/1)
2/920 (AGR. 15/2/1)
2/920 (A~R. 15/2/1)
2/921 (A~R. 15/2)
2/922 (AGR. 14/1)
2/293 (AGR. 13/1)
Reel 53 Section 10
2/924 (A~R. 12/3)
2/925 (AGR. 12/2/1)
2
1945-50
Commodity Distribution Boards
Provincial Board
General Corresnondence
1946-47
Poultry and Poultry Parm.inp
Poultry ~eneral
Egp;s
(repeat of file ahove)
1930-47
Poultry and Poultry ~arming
Poultry General
1946-47
Honey Industry
Peehives and Beeswax
1939-50
Horticulture
Correspondence
1936-50
Dairy and Dairy Products
~"1ilk Industry
1943-t'l5
136 PTl.
211 J'p.
206 pr.
71 1"1".
60 nne
213 np.
(10% faint)
78 Pr'.
(10% faint)
Dairy and Dairv Products
Ghee
Committee of Inauiry into Production of ~hee
2/926 (A(;R. 2/2) 1933-42
Cotton
(.;inneries
Namhare ~innery
397 flP.
(!O%" "faint)
3Reel 54 Section 10
Box 33, AGR. 1/6/1 -Ac;R. 1/5/9, 2/927 - 2/951, 1928-1951
2/927
2/928
2/929
2/930
2/931
2/932
2/933
2/934
1942-51
Storage of A~ricultural Produce
1944-50
Dairy and Dairy Products
f';hee
1943
~1eteorological
Phases of the Moon and Eclinses
1946-47
Plants, Pest, and Plavues
Locusts
Reports
A!!ricu1tural Depa.rtrnent
1932-35
Plant pests and ~lague
Locusts
Reports
South Kavirondo
1932-40
Plant ~ests and plague
Locusts
Reports
South Lumbwa
1945-46
Agricultural shows
Kipsigis
1934-50
Cotton
Ginneries
Kibos Ginnery - General
275 I'Jl.
396 JlJl.
1 :Ope
114 pn.
59 pp_
53 Pp.
11 :OJ'-
43 !lp.
Reel 54 Section 10
2/935
2/936
Reel 55 Section 10
4
1936-45
Ndere Ginnerv - Lease
1938-39
Statistics and Data
Native Agricultural Census
159 1"J).
13.p~.
1933-34
1933
2/937 (AGR. 1/3/1/3)
Seed distribution
South Kavirondo
2/938 (AGR. 1/2/1/2)
Seed Distribution
North Kavirondo
77 J>Tl.
27 PP.
2/939 (AGR. 1/4)
2/940 (AGR. 1/4/1)
2/941 (AGR. 3/1/4)
2/942 (AGR. 7/1)
2/943 (AGR. 3/2/4)
1933-49
Fruit Trees and Seedlin~s
1930-44
Cron Production
Fruit Trees a.nd ~eedlinys r::eneral
Su!"ply of Fruit
1943-51
Statistics and. Data
Agricultural Census
Produce Returns
1932-47
Trainin~ of Africans
General Correspondence
1934-51
Monthly and Cro~ Reports
South Kavirondo
48 Pfl.
28 nn.
17 pt'.
134 pp.
80 pp.
5Reel 55 Section 10
2/944 (A~R. 3/2/1) 1944-47
Statistics and Data
Renorts
Monthly reports - Nyanza
104 :or.
1933-412/945 (AGR. 1/3/1/1)
Seed distribution
Central Kavirondo
44 PP.
2/946 (AGR. 1/5/3)
2/947 (AGR. 1/5/2)
2/948 (AGR. 1/5/4)
2/949 (A~R. 1/12)
2/950 (AGR. 2)
2/951 (A~R. 1/5/9)
1932-35
Measures and Development
North Kavirondo
1932-42
Measures and Development
~entra.l Kavirondo
1933-51
Measures and Development
Kericho
1934
Soil Erosion
1928-38
Cotton
~inneries
1941-42
44 J1Jl.•
104 nn.
R9 pp.
57 nne
197 :op.
68 1'1'.
Reel 56 Section 10
Export of Agricul tural Produce for ~~ilitary
Purposes from Nyanza
Box 34, AGR. 6/4/2/6 - AGR. 1/2, 2/952 - 2/9Rl, 1928~1951
2/953 (A~R. 6/5) 1938
Plant Pests and Pla~ues
Pink Boll Worm
1 :op.
Reel 56 Section 10
2/954 (AGR. 12/1/1)
2/955 (AGR. 8/1/3)
2/956 (AGR. 12/1)
6
1931-32
Butter Cess
1939-51
~1eteoro1ogica1
Rainfall General
Sununary of Rainfall in Kenya.
n.d.
Dairy and Dairy Products
Butter
4 nne
65R P:O.
2 'Pr.
(faint)
1932-382/956 (AGR. 6/4/7/6)
Locusts
Kisumu-Londiani
2/957 (AGR. 2/1)
2/958 (AGR. 1/5/5)
2/959 (A~R. 2/3)
2/960 (A~R. 2/3/1J'
Reel 57 Section 10
2/961 (AGR. 1/5/6)
1936-46
Cotton Ginneries
Sio Ginnery
1939-50
Crop Production
Measures and Develonrnent
Native Organization of Production
1928-49
Cotton ~inneries nenera1
t>1alakisi
1928-49
Malakasi
1939-44
9S nn.
(35% faint)
259 :OPe
65 :or.
126 J'p.
150 pp.
Crop Production
Measures and Develonment
Wartime Organization Production (Natives)
7Reel 57 Section 10
2/962 (AGR. 2/4) 1932-33 15 pp.
Statistics and Data
Prod.uce Returns
2/963 (AGR. 1/2/24) 1942-49 22 pr.
Crop Prod.uction
Specific Crops
Grass Planting-
2/964 (AGR. 1/2/25) 1~39 2 n:o.
Cro'P Production
Specific Cro:ns
~um
2/965 (AGR. 1/2/26) 1942-46 4 :op.
Crop Production
Specific Cro:os
Si~~al
2/966 (AGR. 1/2/27) 1942-50 13 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Sweet Potatoes and Cassava
2/967 (AGR. 1/2/28) 1944 3 nn.
Crop Production
Specific Crnr>s
Honey'·
2/968 (AGR. 1/2/29) 1942-51 27 :OJ>.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Vegetables
2/969 (A~R. 1/2/30) 1943 13 pp.
Cron Production
S'Pe·~iffc Crops
Coconuts and· Copra
Reel 57 Section 10
2/970 (A~R. 1/1/5)
2/971 (AGR. 1/1/4)
2/972 (AGR. 1/2/16)
8
1931
Crop Production
Food Shorta~e and Famine
Kisumu-Londiani
1931
Crop Production
Food Shortages and Famine
Kericho
1934-38
Peas
2 nne
11 pp.
23 :o:n.
2/973 (AGR. 1/2/21/1) 1946-50 313 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Cro:ns
Cotton
Cotton Policy
2/974 (AGR. 1/2/21/3/1/3) 1930-51 62 PTl.
Crop PrOdtlction
Specific Crops
Cotton ~eneral
Cotton Buying Posts
Leases General
South Kavirondo
2/975 (AGR. 1/2/21/4) 1931-50 71 J'p.
2/976 (AGR. 1/2/5)
Cron Production
Specific Crops
Cotton
Buying Matters - Seasons
1943-51
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Sugar Cane
381 pr.
9Reel 58 Section 10
2/977 (Ar;R. 1/4/1) 1941-50 29 'PU.
Cotton Prices
2/978 (AGR. 1/2/22) 1933-41 22 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Flax, etc.
2/979 (AGR. 1/1/1) 1931-51 18 P!l.
Crop Production
Food Shortage and Famine
Central Kavirondo
2/9AO (AGR. l/IA/i) 1943-46 125 pp.
Food Shortage and Famine
Relief Massena
Cassava Flour
2/981 (AGR. 1/2) 1946 2 Pp.
Cro:o Production
General
Box 35, A~R. 1/1/6 - AGR. 1/2/20, 2/982 - 2/992, 1931-1951
2/982 (AGR. 1/1/6) 1943 34 PJl.
Crop Production
Food Shortages
Evaluation of Po~ulation Owin~ to Famine Conditions
2/983 (AGR. 1/2/17)
2/984 (AGR. 1/2/11)
1932-48
Crop Production
Specific Cro:os
Potatoes
1932-34
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Tung Oil Seed
136 pp.
14 pp.
Reel 58 Section 10
2/984A (AGR. 2/4/1)
10
1934-46
Kendu ~innery - Lease
140 pp.
2/984B (AGR. 1/2/13) 1933-34 27 rr.
Crop Production
Specific Crans
Lemon Grass
2/984C (A~R. 1/2/21) 1940-51 91 pp.
Crop Production
Specific CroJls
Cotton (;enera1
2/984D (AGR. 1/2/18) 1934 1 pr·
Onions
2/984E (AGR. 1/2/31) 1943-50 9 pn.
Crop Production
Snecific Crons
Edible Oils .
21984F (AGR. 1/2/34) 1946-48 8 :op.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Soya Beans
2/984(; (~~r:R • 1/2/21/2) 1937-48 28 pp.
Crop Production
Specific CroJls
Cotton
Cotton P~eports
2/984H (AGR. 1/lA/2) 1943-45 267 pp.
Famine and Food Shortage
Relief Measures
Purchase of Piece ~oods and A~ricultural
Im~lements for Barter
Reel 59 Section 10
11
Crop Production
~:oecific CroJ)s
Cotton
Cotton Buying
Cotton Buying Shares
Leases
2/985 (A~R. 1/2/21/31)
2/986 (AhR. 1/2/21/31)
2/987 (AGR. 1/2/21/3/1/1)
1938-49
1937-50
1938-51
459 pp.
(15%' "faint)
179 pp.
(5% faint)
63 'On.
2/988 (AGR. 1/3/1)
2/989 (AGR. 1/2/32)
2/990 (AGR. 1/1/3)
Reel 60 ~ection 10
2/991 (AGR. 1/2/4)
CrOll Production
Spetific Crops
Cotton
Cotton Buyinp Posts
Leases General
North Kavirondo
1933-47
Cron Production
Seed Distribution
General
Native Reserves
1944
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Yams
1931-46
Crop Production
Food Shortage and Famine
South Kavirondo
1931-47
Crop Production
S~ecific Crops
Wheat
132 P:O.
4 )'Jl.
180 J'p.
82 Pll.
Reel 60 Section 10
12
2/992 (AGR. 1/2/5) 1933-50
Crop Production
Tobacco
267 PT>.
Box 36, AGR. 1/7/1 - EDUC. 1/3/1/1, 2/993-2/1014, 1931-1951
2/993 (A~R. 1/7/1) 1944-47
Crop Production
Non-native A~riculture
General
19 :OPe
2/994 (AGR. I/lA/2/1) 1943-44 100 J'p.
Food Shorta~e and Famine
Relief ~feasures
Purchase of Piece ~oods and A~ricultural
Imnlements for Barter
Revenue and E~enditure
2/995 (AGR. 1/2/9/3) 1944-47 189 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Crans
Coffee
Kisii Coffee Growers Co. Operative ~ociety
2/996 (AGR.1/2/14)
2/997 (AGR. 1/1/2)
2/998 (AGR. 1/2/6)
1933-49
CrOll Production
Spe·effic Crops
Pyrethrum
1931-32
Crop Production
Food Shortage and Famine
North Kavirondo
1940-51
CrOll Production
Specific Crops
Rice
19 PJl.
11 nne
409 pp.
Reel 61 Section 10
2/999 (AGR. 1/1)
13
1946-51
Food Shorta~e and Famine
~1easures for Prevention and Sup!,lies
f.;eneral
119 np.
2/1000 (AGR. 1/2/9/2) 1943-47 14 pp.
2/1001 (AGR. 1/2/7)
2/1002 (A~R. 1/2/3)
2/1003 (AGR. 1/2/8)
Crop Production
Bevera~e Producing Crops
Coffee
Growin~ by Natives
1931-47
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Groundnuts
1932-51
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Mtarna
1931-51
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Sim-SilT'.
126 'On.
108 pn.
32 ~:p.
2/1004 (AGR. 1/2/6/2) 1943-46 69 1')1.
2/1005 (AGR. 1/2/9)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Rice
Agenda and Minutes
1932-51
Crop Production
Specific Crops
C'offee -
187 :pp.
1932-342/1006 (AGR. 1/2/12)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Linseed
39 'On.
Reel 61 Section 10
2/1007 (A~R. 1/2/5)
14
1933-50
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Wirnbi
39 1>1'.
1944-532/1008 (A~R. 12/1/5)
Irrigation
~eneral Correspondence
Yaia Swamp
28 pp.
2/1009 (AGR. 2/7) 1936-51
Cotton
Ginneries
Homa Bay (;innery
214 Jl'P.
2/1010 (E&~. 1/2/2/2) 1932-51 167 nne
2/1011 (E&S. 3/1/8)
Reel 62 Section 10
2/1013 (E&S. 3/3/1)
Equipment and Stores
Stores
Boards of Survey
Administration - General
North Nyanza District
1946
Handcuffs
1935-42
Office Eauipment
Stationery
General
2 P!l/
310 pp.
2/1014 (E&S. 1/3/1/1) 1946-47 189 :oP.
Office Equipment
Typewriters and Duplicating ~~acnines
Box 37, EDUCe 1/4 - EDUCe 1/2/2, 2/1015 - 2/1026, 1930~51
Reel 62 Section 10
2/1015 (E&S. 1/2)
2/1016 (E&S. 1/3)
15
1946-51
Office Eauipment
Stationery
1930-51
27li nn.
297 np.
Reel 63 Section 10
Equipment and Stores
Camp EQuinrnent and ~eneral Corresrondence
2/1017 (E&~. 1/3/1/4) 1933-51 220 nne
Stores and Eouipment
Camp Equipment
General Corres~ondence
Office Equipment
Filing Cahinets
2/1018 (E&S. 1/3/1/3) 1946-51 465 pp.
Office Furniture
General
Safes and Cash Boxes
Returns and Correspondence
2/1019 (E&S. 1/3/1/7) 1945 2 JJ~'
Office Equipment
~eneral
Dictaphones
2/1020 (E&S. 1/3/16) 1946-47 26 nne
Office E~,uiJlment
FlaJ!s
2/1021 (E&S. 1/3/1/5) 1946-47 198 pp.
2/1022 (E&S. 1/5)
Camp Equipment - General
Office Eauipment - ~eneral
Specie Boxes and Bags
1944-51
Equipment and Stores
Central Tender Board
259 pp.
Reel 64 Section 10
16
2/1023 (E&S. 1/2)
2/1024 (E&~. 1/2/1)
1931-50
Boards of Survey
Regulations and Standin~ Orders
1942-51
28 p:p.
124 p'P.
Stores
Boards of Survey
~eneral Correspondence and Standin~ Orders
Local Native Councils: ~eneral
2/1026 (E&S. 1/2/2) 1933-51
Stores
Boards of Survey
Local Native Councils
North Nyanza
180 pp.
Box 38, EDUC. 1/2/3'-PH. 3/1/11, 2/1027 - 2/1056, 1931-1951
2/1027 (E&S. 1/2/2/3) 1932-51 173 nne
2/1029 (E&S. 1/4/2)
Boards of Survey
Administration - General
Central Nyanza District
1942-44
Office Equipment
Printi.n,g and Stationery
Salvage of Pa~er
9 pp.
2/1028 (E&S. 1/2/2/4) 1946-51 56 Jl~.
Boards of Survey
Administration - General
South Nyanza District
2/1030 (E&S. 1/2/2/1) 1931-51 37 nn.
Stores
Boards of Survey
Administration - General
Provincial Commissioner
Reel 64 Section 10
17
2/1031 (F&S. 1/2/2/5) 1931-51 131 nne
2/1032 (E&S. 1/2/3)
Boards of Survey
Administration - General
Kericho District
1936-51
Boards of Survey
Local Native Councils
Central Nyanza
131 111'.
2/1033 (E&~. 1/2/3/4) 1937-51 3" nne
Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
~~edical
2/1033 (E&S. 1/2/3/7) 1938-51 32 'On.
Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Veterinary Dept.
2/1034 fE&S. 1/2/3/8) 1938-44 10 pp.
2/1036 (E&S. 1/1/1)
2/1037 (E&~. 3/3/1)
2/1038 (E&S. 1/6/1)
Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Prisons
1931-49
Stores
~eneral Correspondence
Provincia.l Commissioner
1943-45
Office Eauipment
Stationery
General
1923-51
Eouipment and Stores
Crown and Bombay A~ents
Indents
Standinp: orders
36 pn.
80 np.
45 pp.
Reel 64 Section 10
2/1039 (PH. 5/2)
Reel 65 Section 10
2/1040 (PH. 5/2/1)
2/1041 (PH. 5/1/4)
2/1042 (PH/ 5/1)
2/1043 (PH. 5/3/1)
2/1044 (PH. 4/2/5)
2/1045 (PH. 6/1)
2/1046 (PH. 6/1)
18
1943-51
Infant Welfare
Training of Midwives
1931-42
Sanitation and Health
Annual Renorts
Headouarters and M.O.s
1931-38
Sanitation
Monthly Reports
South Lumbwa District
1941-46
Infant Welfare
Maternity
1938-39
Sanitation and Health
Sanitation of Nyanza Province
Sanitation and Hypiene of Schools
1938-49
Sanitation
~1onth1y Reports
Kisimu Township
1933
Nursin~ Associations
Euroneans
1931
Medical herbs an~ plants
Raising of and reports
16 pn.
465 :np.
178 PP.
8 T'p.
17 'Pt'.
191 PTl.
4 'On.
4 JlP.
2/1053 (PH. 1/1/1/1)
Reel 65 Section 10
2/1047 (PH. 7/1)
2/1048 (PH/ 3/1/6)
Reel 66 Section 10
2/1049 (PH. 4/2/3)
2/1050 (PH. 4/2/2)
2/1051 (PH. 1/2/3)
2/1052 (PH. 1/2/1)
19
1939-43
Nutrition
1934-51
Snecific Diseases
Preventive ~1easures and Treatment
Leper Settlement
1938-40
Sanitation
Monthly :Reports
South Kavirondo District
1937-40
Sanitation
Monthly Reports
North Kavirondo
1935-48
~1edical Services
Public Health
Work of M.O.H. Insnector
Private Practices
1932-51
Medical Services
Public Health
Health of Natives
Measures for Improvement
1932
Medical Services
Nyanza
Or~anization
Central Kavirondo
33 pn.
186 uu.
(5% faint)
93 PJl.
89 r'l'.
40 PI'.
102 nn.
2/1054 (PH. 4/1 Vol. II) 1936-50 20 pp.
Sanitation
Sanitation Services ~eneral
Reel 66 Section In
20
2/1055 (PH. 4/1/1)
2/105~ (PB. 3/1/1)
1934-51
Sanitation
Sanitary Services ~eneral
Conservancy ~ervices
1944-51
Snecific Diseases
Preventive ~1easures and TreatJl1ent
Tvnhoid Fever
201 PP.
(10% faint)
R nne
Box 3Q, PH. 3/1/1/2 - PH. 3/1/1/1, 2/1057 - 2/1082, 1931-1951
1946-512/1057 (PH. 3/1/1/2)
Snecific Diseases
Preventive Measures
Slee~inp Sickness
South Nyanza
165 UP.
2/1058 (PH. 3/1/271)
2/1059 (PH. 3/1/3)
1936-41
Study of Anopheles Funestus
1939-47
Snecific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Venereal Diseases
12 ~!,.
102 -ru.
2/1060 (PH. 3/1/1/2/1) 1946 73 nne
2/1061 (PH. 2/2/6)
2/1062 (PH. 5/1/2)
S~eci~ic Diseases
Preventive 1~easures
Sleeping Sickness
South Nyanza
Kuia River
1943
Hospitals and Disnensaries
Private
R.C. Mission Hospital
Nyabando
1931-50 50 up.
Infant Welfare
~·~aternitv Homes
Pumwani (Nairobi) and others outside Nvanza
Peel 66 Section 10
2/1063 (PH. 2/1/1)
2/1064 (PH. 2/6/1)
21
1946-47
A.rti-Facts and Disnensaries
~overnment
Kisumu
1943
7R Pl'.
4 PP.
Hosnital and Disnensaries
Physical Rehabilitation of A~rican Personnel
dischar~ed from the ~~i1i tarv Porces on
account o~ iniuries
~eneral Corresnnndence
2/1065 (PH. 2/5)
2/1066 (PH. 2/4)
2/1067 (PH. 2/3)
2/1068 (PH. 2/2/2)
Reel 67 Section 10
2/1069A (PH. 1/1)
1943
Hosnital and Disnensaries
Hosnital Diet
1940-46
Bospital Fees
1940-49
Allocation o-F ~1edical Dtlties
1933-37
Hospitals and. Dispensaries
'iissions
Kakamega (R. C •~~. )
1937-51
Medical Services
Organization
14 nne
25 T',".
16 pp.
26 UP.
1931-3~2/1069B (PH. 5/1/1)
Instant Welfare
~1aternity Homes
Maseno
SO P11.
2/1069C (PH. 4/2) 1938-47
Sanitation
Monthly Reports
Kericho
133 np.
Reel 67 Section 10
22
2/1069D (PH. 3/1/1/2) 1936-45
Slee~in~ Sickness Campai~n
South Kavirondo
2/1069E (PH. 3/1/1/1) 1939-51 244 J'p.
Snecific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Sleeping Sickness
Central Kavirondo
2/1069F (P~. 3/1/1/2/3) 1946-51 205 1")n.
1943-49
Specific Diseases
Sleeping Sickness
South Nyanza
Oyani River
2/106q~ (PH. 3/1/13)
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Small pox variala
52 !''P.
2/1070 (PH. 1/2/7)
211071 (PH. 1/2/6)
2/1072 (PH. 1/2/5)
2/1073 (PH. 4/2/1)
1944-47
Medical Services
Public Health
X-Ra.y and Ol)erations
1943
Medical Services
Public Health
Deaths and Death Rates
1934~49
Puhlic Health
Destitute and Incurable Persons
1934-51
Sanitation
Monthly P.eports
Central Kavirondo District
12 ~:n.
1 pp.
99 pp.
178 nne
23
Reel 68 Section 10
2/1074 (PH. 4/2) 1946-£17 88 nne
Sanitation
~onth1y Reports
2/1075 (PH. 4/1/3) 1946-51 112 pp.
Sanitation
Sanitary Services ~eneral
Tradin~ Centres
2/1076 (PH. £1/1/2) 1946-51 370 11p.
Sanitation
Sanitary Services
Townships
2/1077 (PR7 1/2/4) 1935-5J. 1A. nne
Public Health
Su:o:oly of ~1edicine to Of-Ficia1s
2/107R (PH. 1/2/1)
2/1079 (PH. 2/1/2)
2/1080 (PH. 5/1/3)
2/1081 (PH. 2/1/4)
1935
"1etiical C:;ervices
Puhlic Health
Health of Europeans and Asians
Measures of Improvement
1937-47
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
Central Kavirondo
1933
Infant Welfare
~~aternity I~ouses
South Kavirondo -- Kisii
1935-50
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
South Kavirondo
14 JlP.
4 nne
13 :0:0,
9S :pp.
Reel 68 Section 10
24
2/1082 (PH. 2/2/3) 1946-47
c .~,,f. ~. Posnital
~~aseno
39 l'ln.
Box 40, PH. 3/1/1/2/3 - PT. 4/3, 2/1083 - 2/11/4, lq~I-1951
2/1083 (PH. 2/2/5) 1933-34
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Private
Private Nursin~ }fome
Kakamega.
g·t'n.
1946-472/1084 (PH. 3/1/1/4)
Specific nisea.ses
~eneral
Sleepin~ Sickness
Kinsi~is Reserve
Reel 69 Section 10
373 nne
2/1085 (PH. 3/1/12) 1941-51
Specific Diseases
Preventive ~1easures and Tr~atJ11ent
Yello,,! Fever
116 np.
1940-472/1086 (PH. 1/2/4/1) 137 111".
~1edical Services
Public Health
SUJ?uly of r1edicine
Purchase and Su!'ply o.f ~fedicinal Dru£'s
(and artificial limhs)
2/1087 (PH. 3/1/9)
2/1088 (PH. 3/1/8)
1938-40
Specific Diseases
Renorts
Weekly Renorts of Infections
Diseases
1934-47
Snecific Diseases
Preventive '(easures a.nd Trea.tl'",ent
Va.ccination and Innoculation
125 !In.
40 nne
Reel 69 ~ection 10
2/1089 (P~. 3/1/7)
2/1090 (PH. 3/1/1)
2/1091 (PH. 3/1/1)
2/1092 (PH. 2/2)
2/1093 (PH. 2/2/1)
2/1094 (PH. 2/1/6)
2/1095 (PH. 2/1/5)
2/1097 (PT. 1/1/1)
25
1935-40
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Cerebral Sninal ~"eninf!itis
1931
Specific Diseases
Preventive ~~easures and Treatment
Sleeping Sickness
1935
Specific Diseases
Preventive ~easures an~ Treatment
Sleeping Sickness
1944
Dispensaries
General Private
1932-47
Hos1'itals and Dispensaries
~~iss ions
Ranga1a-Mil1 Hill ~1ission
1942-46
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
Londiani
1935-48
Hospitals and Disnensaries
Government
Kericho
1946-51
Post Offices and A~encies
Kisumu
Postal Facilities in Native Reserves
18 :nn.
203 n'P.
266 pre
7 PD.
33 l'D.
91 pn.
98 TlJ'.
5S nne
26
Reel 70 Section 10
2/1098 (PT. 2/1/4) 1932-44 54 rn.
Telegraph and Telephones
Telegraphs
Construction of Ne"., Lines
2/1099 (PT. 2/1/2) 1931 36 11:0.
Tele,raphs and Telephones
Telegraph Addresses
2/1100 (PT. 2/3) 1941-50 3 pp.
Tele~raphs and Tele~hones
Hours of Post and Telegra~h Services
2/1101 (PT. 2/1/3) 1~33-51 R3 nn.
Telepraphs and T~le~hones
Te1egra.l'hs
~~onthly Accounts
2/1102 CPT. 2/2/3) 1940-51 14 rna
Tele~ra~hs and Telephones
Telerhones
Trunk Telephone Calls
2/1103 (PT. 4/4)
2/1104 (PT. 4/5)
2/1105 CPT. 1/9)
2/1106 (PT. 2/1/1)
1931-40
Post Office
~1ails
Notices and Time Tables
1932-47
Post Offices
Mails
Complaints re letters, etc.
1945-47
Post Offices and A~encies
Luanda and ~"aseno
1937-51
Te1e~raphs and Telephones
TeleJ!raphs
State Priority and Teleprams
26 np.
32 nn.
28 pp.
13R 'Pp.
27
Reel 70 Section 10
2/1107 (PT .. 2/2) 1932-49 4 pp.
Telegrams and Telephones
Telephones
2/1108 (PT. 4/2) 1937-50 15 nne
Post Offices
Mails
Post Boxes
2/1109 CPT. 4/1) 1931-57 3 Pp.
Post Offices -- Mails
Correspondence by Mail
2/1110 (PT. 3/2) 1934-49 72 Pp.
Wireless
Broadcasting
2/1111 CPT • 1/3) 1931 36 :OP.
Post Office
Kisii
2/1112 (PT. 1/2/ 1) 1941 3 r'P.
Post Office and Agencies
Kericho
Sotik
2/1113 {PT. 1/4) 1931 58 :p~.
Post Offices
Kakamega
2/1114 (PT. 4/3) 1942-45 186 pp.
Post Offices and. ARencies
Mails
Postages
28
Reel 71 Section 10
Box 41, PT. 1/1 - PW. 2/4/4, 2/1115 - 2/1143, 1931-1951
2/1115 (PT. 1/1)
2/1116 (PT. 1/9)
2/1117 (PT. 1/6)
2/1118 (PT. 2/2/1)
2/1119 (PT. 1/5/1)
2/1120 (PT. 1/1/2)
2/1121 (P~. 2/4/7)
2/1122 (PW. 11/1/1)
1932-42
Post Offices
Kisumu
1944-49
Post 0ffices and Agencies
Londiani
1938-41
Post Offices
Lumbwa
1931-44
Te1e~ra~hs and Telenhones
Telephones
Construction of New Lines
1941
Post Offices
Central Kavirondo
Yala.
1941-49
Post Offices and Agencies
Inspection of Accounts
1945-47
Station ~ites and Buildin~s
Buildin~s of Houses for Officials
South Kavirondo
1939-45
Buildin~ Control
~eneral ~orresnondence
Pennits
21 p1'.
18 nne
7 rp.
227 nu.
13 J'l'P.
72 T'p.
16 r'p.
Reel 71 Section 10
29
2/1123 (Pw. 2/4) 1945 q 'On.
Station ~ites and Buildings
Buildin1! of J~ouses -For nfficials ~eneral
North Kavirondo
Asians
2/1124 (PW. 9/3)
2/1125 (P\4!. 9/2)
2/1126 (P~. 2/1/7)
2/1127 (PW. 11/1/2)
1934
V!ater Permits
South Kavirondo
Water ~1il1s
1931
\4later Permits
Central Kavirondo
Water ~1ills
1942-49
Hos~itals and Dispensaries
~overnment
Sotik, Chemagel, and Kankatet
1945-47
(Building Materials)
177 nn.
19R "nn.
(5% faint)
202 UP.
(15% faint)
75 nn.
2/1128 (PW. 2/4/12/1) 1942-47 66 pP.
(5%" faint)
1944-47
Station Sites ann ~uildin~s
Huildinp of Houses
Rentin~ of Houses and Offices
Recoveries of Kericho
2/1129 (PW. 2/4/6/1)
BuildinR qfHouses
North Kavirondo
Allocation of Bomes
Europeans
41 np.
(5% "faint)
Reel 72 Section 10
2/1130 (PW. 2/5/2)
30
1936-44
Local Native Council Godowns
249 p:p.
2/1131 (PW. 2/4/10/2) 1931-51 80 P:O.
J-fousing
South Lumbwa
Allocation of houses
Asian
2/1132 (PW. 2/4/10/1) 1931-51 97 P:O.
1931-47
1933-51
Housing
South Lumbwa
Allocation of Houses
European
2/1133 (PW. 2/4/3/2)
Housing
South Kavirondo
Allocation of Houses
Asian
2/1134 (PW. 2/4/8/1)
Housing
South Kavirondo
Allocation of Houses
Europeans
38 Tlp.
140 pp.
2/1135 (Pl-l. 5/4)
2/1136 (PW. 5/3)
1938
Water Supply
Survey of Waters
1938-40
Water SUPJ'ly
Pollution of Water
14 11:0.
22 ~Jl.
Reel 73 Section 10
31
1946-512/1138 (PW. 2/3/5/1)
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Chiefs' Office Building
Chiefs' Offices
Location Centres
334 nne
2/1139 (PW. 2/4/1)
2/1140 (PW. 2/4/1)
1946-51
Housin~
Kisumu Londiani
Housin~ Committee
1943-45
Housing
Kisurnu-Londiani
Housin~ Committee
380 np.
65 :op.
(5% faint)
2/1141 (PW. 2/8 Vol. II) 1940-47 14 P:O.
Station Sites and Ruildings ~eneral
Inspection of Buildings, etc. and valuation
2/1142 (PW. 3/2)
2/1143 (PW. 2/4/4)
1931-50
Furniture
~1oSQuito Nets
1931-49
37 nne
8~ nne
{lot· faint)
Reel 74 Section 10
Station Sites and Buildings
Building of houses for Officials ~eneral
Central Kavirondo
Box 42, PW. 2/9 - Te. 1/2/1, 2/1144 - 2/1164, 1931-1951
2/1144 (PW. 2/9) 1941-50 201 pp.
Station ~ites and Buildings ~eneral
African and Asian Rousin~ in ~funici:oal and
and Townshi~ Areas
Reel 74 Section 10
2/1145 (PW. 3/3)
32
1946-47
Furniture
Refrigerators
47 pp.
1~31-512/1146 (PW. 2/4/3/3)
Station Sites and Buildings
Buildin~ of Houses ~enera1
Allocation of Houses
Arabs and Africans
182 nne
2/1147 (PW. 2/4/1) 1931-42
Housing
Kisurnu-Londiani
Bousing Committee
168 l'n.
1946-472/1148 (PW. 2/4/3/2)
~tation Sites and Bui1dinvs
Building of houses for Officials
Allocation of houses
Asians
126 P:O.
2/1149 (PW. 4/2)
2/1150 (PW. 2/4/5)
1937-51
Housing
f,1inor Works
1946-51
246 nn.
(5% faint)
109 n:p.
Reel 75 Section 10
Station Sites and Buildin~s General
Buildin~ of Houses for Officials General
North Kavirondo
2/1151 (PW. 2/4/9)
2/1152 (PW. 5/1/1)
1931-51
Buildinp of Houses for Officials
J<ericho
1931
Water Supply
Kericho
188 nne
153 pp.
Reel 75 Section 10
2/1153
2/1154 (PW. 3/1)
2/1155 (PW. 2/5/1)
2/1156 (PW. 2/5)
2/1157 (PW. 2/4/13)
2/1158 (PW. 2/3/1)
2/1159
Reel 76 Section 10
2/1160 (TC. 1/2/4)
33
1944-51
(Water SU'DPly)
(Development Committee Re~orts)
1946-51
Furniture
Offices and quarters
1944-51
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Local Native Councils
Housing of L.N.C. Staff
1936-47
Station ~ites and BuildinRs
Local Native Council Buildin~s
1944-51
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Building of Offices and Houses
Military Buildings
1937-41
Police BuildinJ.!
Bondo Police Sta.tion
1946-49
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Buildin~ of Houses for Officials
Europeans
1940-44
Trade
Statistics
Manufacture of Native hoes
15 np.
263 up.
(15%" faint)
200 P'P.
(10%' "faint)
4S nu.
64 1'p.
231 IIp.
36 p:p.
Reel 76 Section 10
34
2/1161 (TC. 1/2/3)
2/1162 (TC. 13/1/2)
2/1163 (TC. 1/2/1)
1933-51
Specific Trades and Industries
Soap Making
Correspondence
1942-46
(Import Statistics)
1~46-51
56 pp.
157 pp.
396 nne
Trade
Snecific Trades and Industries ~eneral
Fish and Fishing ~eneral
2/1164 (TC. 1/2/2 Vol. II) 1946-51 374 P:O.
Industries
Hides and Skins
~eneral Correspondence
Reel 77 Section 10
Box 43, Te. 1/2/1/1 - PW. 2/1/2, 2/1165 - 2/1199, 1931-1951
2/1165 1946-51 439 nn.
(10%" faint)
(Fishin~ - Re~orts by Officers, etc.)
2/1166 (TC. 1/2/1/2)
2/1167 (TC. 1/2/1/4)
1942-45
Trade
Specific Trade and Industries
Fish and Fishin~ ~eneral
Fish Cannin~J Curin~, and Smokin~
1944-51
Trade
Specific Trades and Industries
Fish and Fishing General
Fishinp Nets
9 !'p.
126 nn.
2/1168 (TC. 1/2/1/3)
Reel 77 Section 10
2/1169
35
1943
Trade
~pecific Trades and Industries
Fish and Fishin~
Dried Fish
1946
Baluhia -- ex-soldiers tradin~ union
22 nn.
4 PJ).
2/1170 (TC. 10/1/13) 1945-46 5 pp.
2/1171 (TC. 10/1/11)
2/1172 (TC. 10/1/15)
2/1176 (TC. 10/1/10)
2/1173 (TC. 1/2/7)
2/1174 (TC. 1/2/6)
2/1175 (TC. 1/1/6)
2/1177 (TC. 10/1/8)
African Dukas Ltd.
1946
African Milk Traders Union
1946
~ern Traders Society
1942-50
Trade
Specific Trade and Industries
Pottery and Kisii Soap Stone
1942-47
Trade
Specific Trades and Industries
Manufacture of Cloth
1944
Trade
Organization General
Army Exhibition
1943-51
Chambers of Commerce
General
Luo Trading Co.
1943
2 pp.
2 'OU.
84 p:p.
362 pp.
34 J'lp.
18 pp.
2 pp.
(50\ faint)
Institutions and Associations
Union of Baluha Farmers, Stock Breeders
and Traders
Reel 77 Section 10
36
2/1178 (TC. 1/3/2) 1941-47 36 p:n.
Trade
Organization of Markets and Produce ~enera.l
Butcheries and Slau~hter Houses
2/1179 (TC. 1/2/2)
Reel 78 Section 10
2/1180 (TC. 12/1)
2/1181 (TC. 10/1/6)
2/1182 (TC. 11/1)
1941-51
Markets, etc.
Establishment of Markets ~eneral
Central Kavirondo
1946-51
Traders Licensing Board
General Corresnondence
1945-50
Chamber of Commerce
General Correspondence
North Kavirondo Chamber of ro~rnerce
1941-46
Customs
~en Corresnondence
39 PTl.
345 np.
(ln~' -faint)
15 p:p.
9 nne
2/1183 (TC. 1/3/1/2/3) 1943-50 31 nne
Trade
0rganization of Markets
Markets and Marketing of Native Produce
Establishment of ~1arkets
North Kavirondo
2/1184 (TC. 10/1/4)
2/1185 (TC. 10/1/5)
1942-47
Chambers of Commerce
~eneral Correspondence
Kavirondo Traders and Lands Union
1942-47
Chambers of Commerce
General Correspondence
Buch ,-Tohala
RO p~.
S2 'PTl.
(20% faint)
Reel 78 Section 10
2/1186 (TC. 3/1)
2/1187 (TC. 13/1/4)
2/1188 (TC. 1/2/9)
2/1189 (TC. 9/1)
2/1191 (TC. 5/2)
2/1190 (TC. 1/1/5)
2/1192 (PW. 1/4/2)
2/1193 (PW. 1/4/1)
2/1194 (PW. 1/3/1)
37
1944-47
Co-Operative Societies
General Corresnondence
1941-46
Iron and Steel
1943
Trade
Specific Trade and Industry
Salt
1933-50
Wei~hts and Measures
General Corres~ondence
1931-35
Trade Centres
Nyanza
Standing Orders
1935-51
Specific Trades and Industries
Trade Exhibitions and Propa~anda
1930-39
Roads and Bridges
South Kavirondo
South Kavirondo and Kericho
1943-48
Roads and Bridges
South Kavirondo District
Native Reserves
1943-47
Roads and BTid~es
Central Kavirondo District
Native Reserve
334 PJ'.
11 pn.
10 P-p.
141 pp.
R np.
16 ~p.
29 Ul'.
56 'On.
16 pp.
38
Reel 79 Section 10
2/1194 (PW. 1/3/1) (continued from Reel 78)
2/1195 (PW. 2/1/3) 1944-46
Stations Sites and Bld~s. General
Site Selection COmID.ittees
Non-government Asian HousinR
70 P:O.
7 nne
2/1196 (PW. 1/3/1)
2/1197 (PW. 1/2/2)
2/1198 (P~. 1/7/2)
2/1199 (PW. 2/1/2)
1932-50
Roads and Bridges
North Kavirondo
Native Reserve
1931-35
Roads and Bridpes
North Kavirondo
North Kavirondo and Nzoia
1933-47
Roads and Bridges
Kericho
Road Board
1933-37
148 pp.
29 pp.
169 pop.
8R pP.
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Site Selection Committee
Loans and Advances for Housin~ Schemes
Box 44, 2/1200 - 2/1229, 1931-1951
2/1200 (PW. 2/1)
2/1201 (PW. 1/4/4)
2/1202 (PW. 1/5/1)
1946-51
Housing
Selection of ~ites for New Buildin~s
1940-50
Roads and BridRes
South Kavirondo
Kisii Township Roads and Drains
1943-47
Roads and Bridges
Kericho District
Native Reserve
334 :01'.
28 pp.
71 P:O.
Reel 79 Section 10
2/1203 (PW. 1/5/2)
2/1204 (PW. 1/5/3)
2/1205 (Pw. 1/6/1)
2/1206 (PW. 1/2/3)
2/1207 (PW. 1/7/7)
2/1208 (PW. 1/1/3)
39
1938-49
Roads and Townships
Kericho Township
1944-47
Roads and Bridges General
Kericho
Kericho - Muhoroni - Sonphor
1943-46
Roads and Bridges
Kisumu -- Londiani District
Roads within nistrict
1933-50
Roads and Brid~es
North Kavirondo
N.K. and Uganda
1937-45
Roads and Brid~es
Standin$.! Orders
Nyanza Provincial Road Board
1943-49
31 nn.
24 nn.
29 PP.
34 p~.
46 P~.
49 PJ1.
Reel 80 Section 10
Roads and Brid~es
General Correspondence
Road Reserves and Setting Anart of Lands -For Road.s
2/1209 (PW. 1/6/3)
2/1210 (PW. 2/2/1)
1931-40
Roads and Drains
Kisumu Township
1945
Station Sites and Buildin~s
Office Buildings -- Headauarters
MUnicipal Buildin~s
161 pp.
6 pp.
Reel 80 Section 10
2/1211 (PW. 1/2)
2/1212
2/1213 (PW. 1/1/4)
40
1931
Roads and Rridpes
North Kavirondo District
1931-46
Main Trunk Road
Kisumu -- Nairohi
1939
16 nne
115 np.
16 nn.
Roads and Conununications of ~~ilitary Irn'Portance
2/1214 (PW. 1/1/2)
2/1215 (PH. 3/1/5)
2/1216 (PH. 3/1/2)
2/1217 (PH. 3/1/10)
2/1218 (PH. 2/1)
2/1219 (LG. 1/1/9)
1943-51
Roads and Bridges General
General Correspondence
Roads in District Council Areas
1931
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures
Plague
1945-47
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
~'alaria
1939-51
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Diseases of Eye and Blindness
1945-49
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
1946
Local Government
Townships
Rating of Property in MUnicipal Area
11 nne
16 PJ-l.
68 P:O.
46 pp.
42 pp.
2 pp.
Reel 80 Section 10
2/1220 (LG. 2/2/2)
41
1943-50
District Council
Nyanza
District Council Developments
155 Pp.
2/1221 (LG. 1/4/2/2) 1943-47 314 pp.
Townships
South Kavirondo
Kisii
A~Plications, Grants and Sales o~ Plots
2/1222 (L~. 2/1/1)
Reel 81 Section 10
2/1223 (LG. 1/1/3)
1936-51
District Councils
Nyanza
General Correspondence
1945-51
148 np.
199 Pp.
Townships
Nyanza
Rules
2/1224 (LG. 1/3/2/3) 1935-47
TownshiJ-ls
North Nyanza
Kakamega
Layout and settin~ anart
2/1225 (L(;. 1/1/4/1) 1931
Townships
Nyanza
Layouts
Standing Orders
2/1226 (LG. 1/5/2/1) 1931-46
Townships
South LUmhwa District
Kericho
51 JlP.
6 ~P.
279 pre
Reel 81 Section 10
42
2/1227 (L~. 1/1/5) 1931-32
Townshins
Nyanza
Ouit rents
29 P:O.
1931-502/1228 (LG. 1/5/1/2)
Townships
South Kurnbwa
Kericho
General Corresponrlence
67 pp.
2/1229 (LG. 1/1/7) 1931-32 12 :p:n.
Townships
Nyanza
Ap~lications for Shins ret on unalienated land
Box 45, FIN 1/6/1 - FIN. 9/6/3, 2/1230 - 2/1260, 1931-1951
2/1230 (Ln. 1/6/1)
Reel 82 ~ection 10
2/1231 (LG. 1/1/6)
19'35-45
Townships
Kisumu - Londiani
Townships - Accounts
1931-50
Townships
Nyanza
Town P1annin~
469 Pp.
80 :op.
1947-51
1938-50
2/1232 (LG. 1/3/2/2)
Townships
North Kavirondo
Kakamega
Applications, Grants, Sales, etc.
2/1233 (L~. 1/3/2/2)
Kakame~a Township
One Year Leases
Transfer of Plots
323 J>n.
185 p:p.
Reel 82 Section 10
43
1935-452/1234 (LG~ 1/6/6/1)
Townships
Kisumu - Londiani
Lonrliani
~enera1 Correspondence
125 TlP.
2/1235 (LG. 2/1/4)
2/1236 (LG. 2/1/2)
1932-38
District Councils
Nyanza
Estimates
1932-33
District Councils
Nyanza
Roads and Brid~es
12fl pp.
35 pp.
1937-512/1237 (L~. 3/2/4/1) 24 P:O.
Municipal Boards and Township Committees
Township Committee
South Nyanza
A:opointments
2/1238 (LG. 3/2/4/2) 1936-51 85 PJl.
Municipal Board and Township Committee
To~~ship Committee
South Nyanza
ARenda and Minutes
2/1239 (LG. 3/2/5/1) 1943-49 29 p:p.
2/1240 (LG. 3/2/6/1)
MUnicipal Boards and Townshi~ Committees
Township Committees
Sotik Township
Appointments
1942-43
Municipal Boards and Townshi~ Committees
Township Committees
Londiant Township Committee
General Corresnondence
Reel 82 Section 10
44
1936-37
1932-44
2/1241 (LG. 1/5/1/4)
Townships
Kisimu - Londiani
Chernelil
~eneral Correspondance
2/1242 (L~. 1/2/2/5)
10 pp.
36 pp.
~~unicipal Boards and Townshin Committees
Town Planning
Kisirnu
Correspondance - General
1931-51
1932-50
2/1243 (L~. 1/5/1/5)
Townships
Kisimu - Londiani
Lurnbwa
General Correspondance
Reel 83 Section 10
2/1244 (L~. 1/6/5/1)
109 1'1'-
46 :0'0.
Townships
Kisirnu - Londiani
~fuhoroni : Son~hor
Applications, ~rants, and Sales of Plots
2/1245 (L~. 1/6/10/1) 1937 2 nn.
1931-37
1936-46
Townships
Kisimu '- Londiani
S8J1~hor
General
2/1246 (LG. 3/2/2/2)
Township Committees
Kericho
A~enda and '~inutes
2/1247 (L~_ 3/2/3/2)
126 pp.
(5% 'faint)
55 P:t'.
Municipal Boards and Townshi~ ro~mittees
Township Committees
North Nyanza
Agenda and ~finutes
Reel 83 Section 10
45
2/1248 (LG. 3/2/2/1) 1931-51 71 nn.
~~unicipa1 Boards and To~mship Cowroittees
Townshin Committees
South Lumbwa
A!JJlointments
2/1249 (LG. 3/2/3/1) 1936-4R 33 !'p.
Municipal Boards and To~mshin Committees
Township Committees
North Kavirondo
Appointments
2/1250 (LG. 2/1/5) 1932-45
District Councils
Nyanza
Annual Reports
87 Pll.
2/1251 (FIN. 11/1/37) 1945 21 un.
Defalcations
Shorta~es, Thefts, etc.
~1isappropriationof L.N.C. Punds ~y Cleorhas Si~e -
Clerk - Nyando Tribunal
2/1252 (FIN. 11/1/42) 1945-46 10 :0:0.
Defalcations
Shortages and Thefts of Cash, etc.
Theft of L. N•c. Cash from the lfouse of Bondo
Native Clerk
2/1253 (FIN. 11/1/46) 1946-47 54 :0:0.
Defalcations
Shorta~e of Cash, etc.
Theft of L.N.C. Market Receint Book - Kericho
2/1254 (FIN. 11/1/41) 1945-47 48 Ylp.
Defalcations
Shortages, Theft of Cash
Loss of Native Pool Tax Tickets and L.N.C. Rate
Receipts by Chief's Clerk f~an~ano
2/1255 (FIN. 11/1/47) 1946-47 120 ~p.
Defalcations
Shortage~ of Cash, etc.
Theft of Govt. and L.N.C. Cash by Kisimu Local Clerk
Reel 83 Section 10
46
2/1256 (FIN. 11/1/43) 1946-47 52 ~J'.
2/1257 (FIN. 9/1)
Defalcations
Shortage of Cash
Loss of novt. Money - ~~aj or ~1acJ.,eod
1934-47
Taxation
Native Taxation General
201 Tlp.
(10%" "faint)
1931
1939
2/1258 (FIN. 10/1/1)
Trading Licenses
2/1259 (FIN. 11/1/1)
Shortage in Cash
}fuhoroni Sugar Co.
87 pp.
4 :op-
2/1260 (FIN. 9/3)
Reel 84 Section 10
1943-51
Taxation
Native Poll Tax
Exemption and Refunds
181 ~p.
Box 46, FIN. 11/1/7 - Fin. 11/1/24, 2/1261 - 2/1310, 1931-51
2/1261 (FIN. 11/1/7) 1940-43
Fraud at Butsotso Tribunal
2/1262 (FIN. 11/1/8) 1940-43
Loss of Cash
East A1ego
2/1263 (FIN. 11/1/9) 1940-41
Loss of Hut Tax
Kisumu - Londiani
2/1264 (FIN. 11/1/11) 1940-41
133 pp.
16 pp.
18 PJl.
22 pp.
Theft of ~,!oney from Bura Ndhiwa Tribunal
Reel 84 Section 10
47
2/1265 (FIN. 11/1/38) 1945 6 r>p.
Defalcations
General Correspondence
Bulpary Nyakera Tribunal
2/1266 (FIN. 11/1/36) 1944 2 pp.
Defalcations
Shorta~e and Theft of Cash, etc.
Destruction by fire o£ Counterfoil Book and
Cash at A.A. Officer's House Kimilili
2/1267 (FIN. 11/1/44) 1946-48 39 nn.
Theft of L.N.C. Cash
Masena
(20% faint)
2/1268 (FIN. 11/1/45) 1946 3 pp.
Defalcations
Shorta~e in Cash, etc.
Theft of Cash Zakayo Kisembe
Tax Clerk Kahras
2/1269 (FIN. 11/1/43) 1946-47 86 r'p.
2/1270 (FIN. 9/4/6)
Defalcations
Shorta~es of Cash, etc.
1941-46
Taxation
Non-Native Taxation
Personal Tax
21 pp.
2/1271 (FIN. 9/4/4/1) 1936 1 pp.
Taxation
Non-Native
Bducation""Tax
European
2/1272 (FIN. 9/4/4/2) 1933-35 9 Pp.
Taxation
Non-Natives
Education Tax
Asian
Reel 84 Section 10
48
2/1273 (PIN. ~/2/l) 1946-50
Taxation
Natives
Hut and Poll Tax and Collection
12 pP.
2/1274 (FIN. 11/1/29) 1945 2 pp.
Defalcations
Shortape of Cash - Thefts
Theft of Tax ~1oney
2/1275 (FIN. 11/1/40) 1945 9 pp.
Defalcations
Shortage and Theft of Cash, etc.
Loss of Hut Tax Book - Kenya Gold ~~ining Syndicate
2/1276 (FIN. 11/1/35) 1944-47 100 pp.
1939-41
Defalcations
Shortage and Theft of Cash, etc.
Defalcation by Aensa s/o Tango
2/1277 (FIN. 11/1/2)
Theft of L.N.C. Money
Kisii
23 Pp.
2/1278 (FIN. 10/1/18) 1932-51 30 PP.
1940
1940-41
1940-41
Licensing Ordinance
Licenses General
Licensing of Motor Vehicles
2/1279 (FIN. 11/1/5)
Loss of Money
Marindi Market
2/1280 (FIN. 11/1/3)
Theft of Money
Bukiria
2/1281 (FIN. 11/1/6)
Loss of Cash
Elgon Location
9 pp.
18 pp.
4A pp.
Reel 84 Section 10
49
1939-402/1282 (FIN. 11/1/4)
Loss of ~1oney
Kabras
25 pre
2/1283 (FIN. 9/4/3)
2/1284 (FIN. 9/6/4)
1946-50
Taxation
Non-natives
Income Tax
1945-51
Taxation
Native Poll Tax
Kodi Cards
268 pn.
35 pp.
2/1285 (FIN. 11/1/10) 1940-41 12 P:O.
1930-51
1933-51
Loss of Hut Tax Book
Mr. Barratt
2/1286 (FIN. 10/1/6)
AnglinR
(Fishing Ri~hts and Licenses)
2/1287 (FIN. 10/1/5)
Game
Game License Fees and Permits
lR pre
39 pp.
2/1288 (FIN. 10/1/10) 1940-46 36 :pp.
Licensin~ Ordinance
Licenses General
Colham Ginnery Licence
2/1289 (FIN. 9/2/1/2) 1945-51 70 pp.
Taxation
Native Hut and Poll Tax
Collection
Monthly Returns
so
Reel 85 Section 10
2/1290 1943-51
Liauor Licenses
3 :pr.
1945-47
1931-49
2/1291 (FIN. 10/1/8)
Licensing Ordinance
Licenses General
Goldsmith Licenses
2/1292 (FIN. 10/1/4)
Stock Tradinp:
Licenses
Correspondence
153 pp.
(15% faint)
20 pp.
2/1293 (FIN. 9/8/1) 1945
Taxation
Cattle Tax
General Correspondence
20 nne
(40%" faint)
2/1294 (FIN. 10/1/13) 1943-47 5 pp.
2/1295
2/1296
Licensing Ordinance
Licenses General
Explosive, Gun and Ammunition Laws
1944-45
Loss of Cash, Tax, etc.
n.d.
Native Poll Tax
47 :pp.
(30% faint)
108 np.
(25% faint)
Licensin~ Ordinance
Licenses General
Cotton Buying Licenses
2/1297 (FIN. 10/1/11)
2/1298 (FIN. 10/1/12)
1946-47
1940-47
97 pp.
(20% faint)
11 P1'.
Coffee Planters' Licenses
Control of Dog~
2/1299 (FIN. 10/1/17) n.d. 12 pp.
(80% faint)
51
Reel 85 Section 10
2/1300 (FIN. 10/1/16) 1945 8 p:p.
2/1301
2/1302 (FIN. 10/1)
2/1303
2/1304 (FIN. 9/6/2)
LicensinR Ordinance
Licenses General
Food Packin~ Licenses
1944-50
(Hotels, Restaurants, Bakeries)
1945-50
Licensin~ Ordinance
Licenses General
1941-51
(Licensin~ - General)
1944-46
Taxation
Native Poll Tax
Collection by Chiefs and Others
120 nne
(40%' faint)
123 Pp.
(15%' 'faint)
225 pp.
(15% faint)
28 :on.
2/1305
Reel 86 Section 10
1946-48 221 pp.
(10% fai.nt)
(Collection of Tax by Chiefs and Clerks)
2/1305 (FIN. 9/6) 1946-49
Taxation
Native Poll Tax
362 :P:O.
2/1306 (FIN. 11/1/28) 1943 4 pp.
Defalcations
Shortage on Cash, etc.
Theft of S.K.L.N.C. Rate by Clerk Nehamiah Odero
of Kanyanwa
2/1307 (FIN. 11/1/27) 1943 3 pp.
Defalcations
Shortage in cash, etc.
Theft by Mbale Native Tribunal Clerk - Johana
Alfred Musumba
52
Reel 86 Section 10
2/1308 (FIN. 11/1/26) 1942 2 np.
Defalcations
General
Theft of L.N.C. Rate by Clerk - Barnabas Oduol
2/1309 (FIN. 11/1/25) 1942-43 5 np.
Defalcations
Shorta~es in Cash, etc.
Theft of L.N.C. Cash - Kanyada Clerk
2/1310 (FIN. 11/1/24) 1940 9 p:n.
Defalcation
Shorta~es, Thefts, etc.
Theft of L.N.C. rate S.K.
Box 47, FIN. 11/1/23 - FIN. 1/2, 2/1311 0 2/1352, 1931-1951
2/1311 (FIN. 11/1/23) 1942 3 np.
Defa.lcations
Shortage, Theft of Cash, etc.
Theft of Cash - A~peal Tribunal Clerk ~.K.
2/1312 (FIN. 11/1/22) 1942-46 14 JlP.
Defalcations
Shorta~es, Thefts in Cash, etc.
Theft of L. N•C. Ra.te ~1oney - Samia
2/1313 (FIN. 11/1/21) 1941-42 15 nu.
Loss of Hut and Poll Tax and L.N.C. Cash - Nairobi
2/1314 (FIN. 11/1/16) 1940 11 pp.
Theft by Bondo Native Tribunal Clerk
Jacobo Owuor
2/1315 (FIN. 11/1/20) 1941-42 19 P:O.
Defalcations
Shorta~e of Cash, etc.
Theft of Cash - Karachaouyo
2/1316 (FIN. 11/1/18) 1941 13 :0:0.
Loss of Cash - Kuja Native Tribunal
Reel 86 Section 10
53
2/1317 (FIN. 11/1/17) 1940-41 5 P!'.
Defalcations
Shortage in rash, etc.
Theft by Dudi. ~~arket Clerk f:.K.
2/1318 (FIN. 11/1/32) 1944 1~ '!'In.
Defalcations
Shorta~e and Theft o~ rash, etc.
Loss of Cash, etc. - Kisimu~Lnndiani - John nmuo~o
2/1319 (FIN. 11/1/31) 1944 20 p~.
Defalcations
Shorta~e and Theft of Cash, etc.
Theft of Cash, etc. - Court House - Kakame~a
2/1320 (FIN. 11/1/30) 1943 7 :op.
Defalcations
Losses and Thefts of Cash, etc.
Loss of L.N.C. and ~ovt.: Counterfoi1 Rooks by
Kanyadoto Location Clerk
2/1321 (FIN. 11/1/29) 1943 6 Jlr.
Defa.1cations
Shorta~esJ Thefts, etc.
Theft o-F Cash Box - ~~imias !'Tative Tribunal
2/1322 (FIN. 11/1/14) 1940-42 35 nn.
~efa1ca.tions
Shorta~es in Cash, etc.
Theft by Native Tribunal Clerk ~uha - Kuria
2/1323 (FIN. 11/1/15) 1940
Defalcations
Shortages in Cash, etc.
Loss of Cash by N~iya liarket C1erlt:
2/1324 (FIN. 11/1/12) 1940 4 nn.
Losses of Cash
Kericho
Reel 86 Section 10
54
2/1325 (FIN. 9/4/1/1) 1932-45 23 P:O.
Taxation
Non-Natives
Exemptions and Refunds
2/1326 (FIN. 9/2/4/1) 1940-41 3 np.
Pensions and Gratuities
Gratuities
Military Gratuities
Compensation for War In;uries
2/1327 (FIN. 9/2/3/2) 1931 8 u:p.
2/1328 (FIN. 9/4/5)
Taxation
Natives
Hut and Poll Tax
Exernntions
Exemption Certificates
1939-42
Taxation
Non-Native Taxation
Cotton Tax
51 J'lp.
2/1329 (FIN. 9/2/3/1) 1934-44 39 Ul1.
2/1330 (FIN. 9/2/3)
2/1331 (FIN. 12/1)
Taxation
Hut and Poll Tax
ExemptiC'n
Government Employees
1931-42
Hut and Poll Tax
Exemptions
General
1944-47
Boards of Survey
Cash and Bank Balances
106 'P!'.
423 pn.
Reel 87 Section 10
2/1333 (FIN. 11/1)
5S
1946-50
Defalcations
Shortages of Cash
321 up.
1946-472/1334 (FIN. 16/2/1)
Native Betterment Fund
Native Trust Fund
General Corresnondence
243 'Of).
2/1335 (FIN. 15)
2/1336 (FIN. 15/1)
2/1337 (FIN. 13/2)
2/1338 (FIN. 13/3)
2/1339 (FIN. 13/4)
2/1340 (FIN. 17/1)
Reel 88 Section 10
1931
Colonial Development Act
1931-40
Colonial Develonment Act
Schemes and Sug~estions
1946-47
Counterfoi1 Books
Other Revenue Books
1945-47
Counterfoil Books
Returns
1945-46
Counterfoil Books
Local Native Council
1943..;50
Produce Cess and Fund
General
28 Pl'.
45 pn.
(15'%' faint)
57 nne
59 !'p.
156 P:O.
297 'PP.
(15%'· 'faint)
1~43-442/1341 (FIN. 17/1/1)
Maize Cess and Fund
General
Appointment of Boards General
16 pp.
56
Reel 88 Section 10
2/1342 (PIN. 20/1/1) 1945 35 n'P.
Payment of Military Remittance and Allotments
General Corres~ondence
Exnenditure
2/1343 (FIN. 17/1/1/1) 1943 15 rn.
2/1344 (FIN. 17/2/2)
2/1345 (FIN. 17/2/1)
2/1346 (FIN. 17/2/3)
2/1347 (FIN. 17/2/4)
2/1348 (FIN. 20/1)
~"1aize Cess and. Pund
General
Appointment of Hoards ~enera1
A~enda and Minutes
1943
Maize Cess and Fund
~ess Collection and ~xpenditure
Central Kavirondo
lQ43-51
~~aize Cess and Fund
1943
t1aize Cess and Fund
Cess Collection and Ex~enditure
South Kavirondo
1943
Maize Cess and Fund
Cess Collection and Exnenditure
Kericho .
1945-46
12 :r'P.
24 PP.
3 nu.
32 pp.
29 P:O.
Payment of Military Remittances and Allotments
General Correspondence
Expenditure Estimates 1944
2/1349 (FIN. 1/2/1944)
2/1350 (FIN. 1/1/1947)
1944-45
1946
192 pp.
(10%'" "faint)
96 J'p.
Revenue Estimates 1947
2/1351 (FIN. 1/1/1946) 1945-46 24 pp.
Revenue Estimates 1946
57
Reel 88 Section 10
2/1352 (FIN. 1/2/1945) 1044-45 236 pr.
E~enditure Estimates 1945
Box 48 PIN. 1/2 - FIN. 1/2/3, 2/1353 - 2/1386
3/1353 (FIN. 1/2) 1946-48
Estimates and Fx~enditure 1946
141 nl).
2/1354 (FIN. 1/1/1945) 1945 41 1'n.
Revenue Estiwates 1945
3/1355 (FIN. 3/10/1) 1945-47 89 nne
Chiefs an~ Headmen
EnQuiries and al1e~ations apainst Chiefs and
. Headmen
Civil, criminal proceddings a~ainst Chiefs
and Headmen
3/1356 (FIN. 8/3)
2/1357 (FIN. 6/2)
Reel 89 Section IQ
1946-47
Cash Remittances and Transfer
Species Insurance
1946-47
Banks
Operation of ~overnment Accounts
127 pn.
66 r'P.
Box 48, FIN. 1/2 - FIN. 1/2/3, 2/1353 - 2/1386, 1930-1951
2/1358 (FIN. 7/2)
2/1359 (FIN. 6/8)
1945
Currency
Demonitization
1945
Banks
Native Savings and Loan Society
2 :on.
4 :oP.
58
Reel 89 Section 10
2/1360 (FIN. 6/7) 1931 46 DTl.
Banks
Closing of Banks
2/1361 (FIN. 6/1) 1931-36 120 J)p.
~anks
Land and A~ricultural Bank of Kenva
Agency - Correspondence
2/1362 (FIN. 6/3) 1945-47 63 nu.
Banks
L.N.C. ODeration of Accounts
2/1363 (FIN. 5/1)
2/1364 (FIN. 4/1)
2/1365 (FIN. 4/4)
2/1366 (FIN. 6/4/1)
2/1367 (FIN. ~/5)
2/1368 (FIN. 6/6/1)
2/1369 (FIN. 5/1/1)
1935-41
Treasury Instruction
Treasury ~ircular
1931-35
Central Revenue Registry
1931-37
Taxation
Non-Native Taxation
1942-50
Banks
Post 0ffice Savinys ~anks ~eneral
1939-51
Banks
Commission on Cheoues, etc.
1941-51
Banks
War Loans
East African Loan
1932-47
Treasury Instruction
Treasury Circulars
Workin~ of Financial Orders
73 nne
52 'Op.
SO nne
~6 p:n.
22 nne
7 'OP.
108 pp.
Reel 89 Section 10
2/1370 (FIN. 5/1/2)
59
1944-47 78 ~p.
Treasury Instructions
Circulars
Payments at the end o~ the Financial Year
2/1371 (FIN. 6/4)
2/1372 (FIN. 3/6)
Reel 90 Section 10
2/1373 (FIN. 3/7)
2/1374 CFIN. 8/1)
2/1375 (FIN. 5/1/3)
2/1376 (FIN. 7/1)
2/1377 (FIN. 6/1)
2/1378 (FIN. 7/1/1)
1946-47
Banks
Post Office Savings
1931-47
Accounts
Refunds of Revenue and ~rite nff
1945-51
Accounts
Audit Inspections Re~orts
1931-47
Cash Remittances and Transfers
Transfer of Cash
1946-51
Treasury Instructions
Treasury Circulars
Accounts
1931
Currency
Paper Currency and CoinaRe
1931-47
Banks
Land and Agricultural Rank of Kenya
1931-47
Currency
Counterfeit Currency
175 nne
86 PTl.
370 T'P.
(15%" "faint)
97 pp.
102 p:n.
43 pp.
(20% faint)
45 nn.
42 llU II
(25% faint)
60
Reel 90 Section 10
2/1379 (FIN. 8)
2/1380 (FIN. ~/2)
2/1381 (FIN. t')
2/1382 (PIN. 8/5)
2/1383 (Fin. 8/4)
2/1384 (ST. 1/2/3)
2/1385 (FIN. 1/2/3)
2/1386 (CER. 2/2)
1944
Cash Remittances and Transfers
1930-sn
Family Remittances
1931-45
Ranks
1940-51
Cash Remittances and Trans~ers
Safe~uardin~ of Cash
1945-47
Cash Remittances
Cash Balances
1939
Minin~ Department Staff
1940-45
War Exnenditure
1946-47
1 :op.
15 Pl".
4 np.
49 nn.
50 nn.
(20~' faint)
2 ~n.
21 nn.
230 PT.).
(10% '-Faint)
Reel 91 Section 10
Honors and Decorations
War and Police ~~edals and Tribal Police
Box 49, CER. 2/2 - FIN. 1/2/1, 2/1387 - 2/1407, 1930-1953
2/1387 (FIN. 1/2/2) 1~37-4S
Estimates
Expenditure
Special l\1arrants
78 "Pl'.
Reel 91 Section 10
2/1388 (FIN. 1/2/4)
2/1389 (FIN. 3/3/3)
2/1390 (FIN. 1/2/3)
61
1933-50
Estimates
Financial Position
Expenditure
Economies
1945-47
Accounts
Denosits General
Refunds of Minin~ Denosits
1946-51
Fstiw,ates
Fxpenditures
20 'OP.
170 nn.
23 rro.
2/1391 (FIN. 3/3/2/1) 1933-53 260 un.
2/1392 (FIN. 3/9)
2/1393 (PIN. 3/3)
2/1394 (FIN. 3/1/2)
2/1395 (FIN. 3/3/4)
2/1396 (FIN. 2/4)
Accounts
Deposits
r~ining De~osits
Bank Guarantees
1940-49
Accounts
Inspections
1940-46
Accounts
Deposits
1931
Arrears of Revenue
Returns
1944-51
Accounts
Deposits ~eneral
Tr"ihal Police Rewards and Fines
1940-50
Financial Position
Collection of Public Revenue
5 nn.
16 PT>.
13 nn.
186 T'P.
(5% faint)
12 pn.
(sot" faint)
Reel 91 Section 10
62
2/1397 (FIN. 3/3/1)
2/1398 (FIN. 3/1/3)
2/1399 (FIN. 2/3)
2/1400 (FIN. 2/2)
1946-51
Accounts
Deposits
Departmental Rewards and Fines
1945
Accounts
Revenue and Exnenditure
Inter-Departmental Accounts
1945-47
Fstimates
Post \lIar Budget
1930-31
274 PP.
(15' faint)
1 pp.
71 rrp.
40 np.
(25% faint)
Reel 92 Section 10
Financial Position
A~pointment of Revenue and Expenditure
2/1401 (FIN. 3/1/1)
2/1402 (FIN. 3/7/1)
1931-50
Accounts
Returns of Revenue
Hollerith System of Accountin~
1944-50
Accounts
Audit Inspections and Re~orts
Oueries Audit and Treasury
lR3 pp.
445 pn.
(10%· "faint)
2/1403 (FIN. 3/3/211) 1945-47 29 pp.
2/1404 (FIN. 3/4)
Accounts
DeJ'osits
t.~ining Deposits
Bank Guarantees
1942-50
Accounts
Advances
5 pr.
63
Reel 92 Section 10
2/1405 (FIN. 3/8)
2/1406 (FIN. 3/5)
2/1407 (FIN. 1/2/1)
Reel 93 Section 10
2/140R (LAR. 7/3)
2/1409 (LAB. 3/1)
2/1410 (LAB. 4/1)
1944-51
Treasury Inspection Reports
1936-50
Accounts
Imprests Warrants
1946-47
Estimates
Exnenditure
Allocation and Control of 'Totes
1946-47
Conscription of Civil Labor
Revenue and Exe~ntion
1946-47
Compulsory Labour
Standin~ Orders, etc.
1944-46
29 1'11.
131 ~p.
(20% faint)
218 op.
95 :PJ'.
(25% faint)
143 PT'.
19 pp.
(40% faint)
Central Wages Board
Standard Orders and ~enera.1 Correspondence
2/1411 (LAB. 4/12) 1944-46
Conscription of Civil Labour
99 nne
2/1412 (PW. 2/4/2 Vol. III) 1946-47
Station Sites and Buildings
Buildin~ of Houses for Officials
Headauarters, Kisimu
131 PTl.
(15%· faint)
2/1413 (LAB. 02) 1945-47
(Labor Liaison Committees)
(Labor Advisory Board Minutes)
121 pn.
(10% faint)
Reel 93 Section 10
64
2/1414 (L. &0.) 15/1/4) 1937-47
1940-51
1941-42
Accidents
Inquiries Compensation
Workmen's Com~ensation
2/1415 (LAB. 3/1/21)
Foreign. Labour
Standing Orders etc.
Labour for Tanganyika
2/1417 (LAR. 15/1/1)
~tandin~ Orders
Labour Shortage
Assited Labour
Appliances
Reel 94 Section 10
Box 50, 2/1308 - 2/1441, 1930~51
46R pp.
44 pp.
2/1418 (LAB. 15/1) 1941-43 157 pp.
Assisted Labour
Standing Orders and General Correspondence
2/1419 (LA~. 2/2/3)
2/1420 (LA~. 2/2/4)
1932-33
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
South Kavirondo
1937
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
Kericho
8 pp.
3 pp.
1943-462/1421 (LAB. 2/1/18)
Labour
Standing Orders, etc.
Desertion of Labour
197 pp.
Reel 94 Section 10
2/1422 (LAB. 2/2/2)
2/1423 (LAB. 7/6)
65
1931-33
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
North ~Tyanza
1942-44
Conscription of Civil Labour
'Returns
A 'On.
78 pp.
1932
1944-51
2/1424 (LAB. 2/1/16)
Labour
Standing nrders, ect. for Mining
2/1425 (LAR. 2/1/12)
Labour
Standinp-' Orders
Importation of Labour
5A pp.
40 np.
.2/1426 (LAB. 2/1/9) 1943-50
Labour
Standing Orders, etc.
Visits fa Labour and ~onscripts
R4 pp.
1944-47
1944
2/1427 (LAB. 2/1/10)
Labour
Standing Orders
Female Labour
2/1428 (LAB. 2/1/11)
Labour
General
Deaths of Labour
7 pp.
2 P?
2/1429 (LA~. 2/1/8)
2/1430 (LA~. 2/1/6)
1940-49
Labour for Flax
1940-41
Labour
StandioJ! Orders
Chinese Labour
84 pp.
9 pp.
Reel 94 Section 10
2/1431 (LA~. 2/1/5)
2/1432 (LAR. 2/1/4)
2/1433 (LAB. 2/1/3)
2/1434 (LAB. 2/1)
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193A-50
Labour
Standin~ Orders
~erlical Examination of Labour
1945-47
IJabour
Stanrlin~ Orders, etc.
Juvenile Labour
1946-47
Labour
Standing Orders
Labour ~hortages
1931-47
18 pp.
170 pp.
26 pn.
145 pp.
Labour
Standing Orders and General Correspondence
2/1436 (LAB. 2/1/1) 1936-47
Labour A~ents
Labour Contracts of ~ervice
84 pp.
2/1437 (LAB. 2/1/18/1) 1945 29 Pp.
Reel 95 Section 10
2/1438 (LAB. 1/1/1)
2/1439 (rA~. 1/1'
Tjabour
Standing Orders, etc.
Desertion of Labour
Desertion of Gazette
1946-47
Labour Agents
Permits and Licenses
Monthlv Returns
1943-47
99 PP.
410 pp.
Labour A~ents
Permits and License to Recruit Labour
Applications
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Reel 95 Section 10
2/1440 (LAB 4 2/1/2)
2/1441 (PT. 2/2/1)
Reel 96 Section 10
1946-47
Labour
Standin~ Orders
Labour Supply
1945-47
Telegraphs and Telephones
Telephones
Construction of Nel-1 Lines
130 pp.
100 pp.
neposit No. 3 Box 1, 3/1 - 3/44, 1931-195R
3/1 (GA. 1/1)
3/2 (GA. 1/1)
3/3 (GA. 1/1/1)
3/4 (GA. 1/1/2)
3/5 (GA. 1/1/3)
3/6 (GA. 1/1/4)
1951
Game
General Correspondence
1956-57
Game
General Correspondence
1930-50
Game
General Correspondence
Damage by (Hippos and Elephants)
1931-47
Game
General Correspondence
I11e~al Huntin~ and Shooting
1952-58
Game
General Correspondence
Game Trophies
1933-38
4 pp.
12 PP.
274 pP.
36 pp.
7 pp.
21 pp.
Game
General Correspondence
Confiscation or purchase of ivory and Hippo teeth
Reel 96 Section 10
3/7 «(;A. 1/1/5)
6R
1949-50 2 pp.
General Correspondence
Shooting Without License and Prosecutions
3/8 (GA. 1/1/6)
3/9 (GA. 1/1!7)
3!10 (GA. 1/1/8)
3/11 (GA. 1/1/9)
3/12 (GA. 2/1/1)
.1/13 (GA. 2/1/2)
3/14 (GA. 2/1/3)
1938-47
Game
General Correspondence
Trophies for Museum
1947
Game
General Correspondence
Crocodiles in Lake Victoria
Game
General Correspondence
Vermin Poisonin~s
1949
Game
General Correspondence
Snake
1948-49
Game Reserves
General Correspondence
Game Reserves and 'Parks
1936-51
Game Reserves
General Correspondence
Preservation of Game
1935-51
Game Reserves
General Correspondence
Protection of ~irds
9 pp.
14 p1'.
4 po.
3 P?
21 Pp.
20 ?p.
43 op.
Reel 96 Section 10
3/15 (GA. 3/1)
3/16 (GA. 4/1/1)
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1953-59
Anglin~
General Correspondence
Fish and Fishinq
1932-49
320 op.
35 pn.
Angling
General Corres~ondence
Stockinp Rivers and Uaters with Fish, etc.
3/17 (CORR. 1)
3/18 (CORR. 1/1)
3/19 (CORR. 1/1)
3/20 (CORR. 1/2)
1932-46
Correspondence
Method of Conducting
General Public
1931-51
rorrespondence
Method of Conducting
1951-59
Correspondence
General Correspondence
1919-51
21 po.
196 pP.
14 pp.
7 01".
Circulars of Instructions
Secret and Confidential Correspondence
3/21 (COFR. 1/3)
3/22 (CORR. 1/4)
3/23 (CORR. 2/1)
1944
Method of Conductin~ Corresponoence
Reduction of Corresponnence
1948-49
Method of Correspondence
Archives
1937-50
FrankinQ of Official Correspondence
General Corresponnence
2 pp.
9 Pl'.
29 pp.
Reel 96 Section 10
3/24 (CaRR. 2/1)
3/25 (CaRR. 2/2)
3/26 (CORR. 4/1)
3/27 (CORR. 5)
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1952-53
Franking of Official Correspondence
General Correspondence .
1932
Correspondence
Destruction of Standing Orders
1931-47
Government Telegraph Code
1949-51
"Guard Files"
General Correspondence
2 pp.
5 pp.
50 pp.
41 pp.
Reel 97 Section 10
3/28 (CaRR. 5/1) 1951-59 36 pp.
Guard Files
General Correspondence
3/29 (AV. 1/1) 1942-51 241 pp.
(15% dark)
Aerodromes and Landing General
Kisumu Airport
3/30 (AV. 1/2/1) 1931 12 pp.
Aerodromes
Plots
Shell Co. J Kisumu
3/31 (AV. 1/3/11) 1947-51 13 pp.(25% dark)
Aerodromes and Landing General
Landing Grounds
3/32 (AV. 1/3) 1952-57 241 :pp.
(15% dark)
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
Landing Grounds
71
Reel 97 Section 10
3/33 CAV. 1/3/2) 1952-59 45 pp.
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
South Nyanza Landing ~round
3/34 CAV. 1/3/3) 1953-57 8 pp.
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
Kericho
3/35 CAV. 1/3/4) 1956-58 22 pp.
(15% dark)
Landing Grounds
Central Nyanza
3/36 CAV. 1/3/5) 1956 5 pp.
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
Elgon Nyanza
3/37 (AV. 1/4) 1933 8 pp.
(75% dark)
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
Standing Orders
3/38 (AV. 1/5) 1937-51 36 pp.
(20% dark)
Aerodromes and Landing Grounds
Kakamega Aerodromes
3/39 (AV. 2/1/1) 1944-46 31 pp.
(75% dark)
Aviation Flights
General
R.A.F. and Government FliRhts
3/40 (AV. 2/1/2) 1938 9 pp.
(80% dark)
Flights
Itinerary and Notices
Foreign Government Flights
3/41 (AV. 2/1/3) 1931-49 122 pp.
(20% dark)
Air Service
Commercial and Private Flights
Reel 97 Section 10
3/42 (AV. 2/1/4)
3/43 (AV. 2/1/5)
3/44 (AV. 2/1/6)
Reel 98 Section 10
3/45 (AV. 2/1/7)
3/46 (AV. 2/1/8)
3/47 (AV. 3/1)
3/48 (AV. 3/2/2)
3/49 (AV. 3/3/1)
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1933-36
Flights
Itinerary and Notices
Imperial Airways
1932
Flights
Itinerary and Notices
Air Survey Co. Ltd.
1936
Flights
Itinerary, etc.
Air Races
Box 2, 45-83, 1931-1958
1937
Flights
Itinerary and Notices
Movement of Aircraft
1942-49
Flip:h~s
Itinerary, etc.
British Overseas Airways Corporation
1952-58
Air Services
General Correspondence
1936-47
Air Services
Inspections
Accidents
1933-51
Transport
Air Transport
Correspondellce
14 pp.
(60% dark)
2 pp.
5 pp.
4 pp.
36 pp.
52 pp.
33 pp.
10 pp.
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Reel 98 Section 10
3/50 (AV. 3/3/2) 1946-50 60 pp.
Transport
Air Transport
Insurance Against War Risks
3/51 (AV. 3/4) 1948 4 pp.
Air Services
Recruitment
3/52 1957-58 106 pp.
Nyanza Province Estimates 1958-59
3/53 (A7EST/ADC13) 1935-57 424 pp.
Estimates - All ADCs
3/54 (A/E5T/13) 1957-58
District Estimates 1957-58
154 pp.
3/55 (E5T./13/1960/61) 1960-61 152 po.
3/56 (PA. 27-46)
3/57 (PA. 31/46)
3/58 (PA. 34-36)
District Estimates 1960-61
1946
Escapes
1946
Examinations - General
1944-47
23 pp.
38 pp.
44 pp.
Followers (Porters, Trackers, Syces, etc.)
3/59 (PA. 35-46)
3/60 (PA. 36)
1945-46
Gratuities
Hut and Poll Tax
1946
Hospital Fees
26 pp.
2 pp.
Reel 98 Section 10
3/61 (PA. 40/46)
Reel 99 Section 10
3/62 (PA. 42/46)
3/63 (PS. 1/1)
3/64 (PS. 2/1)
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1946-47
Returns - General
1946
Judgments
1950
(Harbors - Sio Port)
1945-47
57 pp.
3 pp.
11 pp.
33 pp.
(40% faint)
Piers, Jetties, and Quays
Construction, Conservation, and Repair
3/65 CPS. 4)
3/66 CPS. 3/1)
3/67 (PS. 2/1)
3/68 (PS. 3/2)
3/69 (PS. 3/3)
3/70 CPS. 5/1)
1936
Li$!ht Houses
1932-49
Steamer Service
Kavirondo Gulf
1931-42
Ports and Service
Steamer Service
1951
Steamer Service
Freight Charges
1951
Steamer Services
Shipping
1942
Ferries
General Correspondence
1 pp.
44 pp.
125 pp.
3 pp.
2 pp.
6 pp.
Reel 99 Section 10
3.71 CPS. 5/1/1)
3/72 CPS. 6/1)
3/73 CPS. 6/1)
3/74 CPS. 6/1/1)
3/75 CPS. 6/1/2)
3/76 CPS. 6/2)
3/77 CPS. 6/2)
3/78 CPS. 6/2/1)
3/79 CPS. 6/2/2)
3/80 CPS. 6/3)
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1933
Ferries
General Correspondence
Ya1a River Ferry
1945-47
(Administration Boats)
1955
Boats and Launches
General Correspondence
1931
Boats and Launches
Government Water Launch "Joan"
1943-51
Boats and Luanches
Launches
Govt." Launch "Nguva"
1931-38
(Fishing Patrols)
1951
Boats and Luanches
Private Launches
1938
Boats and Luanches
Boats and Dhows
Accidents, Inquiries, etc.
1944-46
Boats and Launches
Boats and Dhows
n.d.
Boats and Launches
Private Boats and Launches
23 pp.
120 pp.
(30% faint)
1 pp.
37 pp.
224 pp.
136 pp.
4 pp.
3 pp.
33 pp.
1 pp.
(100% faint)
Reel 99 Section 10
3/81 (PS. 7/1)
3/82 CPS. 7/2)
3/83 (CRN. 1/1)
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1932-47
Navigation Regulations
General Correspondence
1932-51
Registration of Fishin~ Craft
1946-51
89 pp.
(20% faint)
33 pp.
(50% fa.int)
232 pp.
(10% faint)
Reel 100 Section 10
Registration of Persons
Standing Orders and General Correspondence
Box 3, 84-118, 1931-1959
3/84 (CRN. 1/1/1)
3/85 (eRN. 1/2)
3/86 (eRN. 1/3)
3/87 (eRN. 1/4)
3/88 (eRN. 2/1)
1931-35
Registration of Persons
Standing Orders, etc.
Registration Certificates
Uses as Passports, etc.
1931-36
Native Registration
Central Nyanza District
1931-35
Native Registration
North Nyanza District
1934-37
Native Registration
South Kavirondo District
1931-36
Registration Officers
Appointments
11 pp.
31 pp.
37 pp.
30 pp.
41 pp.
Reel 100 Section 10
3/89 (PRIS. 1/1/2)
3/90 (PRIS. 1/2/1)
3/91 (PRIS. 1/3/5)
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1951-56
Prisons
~eneral Correspondence
Central Nyanza
1955
Prisons
Establishment
General Correspondence
1933-44
Prisons
Buildings and Accommodation
Kisumu
287 pp.
(5% faint)
4 pp.
72 Tlp.
(40% faint)
1931
1946-47
3/92 (PRIS. 2/1/1/4)
Visiting Justice
General Correspondence
Appointments General
Correspondence, Reports
3/93 (PRIS. 2/1/1/4)
Visiting Justice
General Correspondence
Appointments General
Correspondence and Reports
137 pp.
94 pp.
(10% faint)
3/94 (PRIS. 3/1)
3/95 (PRIS. 3/1/1)
3/96 (PRIS. 3/1/12)
1948-51
Visitin~ Justices
General Correspondence
1952
Visiting Justices
General Correspondence
Meetings, Agenda, and ~1inutes
1945-51
Prisons
General Corresnondence
27 pp.
(40% faint)
2 pp.
21 pp.
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Reel 100 Section 10
3/97 (PRIS. 5/4) 1935-41
Prisoners
After-Care of Convicts
3/98 (PRIS. 4/1) 1952
Prisoners
General Correspondence
3/99 (PRIS. 4/3) 1956
Prisoners
Escapes
3/100 (PRIS. 4/4) 1957
Prisoners
Prison Offences
3/101 (PRIS. 4/6) 1953
Prisoners
Medical Facilities
3/102 (PRIS. 4/7) 1952-58
Prisoners
Prison Labour
3/104 (PRIS. 4/12) 1953
Prisoners
Prisoners' Correspondence
118 pp.
(30% faint)
3 pp.
6 pp.
2 pp.
2 pp.
88 pp.
2 pp.
3/105 (PRIS. 4/13)
3/106 (PRIS. 4/14)
1950-55
Prisoners
After-Care of Prisoners
1952
Prisoners
Civil Prisoners P-C.
69 pp.
1 pp.
3/107 (PRIS. 4/15/1/1) 1953-56 72 pp.
Prisoners
Probation of Offenders - General Correspondence
Appointments
Agenda and Minutes
79
Reel 101 Section 10
3/107 (continued from Reel 100)
3/108 (PRIS. 4/17) 1954-55
Probations
Prisoners
Prisons Transport
120 pp.
44 pp.
3/109 (PRIS. 5/1/4)
3/110 (PRIS. 5/1/5)
3/111 (PRIS. 6/1)
3/112 (FOR. 1/1)
3/113 (FOR. 1/1/1)
1947
Detention Camps
General Correspondence
Kakmega
1948-50
Detention Camps
General Correspondence
Kericho
1954
Recruiting
General Correspondence
1952-56
Conservation and Afforestation
General Policy
1945-49
1 pp.
10 pp.
9 pp.
290 pp.
65 pp.
Conservation and Afforestation of Forests
Non-Native and Native Areas
Forest Policy
3/114 (FOR. 1/1/1/1)
3/115 (FOR. 1/2)
1950-51
Forest Boundary Commission
Boundary Adjustments
1952-59
Conservation and Afforestation
Forest Reserves General
8 pp.
31 pp.
Reel 101 Section 10
3/116 (FOR. 1/2/1)
3/117 (FOR. 1/117)
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1951-57
Conservation and Aff~restation
Forest Reserves General
North Nyanza
1939-41
Nyanza Reserves
Kakarnega Forest Reserves
239 pp.
195 PT».
1931-403/118 (FOR. 1/2/3/2)
Conservation and Afforestation
Nyanza Reserves
South Lumbwa
Chepalungu
201 PI'.
Reel 102 Section 10
Box 4, 119-163, 1931-1960
3/119 (FOR. 1/2/3/2) 1943-45 20 pp.
(Chepalungu Forest)
3/120 (FOR. 1/2/3/2) 1946-47 132 pp.
Conservation and Afforestation
Nyanza Reserves
South Lumbwa
Chepalungu
3/121 (FOR. 1/2/5/1) 1944-46 48 pp.
Conservation and Afforestation
Native Reserves Forest
Central Kavirondo
Kano Forest Reserves
3/122 (FOR. 1/2/6/1) 1934 1 pp.
Conservation and Afforestation
Tree Planting
Kisiunu-Londiani
General
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Reel 102 Section 10
3/123 (FOR. 2/1) 1952-59 158 pp.
Tree Planting and Nurseries
General Correspondence
3/125 (FOR. 3/1) 1951-59 19 pp.
Concessions
Timber and Fuel General
3/126 (FOR. 3/1/1) 1952-55 14 pp.
Concessions
Timber a.nd Fue1 General
North Nyanza
3/127 (FOR. 3/1/4) 1955 33 pp.
Concessions
Timber and Fu·el General
Kericho
3/128 (FOR. 3/3) 1953-58 22 pp.
Concessions
Royalties on Timber and Fuel
3/129 1952-58 26 pp.
Licensing of Timber Production
3/130 (FOR. 6/1) 1952-57 252 pp.
(1090 faint)
Reports
~~onthly Reports
3/132 (FOR. 7/1) 1954 3 pp.
Staff
Forest Squatters
3/133 (POL. 1/2/1) 1936-47 17 pp.
Police
General Correspondence
Whereabouts of Persons
3/134 (POL. 1/2/1) 1931 92 pp.
Establishments (Kenya Police)
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Reel 102 Section 10
3/135 (POL. 1/2) 1935-49 9 pp.
Police
Recruitment
3/136 (POL. 1/2/3) 1943-50 8 pp.
Police
General Correspondence
Employment of Ex-African Police
3/137 (POL. 1/3) 1953-57 27 pp.
Police
Special Police
3/138 (POL. 1/3) 1945-51 36 pp.
Police
Kenya Police Reserves
3/139 (FOR. 1/3/2) 1950 5 pp.
Police
Auxiliary Police
Special Police
3/140 (POL. 1/7) 1951 1 pp.
Police
Police Patrols
2/142 (POL.. 1/9) 1952 2 pp ..
Police
Police Rewards and Fines
3/143 (POL. 1/10) 1951-53 40 pp ..
Police
Kenya Police Reserves
Reel 103 Section 10
3/144 (POL. 1/11) 1952-57
Police
Police Training
5 pp.
Reel 103 Section 10
3/145 (POL. 1/13)
3/146 (POL. 2/1/1)
3/147 (POL. 2/2/4)
3/148 (POL. 2/4/1)
3/149 (POL. 3/1/2)
3/150 (POL. 4/1/1)
3/151 (POL. 4/1/1)
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1954
Police
Police Raids
1946-50
Police Station and Posts
General Correspondence
Kenya Police in Native Reserves
1946-48
Police Stations and Posts
South Kavirondo
Kakamega
1949
Police Stations and Posts
South Nyanza
General Correspondence
1956
Rifle Ranges
General Correspondence
Tribal Police
1933-44
Tribal Police
Standing Orders
1946-47
Tribal Police
General Correspondence
Standing Orders and Circulars
2 pp.
49 pp.
43 pp.
12 pp.
2 pp.
77 pp.
22 pp.
3/152 (POL. 4/l/2'Vol. I) 1934-45 145 pp.
Tribal Police
General Correspondence
Terms of Service
Salary Scales
3/153 (POL. 4/1/2 Vol II) 1946-51 351 pp.
Tribal Police
General Correspondence
Terms of SErvice and Salary Scales
84
Reel 103 Section 10
3/154 (POL. 4/1/5)
3/155 (POL. 4/1/7)
1949-51
Tribal Police
General Correspondence
Shows of Eauipment
1948-51
General Corre~~ondence
Tribal Police
Courses of Instruction
123 pp.
79 pp.
3/156 (POL. 4/2/5/2 Vol. II) 1948-49
Tiongik arap ~1ngeny -- Tribal Police
2 pp.
3/157 (POL. 4/5)
3/158 (POL. 6/1/1)
3/159 (POL. 6/2)
3/160 (POL. 6/3)
3/161 (POL. 7/1)
1951
Terms of Service
Police
Leave
1954-60
Welfare of Forces
General Correspondence
Domestic Affairs of African Police
1954
Police Xmas Fund
1955
Welfare of Forces
Canteens
1932-46
Intelligence Reports
Reports, etc.
1 pp.
5 pp.
9 pp.
7 pp.
138 pp.
3/162 (POL. 7/1 Vol. II) 1948-50 7 pp.
3/163 (POL. 7/4)
Intelligence Reports
P~eports, etc.
1933-38
Tribal Police
Rewards and Fines Fund
96 pp.
Reel 104 Section 10
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Box 5, 164-209, 1931-1960
3/164 (A/LEG/I)
3/165 (A/LEG/I)
3/166 (LEG. 1/2)
3/167 (LEG. 1/4)
3/168 (LEG. 1/4 II)
3/169 (LEG. 1/6)
3/170 (LEG. 1/5)
3/171 (LEG. 1/7)
1934-49
Legumes
General
1939-52
Legislation
(Concerning Agriculture)
1952
Legislation
Local Govt. -- County Councils Bill
1949-56
African Courts
1956-57
Legislation
African Courts Ordinance
1933-55
Native Authority Ord.
1951-52
Legislation
Roads Bill
1952
Legislation
Police Ordinance
43 pp.
91 pp.
34 pp.
(40% faint)
289 Pp.
(15% faint)
12 pp.
153 pp.
(35% faint)
44 pp.
(15% faint)
6 pp.
3/172 (LEG. 1/8) 1952 13 pp.
(30% faint)
The Evidence (Temporary Provisions) Ordinance
3/173 (LEG. 1/10) 1953-58
Legislation
Native Lands Trust
51 pp.
(50% faint)
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Reel 104 Section 10
3/174 (LEG. 1/11)
3/175 (LEG. 1/12)
3/176 (LEG. 1/13)
1953-54
Legislation
Traffic Ordinances
1954
Legislation
Cotton Lint
1954-58
9 pp.
54 pp.
(60% faint)
25 pp.
(10% faint)
Legislation
African Christian Marriages and Divorces
3/177 (LEG. 1/14) 1954-56 51 pp.
(50% faint)
Prevention to Cruelty to and Neglect of
Children
3/178 (LEG. 1/16)
3/179 (LEG. 1/17)
3/180 (LEG. 1/20)
3/181 (LEG. 1/21)
3/182 (LEG. 1/23)
3/183 (LEG. 1/24)
1954
Legislation
Forest Ordinance
1954-57
Le~islation
Suspension of Land Ord.
1955
Legislation
Animals (Prevention of Cruelty)
1955
Legislation
Plant Protection Ordinance
1953-56
Legislation
Witchcraft
1956-57
Legislation
Rules and Regulations Ordinance
7 pp.
66 pp.
(40% faint)
7 pp.
3 pp.
15 pp.
7 pp.
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Reel 104 Section 10
3/184 (LEG. 3/1)
Reel 105 Section 10
3/185 (LEG. 5)
3/186 (LE~. 15/1)
1933-41
Native Lands Trust Ordinance
Ordinance, Rules and Amendment
1932-51
Entertainment Tax Ordinance
1933-45
~1ining Ordinance
Ordinance, Amendments, Rules
110 pp.
(30% faint)
11 pp.
384 P:O.
3/187 (LEG. 15/1 Vol. II) 1946-51 11 pp.
3/188
Legislation
~1ining Ordinance
1938-45 130 pp.
(25% faint)
Land and Water Preservation Ordinance
3/189 (LEG. 44/1)
3/190 (LE~. 48/1)
3/191 (LEG. 50/1)
1945
Game Ordinance
1946
Trading Centres Ordinance
General Correspondence
1948
6 pp.
4 pp.
3 pp.
Possession of Industrial Alcohol Ord.
3/192 (LEG. 51/1)
3/193 (LE~. 54/1)
1949-51
Transport License Ordinance
1950
38 pp.
5 pp.
Voluntary Unemployed Persons Ord. 1949
3/195 (LEG. 55/1) 1950
Probation of Offenders Ord.
General Correspondence
3 pp.
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Reel 105 Section 10
3/196 (LEG. 56/1)
3/197 (PT. 1/1/1)
3/198 (PT. 1/1/3)
3/199 CPT. 1/7)
3/200 CPT. 1/10)
3/201 CPT. 1/11)
3/202 (PT. 1/12)
3/203 (PT. 2/1/1)
1950
Factories Ordinance
General Corres~ondence
1953-58
Post Offices and Agencies
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
1950
Post Offices and Agencies
General
Post and Telegraphs Services
1950
(Site for Son~hor Post Office)
1947
(Mumias Post Office)
1950
Post Office -- Nandi Hills
1950
Fort Ternan
1951-56
Postal Services
4 pp.
33 pp.
15 pp.
10 pp.
1 pp.
3 pp.
2 pp.
165 pp.
3/204 (PT. 2/1/1 Vol. II) 1956-58 99 pp.
3/205 (PT. 2/2/2)
3/206 (PT. 2/2/4)
Postal Services
General Correspondence
1949-51
Telegraphs and Telephones
Telephones
Accounts
1951-58
Telegrams
Telegraphic Address
109 pp.
2 pp.
3/207 (PT. 2/2/3)
3/208 (PT. 2/2/4)
Reel 106 Section 10
3/210 (PT. 2/3)
3/211 (PT. 2/3/1)
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1952
Postal Services
Tele~rarns
State Telegrams
1951-58
Postal Services
Te1egra.J11s
Telegraphic Address
Box 6, 210-229, 1933-1959
1949-50
Parcel Post Accounts
General Correspondence
1951-57
2 nne
12 pp.
28 pp.
174 pp.
Postal Services
Telephones
Installation, Construction, and Upkeep of Lines
3/212 CPT. 2/4)
3/213 (PT. 2/4/1)
1945
Post Offices
Sealing of Mail Bags
1949-51
1 pp.
24 'Pp.
Telegraphs and Telephones
Rentals for Private Letter Boxes, Bags, and
Telegraphic Addresses
General Correspondence
Accounts
3/214 (PT. 2/4/1) 1952
Postal Services
Parcels
General Correspondence
1 pp.
Reel 106 Section 10
3/215 (PT. 3/1)
3/217 (PT. 3/3)
3/218
3/219 (PT. 4/1)
3/220 (PT. 4/1/1)
3/221 (PT. 4/1/2)
3/222 (PT. 4/1/4)
9f)
1951-59
Wireless
Construction of Stations
1951-57
l'.Tireless
Broadcasts
1957
P.c. 's Broadcasting Committee
Agenda and Minutes
1953-58
Mails
General Correspondence
1956-59
Mails
General Correspondence
Air Mails
1956
~1ai1s
General Corres~ondence
Ordinary Mails
1952
Mails
General Correspondence
Complaints re: Delivery
15 pp.
157 pp.
7 pp.
12 pp.
7 pp.
5 pp.
12 pp.
Department of Agriculture
Kisumu
Implements General
3/223 (IMPL. i Vol. I)
3/224 (IMPL. 1 Vol. II)
1936-43
1943-44
558 pp.
(SO% faint)
146 pp.
(SO% faint)
Implements
Ploughs
Reel 107 Section 10
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3/225 (IMPL~ 1 Vol. III) 1942-45 285 pp.
Implements
General
3/226 (A/IMPL./ Vol. IV) 1945-52 210 pp.
3/227 (IMPL. 2)
3/228 (IMPL. 2)
Implements
General
1944
Implements
Applications from (Merchants)
1944
Applications from Traders
347 pp.
(50% faint)
181 pp.
(50'· faint)
3/229 (IMPL. 2 Vol. II) 1945-46 167 pp.
(50% faint)
Implements
Applications from Traders
Reel 108 Section 10
Box 7, 230-263, 1931-1958
3/231 (MDS. 1/2/1)
3/232 (MDS. 1/2/1)
1943-51
Births and Deaths
Non-Native Deaths
General Correspondence
1952-58
Births and Deaths
Non-Natives
General Correspondence
Registration of Births
22 pp.
16 pp.
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Reel 108 Section 10
3/233 (~1DS • 1/2/2) 1941-46 4 pp.
Births and Deaths
Non-Natives
Registration of Births
3/234 (MOS. 1/2/3) 1941-43 65 Pp.
Births and Deaths
Non-Natives
Deaths
Registration
3/235 (MDS. 1/3/1) 1954 1 pp.
Births and Deaths
Africans
General Correspondence
Registration of Births
3/236 (MDS. 1/3/2) 1945-51 77 pp.
Births and Deaths
Briths
Registration of Births
3/237 (~.ms. 1/3/3) 1937-50 11 pp.
Births and Deaths
Natives
Deaths
Registration
3/238 (MOS. 1/4) 1940-43 10 pp.
Funeral Expenses
3/239 (MDS. 2/1/1) 1941-51 20 pp.
~1arriaRes and Divorces
General Correspondence
Appointment of Registrar of Marriages
3/240 (~ms. 2/1/2) 1931-38 259 PT>.
Christian Marriages
Non-Natives
General
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Reel 108 Section 10
3/241 (~IDS • 2/2) 1938-44 238 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Non-Natives
Correspondence
3/242 (MDS. 2/2) 1946-51 56 pp.
Non-Natives
Correspondence
3/243 (MDS. 2/2/1) 1941-51 69 PJl·
~.1arria~es and Divorces
Non-Natives
Registration of Marriages
3/244 ~,1DS. 2/2/2) 1941-51 100 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Non-Natives
General Correspondence
Marriage Licenses
3/245 (~1DS • 2/2/2) 1951-52 3 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Non-Natives
General Correspondence
~1arriage Licenses
3/246 (~·1DS. 2/2/2/1) 1931-43 126 pp.
Christian Marriages
Non-Natives
Monthly Returns
3/247 (MDS. 2/2/2/1) 1943-51 54 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
General Correspondence
Non-Natives
Marriage Licenses
Monthly Returns
3/248 oms. 2/2/3) 1948 7 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Non-Natives
Divorce General
Reel 108 Section 10
3/249 (~ms. 2/3)
Reel 109 Section 10
3/250 (MDS. 2/3/3)
3/251 (MDS. 2/3/4)
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1931-53
Marriages and Divorces
African
General Correspondence
1932-50
~iarriages
Natives
Bride Price
1930-39
83 pp.
(10% dark)
142 pp.
146 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Natives General Correspondence
Runaway wives and girls and prostitution
3/252 (MDS. 2/3/4)
3/253 (MDS. 2/3/5)
1955
Marriages and Divorces
African, General Correspondence
Bride Price
1931-51
11 pp.
211 pp.
Native Marriages and Divorces
Registration of Native Marriages
Contracts in accordance with tribal customs
3/254 CMDS. 2/3/6)
3/255 (MDS. 2/4/1)
3/256 (MDS. ~/4/2)
1932-47
Marriages and Divorces
Natives
Divorces
1945
Marriages and Divorces
~1ohammedan
General Correspondence
1937-50
Marriages and Divorces
Mohammedan
Appointment of Kadhi
20 pp.
I pp.
207 pp.
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Reel 109 Section 10
3/257 (MOS. 2/3/8) 1939 19 pp.
~farriages and Divorces
Natives
Status of Women in Africa
3/258 (MDS. 2/4/1) 1952-53 9 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Mohammedan
General Correspondence
Appointment of Registrars
3/259 (~,1DS. 2/4/2) 1953-58 17 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
Mohammedan
General Correspondence
Registration of ~1arriages and Divorces
3/260 (MDS. 2/4/3) 1949-59 8 pp.
Marriages and Divorces
t,1ohammedan
Registration of Marriages and Divorces
3/261 (MDS. 3/1)
3/262 (MDS. 3/1/1)
3/263 (MDS. 3/1/1/2)
1945-46
Succession
General
1932-42
Births and Deaths
Non-Natives
Deaths
1942-51
Succession
General Correspondence
Estates and Estate Duty
Native Estate
9 pp.
71 pp.
75 pp.
Reel 110 Section 10
3/264 (VET. 1/1)
3/265 (VET. 2/1)
3/266 (VET. 2/1)
3/267 (MDS. 2/3/1)
3/268 (VET. 3/1/1)
3/269 (VET. 4/1)
3/270 (VET. 4/1/1)
3/271 (VET. 4/1/1)
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Box 8, 264-296, 1931-1959
1951-57
Veterinary Services
General Correspondence
1942-51
Organization and Policy
Native Reserves General
1952-59
Movement of Stock
General Correspondence
1953-54
Movement of Stock
Cattle Trespass
Cattle Pounds
1950
Stock Census
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
1952-58
Diseases of Animals
General Correspondence
1946-51
Movement of Stock
General
Correspondence re Passes
1956
Diseases of Animals
General Correspondence
Rinderpest
28 pp.
21 pp.
22 pp.
8 pp.
1 pp.
12 pp.
46 pp.
1 pp.
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Reel 110 Section 10
3/272 (VET. 4/1/3) 1953 6 pp.
Diseases of Animals
General Correspondence
Trypanosomiasis
3/273 (VET. 5/1/1) 1949 4 pp.
Diseases of Animals
General Correspondence
Pleura Pneumonia
3/274 (VET. 6/1) 1931-42 107 pp.
Pesting
Veterinary Staff
3/275 (VET. 6/1) 1951 7 pp.
Dipping
General Correspondence
3/276 (VET. 7/1/1) 1951-56 52 pp.
Animal Husbandry
General Correspondence
Government Livestock
3/277 (VET. 7/1/2) 1952-55 29 pp.
Animal Husbandry
General Correspondence
Stock in Townships
3/279 (VET. 8/1) 1949 66 PJ).
Animal Husbandry
General Correspondence
3/280 (VET. 9/1/1) 1933-50 110 pp.
Stock Trading
General Correspondence
Export and Import of Livestock
3/281 (VET. 9/1/3) 195 -52 86 pp.
Stock Trading
General Correspondence
Live Stock Sales
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Reel 110 Section 10
3/282 (VET. 9/1/4) 1945-51 339 UP.
Stock Tradinp
General Correspondence
(Livestock Prices and Marketing)
3/283 (VET. 9/2) 1954 3 pp.
Grazing
Stock Feed
3/284 (VET. 10/5/1) 1954-57 18 pp.
Stock Trading
De-Stocking
General Corespondence
3/285 (VET. 10/4/1) 1951-56 173 pp.
Stock Trading
Marketin~ of Stock
General Correspondence
Reelll! Section 10
3/286 (VET. 10/4/1/1) 1953-59 221 pp.
3/287 (VET. 11/1/1)
3/288 (VET. 11/1/3)
3/289 (VET. 12/1/4)
Stock Trading
Marketing of Stock
General Correspondence
African Livestock
Marketin~ Organization Board
1943-50
Branding
General Correspondence
Branding of Stock in Native Reserves
1956-58
Veterinary Training Centre
General Correspondence
South Nyanza
1947-49
Veterinary Training
Genera! Correspondence
Kisii
142 pp.
10 pp.
33 pp.
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Reel 111 Section 10
3/290 (VET. 12/1/5) 1949-51 34 pp.
Veterinary Training
General Correspondence
Fort Ternan ~
3/291 (VET. 13/2) 1950-53 18 pp.
Veterinary Cess
Livestock Control Profit
3/292 (VET. 14/1/6) 1948 58 pp.
Cattle Cleansing
General Correspondence
Fort Ternan
3/293 (VET. 14/1/7) 1948-59 23 pp.
Cattle Cleansing
General Correspondence
Nandi Ward
3/294 (VET. 15/1) 1955-56 6 pp.
Veterinary Reports
General Correspondence
3/295 1944-52 228 pp.
(Nyanza Province Marketing Board)
(Standing Orders J Regulations)
3/296 (A/MARK/BOARD/S) 1956-58 352 pp.
(10% faint)
Nyanza Province ~1arketing Board
Reel 112 Section 10
Box 9 J 297-327, 1935-1959
3/297 (MARK/9) 1938-42
Produce Inspection Returns
367 pp.
3/298 (MARK 16/9/1 Vol. III) 1944-45
MOnthly Produce Inspection Re~orts
46 pp.
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Reel 112 Section 10
3/299 (MARK 9/1) 1944
Monthly Produce Inspection Returns
8 pp.
3/300 (A/~~RK 9/1/56) 1944-47 11 pp.
Monthly District Produce Inspection Returns
3/301 (MARK 9/1)
3/303 (A/l1ARK 10)
3/304 (A/~4ARK 10/1)
3/305 (A/~1ARK 11)
3/306 (A/MARK 12)
3/307 (A/~MRK 2/13)
1947-49
Monthly Produce Buyinp Return
~1yanza Province
1938-51
Native Chamber of Commerce
1942-48
The Indian Chamber of Commerce
Nyanza Merchants' Chamber
Federated Indian Chamber of Commerce
1935
t.iarketing of Native Produce Ordinance
1941-50
~1aize Marketing
Nyanza Province
1943
28 pp.
115 pp.
(10% faint)
15 pp.
22 pp.
356 pp.
(10% faint)
7 pp.
Posting War Marketing of Native Produce
3/308 (A/~~RK 14)
3/309 (A/~~RK 14)
3/310 (A/MARK 15)
1944
State Shops in Native Areas -- Nyanza
1949
Marketing Policy
1949-52
Rice liarketing
4 pp.
4 pp.
93 pp.
Reel 113 Section 10
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3/312 (A/MARK 17) 1950
Marketing Fruits and Vegetables
1949-52
~1arketing
Reorganization of Marketing Services
19 pp.
307 pp.
3/314 (A/~1ARK 20 Vol. II) 1951-52 161 pp.
Reorganization of Marketing Services
3/315 (A/MARK 20 Vol. III) 1953 77 pp.
3/316 (A/MARK 20/1)
Marketing Reorganization
1951 9 pp.
~,1arketin~
Railway Transport Development During the
Next Five Years
3/317 (PH. 1/1/1)
3/318 (PH. 1/1/2)
3/319 (PH. 1/1/3)
3/320 (PH. 1/1/3/A)
1947-50
Medical Services
Organization of ~1edical Services
Financing of Medical Services
1947-49
Medical Services
General
Hospital Services
1948-49
Medical Services
Organization
National Health Services
1951
18 pp.
17 pp.
2 pp.
2 pp.
Subsidization of Mission Medical Services
3/321 (PH. 1/1/3) 1953-58
Medical Services
General Correspondence
Africans
23 pp.
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Reel 113 Section 10
3/322 (PH. 1/2) 1952-29 9 pp.
Medical Services
Private Practitioners
3/323 (PH. 1/2/B) 1949 7 pp.
Medical Research
3/324 (PH. 1/2/9) 1951 2 pp.
Medical Services
Public Health
Exhumation Permits
3/325 (PH. 1/3) 1957-59 32 pp.
Medical Services
Public Health General
3/326 (PH. 1/4/1) 1952-5B 24 pp.
Medical Services
Supply of ~1edicine and. Drugs
General Correspondence
Box 10, 328-361, 1931-1959
3/328 (PH. 1/4/1/1) 1956-57 32 pp.
Medical Services
Artificial Limbs
3/329 (PH. 1/7/1) 1952-54 14 pp.
Medical Services
Medical Research
General Correspondence
3/330 (PH. 2/1/1) 1931-45 98 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
Kisumu
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Reel 113 Section 10
3/331 (PH. 2/1/1) 1952-56 7 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
General Correspondence
Govt. Hospitals and Dispensaries General
3/332 (PH. 2/1/1/4) 1949-58 65 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
General Correspondence
Govt. Hospitals and Dispensaries General
3/333 (PH. 2/1/2) 1953 1 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
General Correspondence
A.D.C. Hospitals, ~eneral
3/334 (PH. 2/1/2/2) 1955-56 5 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
General Correspondence
A.D.C. Hospitals, General
Central Nyanza
3/335 (PH. 2/1/2/3) 1953-54 22 pp.
110spitals and Dispensaries
General Correspondence
A.D.C. Hospitals, General
South Nyanza
3/336 (PH. 2/1/3) 1937-50 68 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Government
North Kavirondo
3/337 (PH. 2/2/1) 1951-55 14 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaires
Health Centres
General Correspondence
3/338 (PH. 2/2/1/1) 1951-56 47 pp.
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Health Centres
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
Reel 113 Section 10
3/339 (PH. 2/2/1/4)
3/340 (PH. 2/8/1)
Reel 114 Section 10
3/341 (PH. 2/9)
3/342 (PH. 2/9/1)
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1953-54
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Health Centres
General Correspondence
Kericho
1948
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Visiting Committee for Hospitals
General Correspondence
1947-51
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Health Centres
1951
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Health Centres General
Vehiga Health Training Centre
48 pp.
3 pr.
168 nn.
25 pp.
3/343 (PH. 3/1/1 Vol. II) 1935-39 316 pp.
3/344 (PH. 3/1/1)
3/345 (PH. 3/1/1A)
Specific Disease
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Sleeping Sickness
19-49-51
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Sleeping Sickness General
1950-51
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Nyanza Province Tsetse Fly Committee
Agenda and Minutes
255 pp.
17 pp.
Reel 114 Section 10
3/346 (PH. 3/1/2)
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1931-44
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Malaria
318 pp.
3/347 (PH. 3/1/1/2/2) 1947-51 79 pp.
Reel 115 Section 10
3/348 (PH. 3/1/14)
3/349 (PH. 3/1/15)
3/350
3/351 (PH. 3/2/1)
3/352 (PH. 3/2/3/3)
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures
Sleeping Sickness
South Nyanza
Lambwe Valley Scheme
1947-48
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures and Treatment
Cholera
1948-49
Specific Diseases
Preventive Measures
Tuberculosis
1949
Infantile Paralysis
Polio Research Foundation Fund
1952-53
Specific Diseases
Sleeping Sickness -- General
North Nyanza
1954
Specific Diseases
Sleeping Sickness -- General
South Nyanza
Oyani
3 p:o.
5 pp.
13 pp.
11 pr.
1 pp.
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Reel 115 Section 10
3/353 (PH. 3/2/4) 1951-56 110 pp.
Specific Diseases
Sleeping Sickness
Kericho
3/354 (PH. 3/3/2) 1952-55 28 pp.
Specific Diseases
Nyanza Province
Tsetse Fly Committee
Agenda and Minutes
3/355 (PH. 3/6) 1952 1 pp.
Specific Diseases
Plague
3/356 1952 3 pp.
Specific Diseases
Yellow Fever
3/357 (PH. 3/10) 1953 1 pp.
Specific Diseases
Typhoid
3/358 (PH. 3/13) 1954-57 15 pp.
Specific Diseases
Poliomyelitis
3/359 (PH. 4/1/1) 1951-53 195 pp.
Sanitation
Sanitary Service -- General
Townships
3/360 (PH. 4/1/1 Vol. II) 1953-56 240 pp.
Sanitary Services in T.ownships
3/361 (PH. 6/1/1) 1956 22 pp.
Reports
General Correspondence
Provincial
Reel 115 Section 10
3/362 (PH. 6/1/2)
3/363 (PH. 6/1/5)
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Box 11, 362-376, 1950-1962
1952-54
Reports
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
1951-55
Health Inspector's Monthly Reports
268 pp.
243 pp.
Kericho
Reel 116 Section 10
3/364 (PH. 6/1/6) 1957 10 pp.
Reports
Elgon Nyanza
3/365 (RA. 20/46) 1945-47 69 pp.
Reswne of Crime
Reserve Area
3/366 (EH. 1) 1950-57 102 pp.
European Housing (Secretary's File)
Agenda
3/367 1954-60 276 pp.
Agenda and Minutes of European Housing
Committee
3/368
3/369
1950-57
(European Housing Committee)
1958
(Public Works Department)
(European Housing)
General Correspondence
125 pp.
321 pp.
Reel 116 Section 10
3/370
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1956-50
European Housing
General Correspondence
316 pp.
Reel 117 Section 10
3/371 1961 531 pp.
Housing
General Correspondence
3/372 1962 421 pp.
Housing
General Correspondence
3/373 (EH. 3) 1946-53 263 pp.
European Housing
General Correspondence
Reel 118 Section 10
3/374 (EH. 3) 1955-56 194 pp.
European Housing
General Correspondence (Secretary's File)
3/375 (EH • 3/11)
3/376
1956-57
European Housing
General Correspondence
1960
Notification to Head of Department
of Houses Allocated
Box 12, 377-393, 1949-1963
43 pp.
7 pp.
3/377 (EH. 3 Vol. III) 1961-63 189 pp.
European Housing
Reel 118 Section 10
3/378 (EH. 4)
3/379 (EH. 5)
3/380 (EH. 6)
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1956-57
Notification to Heads of Departments
of Houses Allocation
1956-57
House Allowance Claims
1956-57
121 pp.
88 pp.
51 pp.
(European Hosuing Committee -- Kisimu)
Allocations
3/381 (E. &S. 1/1)
3/382 (B. &S. 1/1)
1949-51
Stores
General Correspondence
1951-56
Stores and E.quipment
General Correspondence
180 pp.
137 pp.
3/383 (E. & S. 1/1/1) 1951-56 178 pp.
Reel 119 Section 10
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Typewriters
3/384 (E. &S. 1/1/2) 1951-55 277 pp.
Stores and EQuipment
General Correspondence
Safes and Cash Boxes
3/385 (E. &S. 1/1/2/11) 1955-57 206 pp.
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Safes and Cash Boxes
Reel 119 Section 10
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3/386 (E. &S. 1/1/5) 1950 4 pp.
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Kericho
3/387 (E. & S. 1/1/6) 1951 91 pp.
Stores
General Correspondence
P.W.D.
3/388 (E. & S. 1/1/6) 1951-57 9 pp.
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Stationery
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Stationery
Government
3/389 (E. &S. 1/1/6/1)
3/390 (E. &S. 1/1/6/1/11)
1951-55
1957-59
127 pp.
(15% dark)
96 pp.
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
Stationery
Government
3/391 (E. &S. 1/1/7) 1949-50 10 pp.
Stores
General Correspondence
Agricultural Department
3/392 (E. &S. 1/1/8) 1951 13 pp.
Stores
General Correspondence
Local Native Council
3/393 (E. &~S. 1/1/8) 1951-54 141 pp.
Stores and Equipment
General Correspondence
T.P. (Tribal Police) Equipment and Stores
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Reel 120 Section 10
Box 13, 394-415, 1937-1958
3/394 (E. &S. 1/1/8/11) 1954-56
T.P. Equipment and STores
3/395 (E. &S. 1/1/8/111) 1956
T.P. Equipment ~and Stores
3/396 (E. &S. 1/1/8/IV) 1956-57
Tribal Police Equipment and Stores
250 pp.
217 pp.
178 pp.
3/397 (E. &S. 1/1/9) 1951 4 pp.
Stores
General Correspondence
Agricultural Betterment Fund
3/398 (E. &S. 1/2/3/1) 1949 10 pp.
Stores and Equipment
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
P.W.D.
Comments and Criticisms
3/399 (E. &S. 1/2/3/1) 1950-51 221 pp.
Stores and Equipment
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Puhlic Works Dept.
3/400 (E. &S. 1/2/3/2) 1937-51 154 pp.
Equipment and Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Police Department
3/401 (E. &S. 1/2/3/2) 1937-49 9 pp.
Equipment and Stores
Stores
Boards of Survey
Post and Telegraph
Reel 120 Section 10
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3/402 (E. &S. 1/2/3/5) 1948-51 62 pp.
Equipment and Stores
Boards of Survey
Oth~r Departments
Education
3/403 (e. &S. 1/2/3/6) 1949-51 95 pp.
Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
AGriculture
Reel 121 Section 10
3/404 (E. &S. 1/2/3/9) 1949
Stores
Boards of Survey
Labour
3/405 (E. &S. 1/2/3/10) 1949-50
Stores
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Mines
3/406 (E. &S. 1/2/3/11) 1949-50
1 !,p.
31 pp ..
5 PI'.
Stores and Equipment
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
African Land Utilization and Settlement
3/406/1 (E. &S. 1/2/3/12) 1950 1 pp ..
Stores and Equipment
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Information Services
3/407 (E. &S. 1/2/3/13) 1950 12 pp.
Stores
Boards. of Survey
Other Departments
Porest Dept ..
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Reel 121 Section 10
3/408 (E. &S. 1/2/3/14) 1951 5 pp.
Stores and Equipment
Boards of Survey
Other Departments
Price Control
3/409 (E. &S. 1/2/4) 1947-51 133 pp.
Boards of Survey
South Nyanza District
L.N.C
3/410 (E. &S. 1/3/1) 1951-56 229 pp.
Stores and Equipment
Central Tender Board
General Correspondence
3/412 (E. &S. 1/3/1 Vol. II) 1956-57
Stores and Equipment
Central Tender Board
General Correspondence
3/413 (E. &S.1/3/1 Vol. III) 1957
Stores and E~uipment
Central Tender Board
General Correspondence
255 pp.
(10% dark)
281 pp.
(10% dark)
3/414 (E. &S. 1/3/1/8) 1951 3 pp.
Stores and Equipment
Camp Equipment -- General Correspondence
Office Equipment General
Adding Machines
3/415 (E. &S. 1/4/1) 1947-51 194 pp.
Office Equipment
Stationery
L.N.C. Stationery
Reel 122 Section 10
114
Stores and Equipment
E.A. Disposai Board
General Correspondence
3/416 (E. &S. 1/5/1)
3/417 (E. & S. 2/1/1/1)
1952-53
1952
128 pp.
(15% faint)
14 pp.
Boards of Survey on Stores
General Correspondence
Administration -- General Correspondence
Headquarters
3/418 (E. &S. 2/1/1/2) 1957-59 225 pp.
(15% dark)
Boards of Survey on Stores
General Correspondence
Administration -- ~eneral Correspondence
North Nyanza
3/419 (E. &S. 2/1/1/3) 1951-59 187 pp.
(15% dark)
Boards of Survey on STores
General Correspondence
Administration -- General Correspondence
Central Nyanza
3/420 (E. &S. 2/1/1/4) 1951-57 177 pp.
Boards of Survey on Stores
General Correspondence
Administration -- General ~orrespondence
South Nyanza
Boards of Survey on Stores
General Correspondence
Departmental ~eneral
P.W.D.
3/422 (E. &S. 2/1/3/1) 1951-54 346 Pl).
(15%· dark)
3/423 (E. &S. 2/1/3/1 Vol. II) 1954-57
Boards of Survey on Stores
P.W.D.
280 pp.
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Reel 123 Section 10
Box 14, 416 - 436, 1940 - 1959
3/424 (ES. 2/1/3/3)
3/425 (ES. 2/1/3/7)
1952-57
Boards of Survey on STores
General Correspondence
Departmental General
Education
1951-57
Boards of Survey
General Correspondence
Departmental General
Police
231 pp.
176 Pp.
1951-53
1951-52
3/426 (ES. 2/1/3/12)
Boards of Survey
Police Control
3/427 (ES. 2/1/3/13)
Boards of Survey
Homecraft Centres
25 pp.
5 pp.
3/428 (ES. 2/1/3/15) 1952 4 pp.
3/429 (ES. 3/1/2)
3/430 (TT. 1/1/1)
3/431 (TT. 1/1/2)
Boards of Survey on Stores
General Correspondence
Departmental General
Civil Aviation
1931
Invitations for Dinner, Kisumu Hotel
1949-51
Travelling
Travelling Instructions
1945
Travelling
General
Tourist Traffic
44 pp.
460 pp.
14 pp.
Reel 123 Section 10
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3/432 CTT. 1/2/1)
3/433 (rT. 1/2/2)
Reel 124 Section 10
3/434 (TT. 1/2/4)
1940-50
Travelling
Camps
General Correspondence
1954-57
Transport
Railways
Construction and Extension of Railway
1951-54
Tra.nsport
Railways
Railway Warrants
12 pp.
IS !1P.
227 pp.
3/435 (TT. 1/2/4 Vol. II) 1955-57 80 pp.
3/436 (TT. 1/4/1)
Transport
Railways
Railway Warrants
1951-59
Government ~1otor Transport
General Transport
247 pp.
Box 15, 437 - 467, 1932 - 1960
3/437 (TT. 1/4/2) 1951-55 291 pp.
Transport
Govt. ~iotor Transport
Purchase of Motor Vehicles for Government
3/438 (TT. 1/4/2 Vol. II) 1955-56 262 pp.
Government ~·1otor Transport
Purchase of Motor Vehicles for Government
Reel 124 Section 10
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3/439 (TT. 1/4/2 Vol III) 1956-59 244 pr.
Government Motor Transport
Purchase of Motor Vehicles for ~overnment
3/440 CTT. 1/4/3/2) (repeat of file from Reel 124)
3/440 (TT. 1/4/3/2)
Reel 125 Section 10
3/441 (TT. 1/4/3/3)
3/442 eTT. 1/4/5)
3/444 CTT. 1/4/5/1)
3/445 (TT. 1/4/6)
1952-55
Transport
Government Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase Motor Vehicles
1951-58
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase Motor Vehicles
Chiefs
1951-57
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Damage to or by Govt. Motor Vehicles
1952-60
Transport
Government Motor Transport
Damage to or by Govt. ~~otor Vehicles
A.D.C. Vehicles
1952-53
8 pp.
8 pp.
41 pp.
201 pp.
17 pp.
5 pp.
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase Motor Cycles and Bicycles
3/446 (TT. 1/4/6/1) 1951-56 241 pp.
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase Motor Cycles and Bicycles
Government
Reel 125 Section 10
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3/447 (TT. 1/4/6/1 Vol. II) 1956-57 195 pp.
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase Motor ~yc1es and Bicycles
3/448 (TT. 1/4/6/1 Vol. III) 1958 244 pp.
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase ~1otor Cycles and Bicycles
Government
3/449 (TT. 1/4/6/2) 1952 2 pp.
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
Advances to Purchase ~1otor Cycles and Bicycles
A.D.C.
3/450 (TT. 1/4/7)
3/451 (TT. 1/5/1)
3/452 (TT. 1/8/1)
3/453 (TT. 2/1/1)
1951-59
Transport
Govt. Motor Transport
L.T. and T.
1953-58
Transport
Private Motor Transport
General Correspondence
1951-57
Transport
Major Dama~e to Cars and Claims
General Correspondence
1935-51
Transport
District Transport
Carts and Harness
90 pp.
13 pp.
21 pp.
99 pp.
Reel 126 Section 10
3/455 (TT. 2/1/3)
3/456 (TT. 2/2/1)
3/457 (TT. 2/2/3)
3/458 (TT. 2/2/4)
3/459 CTT. 2/2/5)
3/460 CTT. 2/2/6)
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1945-54
Transport
Government Transport Services
Contracts
1931-50
Transport
Government Transport
Regulations
1935-41
Transport
Government Transport
Storage of effects while on leave
1937-50
Transport
Government Transport
General Transport
1949
Transport
Govt. Transport
Annual Transport
1946-48
98 r>p.
24 pp.
35 pp.
124 pp.
2 pp.
12 pp.
3/461 (TT. 2/2/8)
Transport
General
Transport of (Government employees and
their families)
1951 2 pp.
Transport
Motor Transport Standing Orders, Correspondence
Special Committees
3/462 (TT. 2/2/10) 1944-51
Motor Traffic Regulations
Motor Vehicle Registration Numbers
19 pp.
Reel 126 Section 10
3/463 (TT. 2/2/11)
3/464 (rT. 2/3/1/1)
3/465 (TT. 2/3/1/2)
3/466 (TT. 2/3/1/3)
3/467 (TT. 2/3/1/4)
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1949-51
Transport
Motor Transport -- Standing Orders
Bus Services
1933-51
Transport
Motor Transport
Allowances
Standing Orders
1943
Transport
Motor Transport
Allowances
Correspondence
1945
Transport
Motor Transport
Correspondence
Competency Certificates
1945-51
Transport
Motor Transport
General
Traffic Offences and Accidents
16 pp.
59 pp.
46 pp.
3 pp.
44 pp.
Box 16, 468 - 496, 1931 - 1959
3/468 (TT. 2/3/2 Vol. III) 1951 72 pp.
Transport
Motor Transport -- Bicycles
Advances to Purchase Motor Vehicles and Bicycles
3/469 (TT. 2/3/3) 1931-47
Transport
Motor Transport
Hire of Cars
18 pp.
Reel 126 Section 10
3/470 (TT. 2/3/4)
3/471 CTT. 2/3/5)
3/472 (TT. 3/1)
3/473 (TT. 3/1/1)
3/474 (TT. 3/1/4)
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1949-51
Transport
Motor Transport
Purchase of Motor Vehicles
1943-47
Transport
Motor Transport
Major Damage and Claims
1931-34
Railways
Passes for Le~is1ative Council
1940-50
Transport
Railways
Passes, etc.
1950
244 pp.
32 pp.
6 pp.
8 pp.
3 pp.
Standing Orders and General Correspondence
Construction of Railways and Extensions
Butere and North Nyanza
3/475 (TT. 3/2/1)
3/476 ('IT. 3/2/2)
3/477 (TT. 3/2/3)
3/478 (TT. 3/5/1/1)
1931
Branches, Lines, and Extensions
Kisumu-Ya1a
1931-51
Railways
Branch Lines and Extensions
North Kavirondo -- Butere
1931-32
South Lumbwa District
Kedowa-Kericho Branch Railway
1939-49
Railways
Concessionary Fares
Government Officials
Standing Orders
15 pp.
78 pp.
47 pp.
42 pp.
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Reel 127 Section 10
3/479 (TI. 3/6) 1931 160 pp.
Railway Warrants
3/480 (TT. 3/6) 1950-51 138 pp.
Railways
Railway Warrants
3/481 (TT. 3/6/1) 1939-48 5 pp.
Railway Warrants
Second Class Accommodations to Chiefs and
L.N.C. Members
3/482 (TI. 3/7) 1931-44 96 pp.
Railway
General Correspondence
3/483 (TT. 3/7/1) 1939-45 22 pp.
Railways
General Correspondence
Freight Rates
3/484 (TI. 3/8) 1949 4 pp.
Railways
Waiting Rooms
3/485 (TT. 4/1J 1931-51 60 pp.
Traffic Regulations
Motor Traffic Regulations
3/486 (TT. 4/1) 1952-58 26 pp.
Transport Regulations
Motor Transport Regulations
3/487 (TT. 4/3) 1931-50 61 pp.
Motor Traffic
Motor Transport and Traffic Census
3/488 (TI. 4/3) 1951-52 31 pp.
Transport Regulations
Transport Rates
Reel 127 Section 10
3/489 (TT. 4/4)
3/490 (TT. 4/4)
3/491 (TI. 4/5)
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1934-49
~iotor Traffic
Application for Speed Limits
1954
Transport Re~lations
Traffic Committee
1946-49
40 pp.
3 pp.
42 pp.
Motor Traffic Regulations
Control and Distribution of tires and tubes
3/492 (11. 5/3)
3/493 (TI. 5/4)
3/494 (LAB. 2/11)
1951-59
T.L.B. Licen·ses
1951-58
Transport Licensing Board
Inland Water Transport
1951-52
274 pp.
40 pp.
183 pp.
Reel 128 Section 10
Labour Agents
Permits and Licenses to Recruit Labour
3/495 (LAB. 2/1 Vol. II) 1952-53 326 pp.
Labour Agents
Permits and Licenses to Recruit Labour
3/496 (LAB. 2/1 Vol. III) 1953-54 314 pp.
Labour Agents
Permits and Licenses to RecrUit Labour
124
Reel 128 Section 10
Box 17, 497- 529, 1931 - 1959
3/497 (LAB. 2/1 Vol. IV) 1954-56 310 pp.
Permits and Licenses to Recruit Labour
3/498 (LAB. 2/1 Vol. V) 1956-59 274 pp.
Permits and Licenses to Recruit Labour
Reel 129 Section 10
3/499 (2/1/1B) 1946 13 pp.
Labour
Welfare of Labour
3/500 (LAB. 2/19) 1945-47 324 pp.
Labour
Standing Orders, etc.
Intelligence Reports
3/502 (LAB. 2/2/6) 1936-47 80 pp.
Labour
RecrUitment of Labour
Railway Administration
3/503 (LAB. 2/2/7) 1931-46 41 pp.
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
Government Department
3/504 (LAB. 2/2/8) 1932-48 13 pp.
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
Government Labour Camps
3/505 (LAB. 2/3) 1931-41 48 pp.
Labour
Native Labour Returns
General Correspondence
Reel 129 Section 10
3/506 (LAB. 2/3/1)
3/507 (LAB. 2/3/2)
3/508 (LAB. 2/4)
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1943-50
Labour
Returns
Bulletins
1941-49
Labour
Native Labour Returns
Special Labour Returns
1947
30 pp.
92 pp.
15 pp.
Labour
Area of Jurisdiction of Labour Officers
3/509 (LAB. 3/1)
3/510 (LAB. 3/1)
3/511 (LAB. 3/1/1)
1931
Foreign Contract of Service
General Correspondence
1952-55
Labour
General Correspondence
1931-44
23 pp.
23 pp.
117 pp.
Foreign Contract Service
Standing Orders and General Correspondence
Labour for Uganda
3/512 (LAB. 3/2)
3/513 (LAB. 3/6)
3/514 (LAB. 3/8)
1951-58
Labour
Labour Supply
1951
Labour
Medical Examinations
1952-57
Labour
Minor Communal Services
42 pp.
3 pp.
69 pp.
(10% faint)
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Reel 129 Section 10
3/515 (LAB. 3/8/1) 1954-55 24 pp.
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
General Correspondence
3/516 (LAB. 4/1) 1952-54 77 pp.
Resident Labour
General Correspondence
3/517 (LAB. 4/1/1) 1934-51 152 pp.
Labour
Wages
Complaints
Reel 130 Section 10
3/518 (LAB. 14/2) 1949-51
Resident Native Labour
Co-Ordinating Committee
3/519 (LAB. 4/4/2) 1951-53
Resident Labour
Co-Ordinating Committee
Agenda and Minutes
3/520 (LAB. 5/3) 1931-42
Compulsory Labour
Returns
3/521 (LAB. 5/4) 1931-32
Compulsory LAbour
Complaints and General
85 pp.
6 pp.
189 pp.
22 pp.
3/522 (LAB. 6/1/1) 1940-51 91 pp.
Labour Exchanges
StandinR Orders, etc.
Employment Bureau and Service Organization
3/523 (LAB. 6/1/2) 1932-51
Standing Orders, etc.
Unemployment
20 pp.
Reel 130 Section 10
3/524 (LAB. 6/3/1)
3/525 (LAB. 6/4/1)
3/526 (LAB. 7/1)
3/527 (LAB. 7/1)
3/528 (LAB. 9/2)
3/529 (LAB. 7/2/1)
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1953-55
Central Wage Board
Cash Wages Committee
General Correspondence
1955-56
Select Committee on Domestic Service
1946-47
Conscription of Civil Labour
General Correspondence
1951-53
Advisory Boards
General Correspondence
1942-46
Conscription of Civil Labour
Labour District Committees
Exemption Boards
1942-44
Labour for Essential Undertakings
General Correspondence
District Labour Committees
Reports, Agenda and Minutes
29 pp.
13 pp.
146 pp.
44 pp.
83 pp.
91 pp.
Box 18, 530 - 566, 1931 - 1959
3/530 (LAB. 7/4) 1945-48 51 pp.
Conscription of Civil Labour
Applications and Allocations of Labour
3/531 (LAB. 7/7) 1942-43 33 pp.
Labour for Essential Undertakings
Sanitation and Examination of Conscripts
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Reel 130 Section 10
3/532 (LAB. 9/8) 1944 6 pp.
Conscription of Civil Labour
Distribution of Labour
3/533 (LAB. 7/9) 1944-46 37 pp.
Conscription of Civil Labour
Drafts
3/534 (LAB. 7/10) 1944 16 pp.
Conscription of Labour
Meetings
3/535 (LAB. 7/11) 1945-46 14 pp.
Conscription of Civil Labour
Staff
3/536 (LAB. 7/13) 1945-47 27 pp.
Conscription of Civil Labour
Repatriation of Conscript Labour
3/537 (LAB. 10/1) 1949-51 113 pp.
Labour Advisory Board
General Correspondence
Reel 131 Section 10
3/538 (LAB. 11/1/1)
3/540 (LAB. 12/1)
1943-51
Labour Compensation
General Correspondence
1944-46
31 pp.
2S pp.
Limitation of Labour ~1ombasa Problems
General Correspondence
3/541 (LAB. 12/1) 1952-57
Workmen's Compensation
General Correspondence
20 pp.
Reel 131 Section 10
3/542 (LAB. 13/1)
3/543 (LAB. 13/1)
3/544 (LAB. 14/1/1)
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1949
Labour Trade Tests
General Correspondence
1952-55
Reports
Monthly Reports
1931-46
Resident Native Labour
Attestation Officers
Appointments
66 !'!l.
313 pp.
90 pp.
3/545 (LAB. 14/1/2 Vol. II) 1950-51
Resident Labour
Standing Orders, etc.
SClu~.tter Labour
169 pr.
(10% faint)
3/546 (LAB. 15/1/2)
3/547 (LAB. 16/1/1)
3/548 (MIL. 1/2/1)
3/549 (MIL. 1/2/2)
3/550 (MIL. 1/3/1)
1941-42
Standing Orders
Labour Shortage
Assisted Labour
1932-48
Domestic Servnats
Registration
Standing Orders
1951
Movement of Troops
1948-51
Leave of Military Personnel
Cycles, etc.
1953-57
Military
Kenya Regiment
General Correspondence
94 pp.
1 pp.
4 pp.
71 pp.
6 pp.
Reel 131 Section 10
3/55 1 (~1IL. 1/6)
3/554 (MIL. 1/10)
3/555 (MIL. 1/12)
3/556 (MIL. 1/13)
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1953
~.1ilitary
Pioneer Corps
1952-58
Military
E.A. Naval Force
1951-52
Military
E.A. Army
1952-56
Milita.ry
Compulsory National Service
9 pp.
42 pp.
26 pp.
15 pp.
3/556 (MIL. 2/1/1 Vol. II) 1954-57 185 pp.
Enlisting and Recruitment
General Correspondence
Europeans
Reel 132 Section 10
3/555 (MIL. 2/1/1) 1953-54 213 :Ope
Enlistment and Recruitment
~eneral Correspondence
Europeans
3/557 (r.1IL. 2/1/2) 1953 3 pp.
Enlistment and Recruitment
General Correspondence
Asians
3/558 (MIL. 2/4/1) 1950 5 pp.
E.A. Naval Force
3/559 OviTL. 2/5/1) 1951-53 285 pp.
Enlistment and Recruitment
Africans
General Correspondence
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Reel 132 Section 10
3/560 (MIL. 2/5/1) 1956-59 70 pp.
Flag ~1arches by ~1i1itary
3/561 (MIL. 3/1/1) 1953-54 10 pp.
Demobilization
General Correspondence
Europeans
3/562 (MIL. 3/1/3) 1953-55 20 PJ).
Demobilization
General Correspondence
Africans
3/563 (MIL. 4/6/1/1) 1955-56 26 pp.
Defence Organization Schemes
~1an POl-ler Conunittees
General Correspondence
Europeans
3/564 (~iIL. 4/6/1/2) 1955 1 pp.
Defence Organization Schemes
Man Power Committees
General Correspondence
Asians
3/565 (MIL. 4/6/9/1) 1945-46 327 pp.
(10% faint)
Family Remittance -- Officers
3/566 (MIL. 4/6/9/1) 1947-51 140 Pp.
(15%" faint)
Local Forces
Pioneer Corps
Financial Instructions
Family Remittances
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Reel 133 Section 10
Box 19, 567 - 602, 1939 - 1960
3/567 (MIL. 4/7/1/4)
3/568 (MIL. 4/7/2/4)
3/569 (MIL. 4/9/1)
1952-59
Defence Organization Schemes
District ~1an PO~Ter Committees
General Correspondence
Kericho
1953
Defence Organization Schemes
District Man Power Committees
Appointments
South Nyanza
1946-47
234 pp.
2 pp.
39 pp.
Local Forces
Military Labour Corps
General Correspondence
Maseno Recruiting and Home Depot ~eneral
3/571 (MIL. 4/9/1/4)
3/570 (MIL. 4/9/1) 1952
Defence Organization and Schemes
Disposal of Ex-enemy Property
General Correspondence
1946-47
Local Forces
~1ilitary Labour Corps General
~1aseno Recruiting and Home Depot
Rations, Stores and Equipment
6 pp.
61 pp.
3/572 (MIL. 4/9/1/24) 1950 24 J)Tl.
3/573 (MIL. 4/14/1)
Local Forces
Military Labour Corps
Maseno Recruiting and Home Depot
Immobilization
1951
Local Forces
Military Training Centres
E.A. Trainin~ Centre
13 pp.
Reel 133 Section 10
3/574 (~11I L. 5/1)
3/575 (MIL. 5/2/4)
3/576 (MIL. 5/4/4)
3/5 77 (~~IL. 6/1)
3/578 (MIL. 6/1/1)
3/579 (~1IL. 6/1/2)
3/580 (MIL. 6/1/5)
3/581 (MIL. 6/1/6)
3/582 (MIL. 7/9/1)
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1950
Defence Regulations
General Correspondence
1955
Terms of Service
Rates of Pay
Africans
1954-59
Terms of Service
Leave
Africans
1953-57
Welfare of Forces
General Correspondence
1953-55
Welfare of Forces
General Correspondence
Reports of Welfare of Troops
1952-55
Welfare of Forces
General Correspondence
Domestic Affairs of African TroaDs
1952-58
Work Performed for l1i1itary Personnel
General Correspondence
1952-56
Welfare of Officers
General Correspondence
Casualties and Death Gratuities
1944-45
Family Remittances -- Officers
1 pp.
10 pp.
3 pp.
4 !1p.
33 pp.
178 pp.
73 P!'.
461 pp.
(20% faint)
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Reel 134 Section 10
3/583 (MIL. 10/1) 1946-47 173 pp.
Recruitment for Labour
Africans
3/584 (MIL. 10/2) 1951 13 pp.
Recruitment
Africans General
3/585 (MIL. 10/3) 1939-40 39 pp.
Enlistment in East African Colonies
of Men for British Army
3/586 (MIL. 12/3/1) 1946-47 16 pp.
E. African Supply
Manufacture of Petrol and Oil Fuel
Permits and Supply of Power Fuel
3/587 (MIL. 12/4) 1946-47 199 pp.
E. African Supply Board
Control of Prices
3/588 (MIL. 12/11/1) 1947-50 184 pp.
E.A. Supply Board
Military Shares Holding Organization
General Correspondence
3/589 (MIL. 12/11/2) 1947-51 20 pp.
E.A. Forces
Military Shares Holding Organization
Family Remittances
3/590 (MIL. 15/1/2 Vol. II) 1947
War Casualties
General Correspondence
Africans
25 pp.
3/59l (MIL. 21/1) 1946-51
Movement and Transit
General
109 pp.
Reel 134 Section 10
3/592 (MIL. 22/1)
3/593 (MIL. 24/3/9)
3/594 (PUB. 1/1)
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1951
Boy Scouts
1940-52
Expenses and Remittances
1947
Newspapers and Periodicals
Native Newspapers
2 :op.
233 pp.
44 pp.
3/595 (PUB. 1/1/1/6) 1947-51 61 pp.
Asians -- Newspapers
Reel 135 Section 10
3/596 (PUR. 1/1/1/6) 1947-51 57 pp.
Asians
-- Newspapers
3/597 (PUB. 1/1/1/7) 1947 1 pp.
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Native Periodicals
Spy
3/598 (PUB. 1/1/1/8) 1952 Ip~'
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Local Papers and Periodicals
Sauti E Domani
3/599 (PUB. 1/1/1/10) 1952 1 pp.
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Local Papers and Periodicals
Dongo of Central Nyanza
3/600 (PUB. 1/1/1/11) 1950 4 pp.
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Native Periodicals General
Habari E Kipsigis -- Kericho
Reel 135 Section 10
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3/601 (PUB. 1/1/1/11) 1951 1 pre
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Local Papers and Periodicals
Logoiyek
3/602 (PUB. 1/1/1/12 Vol. II) 1956-60
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Local Papers and Periodicals
K.I.O.
Box 20, 603 - 629, 1945 - 1960
210 pp.
Regular Summary of and Opinion
South Africa -- from week to week
3/603 (PUB. 1/1/2/1B) 1952-54 674 pp.
(50% faint)
3/604 (PUB. 1/1/2/3)
3/605 (PUR. 1/1/2/4)
Reel 136 Section 10
1952-59
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Overseas Papers and Periodicals
Corona
1952-60
If You Ask Me
19 pp.
226 pp.
3/606 (PUB. 1/1/3/4)
3/607 (PUB. 1/1/3/5)
3/605 (continued from Reel 135)
1948-51
Newspapers and Periodicals
General Correspondence
Overseas Periodicals
Colonial Service Journal
1948
Empire
384 pp.
17 pp.
102 pp.
Reel 136 Section 10
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3/608 (PUB. 1/1/6 Vol. II) 1950-51 117 pp.
Kenya Information Office
Fortnightly
Published by the Kenya Information Office
3/609 (PUB. 1/1/3)
3/610 (PUB. 2/1/2)
3/611 (PUB. 2/1/3)
3/612 (PUB. 2/1/5)
3/613 (PUB. 2/1/6)
1946-50
Newspapers and Periodicals
Red Book, Whitakers Almanack
Overseas and Foreign Periodicals
1951-53
Official Publications
General Correspondence
E.A. High Commission Gazettes
1951-56
Official Publications
General Correspondence
Law Books
1951-58
Official Publications
General Correspondence
Hansard
1947-51
Official Publications
General Correspondence
Library
S5 :01'.
8 pp.
220 pp.
29 pp.
79 pp.
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Reel 137 Section 10
3/613 (PUB. 2/1/6) 1947-51 277 pp.
(10% faint)
Education Department (LIBRARY)
Library catalog
3/614 (PUB. 3/2) 1955-58 3 pp.
Political Record Books
Destruction of Records
3/615 (PUB. 3/2/2) 1948-50 116 :Ope
Political Records
History of Province
General Correspondence
3/616 (PUB. 4/2/1) 1950-51 58 pp.
Annual Report
Agricultural Department
3/617 (PUB. 4/2/1) 1950-56 228 pp.
Annual Reports
Departmental ~eneral
Agriculture
3/618 (PUB. 4/2/2) 1950-55 302 pp.
Annual Reports
Departmental General
Veterinary
3/619 (PUB. 4/2/3) 1950 3 pp.
Annual Reports
Other Departments
Police
3/620 (PUB. 4/2/6) 1949 89 pp.
Annual Report
P.W.D.
3/621 (PUB. 4/2/6) 1952-55 244 pp.
Annual Reports
Departmental General
P.W.D.
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Reel 138 Section 10
3/621 (PUB. 2/4/6) 1952-55 123 pp.
Annual Reports
Departmental General
P.W.D.
3/622 (PUB. 4/2/8) 1946-51 161 pp.
Annual Medical Reports
3/623 (PUB. 4/2/8) 1951 97 pp.
Medical Dep~rtment
P.C. 's copy
3/624 (PUB. 4/2/12) 1945-50 3 pp.
Annual Reports
Other Departments
Judicial
3/625 (PUB. 4/2/13) 1947-49 35 pp.
Annual Reports
Other Departments
MUnicipal Affairs
3/626 (PUB. 4/2/14) 1948-51 16 pp.
Report of Cooperative Societies
3/627 (PUB. 4/2/15) 1951 28 pp.
Annual Reports
Other Departments
Social Welfare
3/628 (PUB. 4/2/16) 1949-50 13 pp.
Tsetse Survey and Control
3/629 (PUB. 4/2/17) 1950 1 p.
Annual Report: Audit Dept.
140
Reel 138 Section 10
Box 21, 630-666, 1931-1960
3/630 (PUB. 4/2/18)
3/631 (PUB. 4/2/19)
1951
Lake Victoria Fisheries Service
Annual Report, 1950
1951
21 pp.
6 pr.
Annual Reports
Other Department General Correspondence
Transport Licensing Board
3/632 (PUB. 4/2/20)
3/633 (PUB. 4/2/22)
1952-60
Annual Reports
Departmental General
Weights and ~1easures
1953-57
58 pp.
19 pp.
Annual Reports
Dept. Gen.
African Land Utilization &Settlement
3/634 (PUB. 5/1/2)
3/635 (PUB. 6/1)
3/636 (PUB. 6/1/1)
3/367 (PUB. 6/1/1)
n.d.
Photographs
General Correspondence
Posters
1952-56
Circulars
General Correspondence
1947-50
Circulars
General
Secretariat
1952-55
Publications and Records
Circulars
General
Secretariat
4 PJ).
11 pp.
26 pp.
20 pp.
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Reel 138 Section 10
3/368 (PUR. 6/1/2) 1954-59 24 rp·
Circulars
General Correspondence
Secretariat (Establishment)
3/639 (PUB. 6/1/10) 1956 2 pp.
Circulars
Correspondence
Prisons
3/640 (PUB. 6/2/1) 1951 10 pp.
Circular
Returns
Returns - General
3/641 (PUB. 7/1) 1946-47 45 pp.
Publicity
General Correspondence
3/642 (PUB. 7/1) 1952-54 R pp.
Publicity
General Correspondence
3/643 (PUB. 7/1/1) 1951-57 198 pp.
Publicity
General Correspondence
Information Office
Reel 139 Section 10
1939-513/644 (PUB. 7/1/2/1)
Publicity
Broadcasting
Radio Sets and Appliances
196 pp.
3/645 (PUB. 7/1/3) 1949-51
Publicity
General Correspondence
Trend of Public Opinion
548 pp.
Reel 139 Section 10
3/646 (PUB. 7/1/4)
3/647 (PUB. 7/1/5)
3/648 (PUB. 7/2/5)
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1948-51
Publicity
General Correspondence
Literature Bureau
1951
Publicity
General Correspondence
Reporting teams
Legislative Council
1947
73 pp.
1 p.
342 pp.
Pamoja (Kenya Information Office)
1954-59
Reel 140 Section 10
3/649 (PUB. 7/2/7) 1951
South Africa Weekly News
3/650 (PUB. 9/1/) 1952-60
Returns
General Correspondence
3/651 (CER. 1/2) 1947-49
Correspondence
Precedence
Courtesy
3/652 (CER. 2) 1943-51
Awards
Decorations
3/653 (CER. 2/1/) 1931-45
Ceremony
Honors
Medals to Chiefs
3/654 (CER. 2/1/1/1)
Birthday and New Year Honors
279 pp.
23 pp.
8 pp.
11 pp.
340 pp.
2 pp.
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Reel 140 Section 10
3/655 (CER. 2/1/2) 1941-46 53 pp.
Military Awards
3/656 (CER. 2/2) 1931-45 82 pp.
Honors and Decorations
War and Police Medals
Tribal Police
3/657 (CER. 2/2/1) 1940-48 33 pp.
War and Police Medals
Commendations for SErvice
3/658 (CER. 2/2/3) 1931-32 12 pp.
Flags
Correspondence
3/659 (CER. 2/3) 1931 S4 pp.
Honors and Decorations
Non-Natives
Gene-ra1
3/660 (CER. 2/5) 1952 1 p.
Honors and Decorations
Police Awards
3/661 (CER. 2/7) 1953 6 pp.
Honors and Decorations
Royal African Society
3/662 (CER. 3/1) 1956 2 pp.
(Saluting)
3/663 (CER. 3/1) 1952 6 pp.
Salutes
General Correspondence
3/664 (CER. 3/2) 1936 6 pp.
Visit of Sir Malcolm Hailey
3/665 (CER. 3/3) 1958 2 pp.
Ceremony
Visitors
144
Reel 140 Section 10
3/666 (CER. 4/1)
Reel 141 Section 10
1932-45
Ceremony: Flags and Decorations
231 Pp.
Box 22, 667-682, 1931-1960
3/667 (CER. 2/2/2)
3/668 (CER. 4/1)
3/669 (CER. 5/1)
Reel 142 Section 10
3/670 (CER. 5/1)
3/671 (CER. 5/1/1A)
1939-45
Flags
1947-51
Flags
1931-45
Visitors
1944-51
Visitors
1937
Coronation of Their Majesties
Celebration
Air Rally
404 pp.
27 pp.
566 pp.
403 pp.
98 pp.
19373/672 (CER. 5/1/1/A)
Celebrations
52 pp.
3/673 (CER. 5/1/1) 1937 45 pp.
Celebrations (Coronation of King George VI)
3/674 (CER. S/1/le) 1936-38
Coronation of His Majesty
471 pp.
Reel 142 Section 10
3/675 (CER. 5/2)
3/676 (CER. 5/2)
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1939-43
Public Functions
Armistice Day
1936-51
Visitors
Colonial Office
94 np.
180 pp.
Reel 143 Section 10
3/677 (CER. 5/2) 1952-59 70 pp.
Visitors
Colonial Office
3/678 (CER. 5/2/1) 1943-51 249 pp.
Distinguished Visitors
Colonial Office
Secretary of State
3/679 (CER. 5/3) 1942-44 22 pp.
Visitors
Military Officers and B.C.N.D.s
3/680 (CER. 5/3) 1951-59 110 pp.
Visitors
Secretary of State
3/681 (CER. 5/3/A) 1951-54 103 pp.
Secretary of State's Visit
Minister of State's Visit
3/682 (CER. 5/4) 1934-38 260 pp.
Public Functions
Anniversary of His Majesty the King's
Accession to the Throne
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Reel 143 Section 10
Box 23, 683-697, 1931-1960
3/683 (CER. 5/4)
3/684 (CER. 5/4)
Reel 144 Section 10
1944-48
Visitors
Empire Parliamentary Association
1953-57
Visitors
Parliamentary
148 pp.
260 pp.
3/684 (Continued from Reel 143)
3/685 (CER. 5/4/11)
3/686 (CER. 5/5)
3/687 (CER. 5/5)
3/688 (CER. 5/5/11)
1957-60
Visitors
Parliamentary
1950
Visitors
Visit of t·1r. Dugdale
1951-54
Visitors
Overseas Visito~s
1954-57
Overseas Visitros
General Correspondence
20 pp.
174 pp.
312 pp.
315 rp.
(20% faint)
1957-603/689 (CER. 5/5/111)
Overseas Visitors
General Correspondence
393 pp.
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Reel 145 Section 10
3/691 (CER. 5/7)
3/692 (CER. 5/7/11)
3/693 (5/7/111)
3/694 (CER. 5/8)
3/695 (CER. 6/1)
1952-56
Royal Visit - 1952
1956
Royal Visit
1957-59
Royal Visit
1957-58
Ceremonies
Consular Service
1939-51
Uniforms
Ceremonial Field Service
26 pp.
335 pp.
(10% dark)
495 pp.
(10% dark)
10 pp.
93 pp.
(15% faint)
3/696 (CER. 6/3 Vol. 1) 1931-42 92 pp.
Uniforms
African Staff
3/697 (CER. 6/3 Vol. II) 1943-45 115 pp.
Uniforms
African Staff
Reel 146 Section 10
Box 24, 698-727, 1930-1960
3/698 (CER. 6/3) 1946-51 424 pp.
Uniforms
African Staff including L.N.C. Staff
3/699 (CER. 6/3) 1951-57
Unifoms
Europeans
6 pp.
Reel 146 Section 10
3/700 (CER. 6/5)
3/701 (CER. 7/1)
3/702 (CER. 7/1)
3/103 (CER. 7/1)
14P
1952
Uniforms
L.N.C. Staff
1930-42
Insignia of Office
Chiefs and Headmen
(Sta.ves and Badges)
1943-50
Insignia of Office
Staves and Badges for Chiefs
1954-57
Ceremonies
Insignia of Office
General Correspondence
10 np.
133 OPe
43 pp.
140 pp.
3/704 (CER. 8/1) 1936-37 153 ~p.
(15% dark)
Coronation of His Majesty King George VI
Celebrations
3/705 (CER. 7/2)
3/706 (CER. 8/1)
1931-37
Local Native Council Badges
1931-49
22 TlP.
3 !1p.
Visits
Receptions, etc. to the ~olonial Of~ice
Standing Orders
3/707 (CER. 8/1)
3/708 (CER. 8/1/2A)
1931-52
Public Functions
General Correspondence
1952
Queen's Birthday
Invitations
8 pp.
IS pp.
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Reel 146 Section 10
3/70B/1 (CER. 8/l/2A) 1952-53 133 :op.
3/709 (CER. 8/l/2A)
Reel 147 Section 10
3/710 (CER. 8/1/2)
3/711 (CER. 8/1/2)
3/712 (CER. 8/1/4)
3/713 (CER. 8/1/5)
Queen's Birthday
Invitations
1954
Queen's Birthday Celehration
1955
Queen's Birthday Celebration
1952-57
Public Functions
General Correspondence
Queen's Birthday
1952
Public Functions
General Correspondence
Loyal Toasts
1952-55
Pllblic Functions
General Correspondence
Coronation
77 "pp.
85 pp.
259 pp.
3 !lP.
256 pp.
19533/714 (CER. 8/1/5/1) 19 pp.
Public Functions
General Correspondence
Coronation
Corona.tion Committee (Correspondence, Minutes)
3/715 (CER. 8/1/7)
3/716 (CER. 8/2)
1952
Public Functions
General Correspondence
Ceremony of Swearin~
1946-50
Public Functions
Armisti.ce Day and Remembrance Dav
85 pp.
91 pp.
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Reel 147 Section 10
3/717 (CER. 8/2) 1952 70 pp.
Public Functions
Funeral of His Majesty Kin~ George VI
3/718 (CER. 8/3)
3/719 (CER. 8/3)
3/720 (CER. 8/3)
1931-42
Public Functions
King I 5 Birthday
Empire Day
Empire Youth Day
1946-51
Public Functions
King's Birthday
1953
98 pp.
119 pp.
2 pp.
Public Functions
Funeral of Her Majesty Queen Mary
3/721 (CER. 8/3/1)
Reel 148 Section 10
1943-56
Public Functions
King's Birthday
Empire Day
85 pp.
3/721 (Continued from Reel 147) 93 pre
3/722 (CER. 8/5)
3/723 (CER. 8/6)
3/724 (CER. 8/7)
1940-51
Religious Ceremonies
1945-47
Public Functions
Peace Day Celebrations
1947-51
173 pp.
139 pp.
6 pp.
Public Functions
Wedding Ceremonies
Imperial Household - a Loyal Toast
3/725 (CER. 8/8) 1948
Public Functions
Royal Births
39 pp.
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Reel 148 Section 10
3/726 (CER. 8/9) 1950 51 pp.
Public Functions
Nairobi Charter Celebrations
3/727 (CER. 9/1) 1933-40 10 pp.
Burial of Destitute Persons
Correspondence, etc.
Box 25, 728-750, 1930-1960
3/728 (CER. 9/1/1) 1936-47 58 pp.
Tombstones, Monuments, etc.
Preservation
Cemeteries
3/729 (CER. 9/1/1) 1951-58 16 pp.
Tombstones and Monuments
General Correspondence
Cemeteries
3/730 (CER. 9/1/2) 1933-42 144 pp.
Monuments, Tombstones, etc.
Ancient Monuments
3/731 (CER. 9/1/2) 1944-46 30 pp.
Tombstones, Monuments, etc.
Preservation
Ancient Monuments
3/372 (CER. 9/1/3) 1931-42 99 pp.
Monuments, Tombstones, etc.
War Graves
3/733 (CER. 9/1/3) 1943-56 83 pp.
Tombstones, Monuments, etc.
Preservation General
War Graves
3/734 (CER. 10/1) 1931-50 53 pp.
Coryndon Memorial Museum
1951-58
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Reel 148 Section 10
3/735 (CER. 10/1/4)
Museums, ~1emorials, etc.
General Correspondence
~.7ar ~1emorials
Reel 149 Section 10
140 pp.
3/736 (CER. 10/1/4/1) 1951-58 80 up.
3/742 (CER. 11/2/1)
3/737 (CER. 10/5)
3/738 (CER. 10/6)
3/739 (CER. 11/1)
3/740 (CER. 11/2)
3/741 (CER. 11/2)
Reel 150 Section 10
~fuseurns, Memorials, etc.
General Correspondence
War ~1emoria1s
War Funds
1945-51
Museums, ~.·1emoria1s
War Memorials
1947-50
Museums, Memorials
Memorials General
1937-45
Tombstones, Monuments, etc.
Memorials Funds, etc.
King George V
1940-45
War Contributions and Funds
1946-47
~1emorial and Other Funds
War Contributions and Funds
1940-46
Nyanza Province Ambulance Fund
415 pp.
12 pre
67 pp.
367 pp.
47 Pp.
187 pp.
3/742 (Continued from Reel 149) 104 pp.
3/743 (CER. 11/2/2) 1940-46 86 pp.
Kenya War Fund
Reel 150 Section 10
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3/744 (CER. 11/2/3) 1940-44 29 rr.
Nyanza Province London Relief Fund
3/745 (CER. 11/2/4 Vol. II) 1946
Memorial and other Funds
War Contributions and Funds
Nyanza Province War Welfare Funds
3 pp.
3/746 (CER. 11/2/5)
3/747 (CER. 11/2/6)
1945
Burma Week
1948
60 pp.
36 pp.
Memorial and Other Funds
War Contributions and Funds
United Nations Appeal for Funds for Children
3/748 (LG. 1/1/1)
3/749 (LG. 1/1/3)
3/750 (LG. 1/2/2/1)
1930-41
Townships
General Correspondence
1931-42
Townships
Nyanza Province
Rules
1931-39
Townships
Central Kavirondo
Yala Township
Correspondence
138 p:p.
412 pp.
180 pp.
Box 26, 751-764, 1931-1951
3/751 (LG. 1/2/2/1) 1943-51
Townships
Central Kavirondo
Yala Township
Correspondence
50 pp.
(20% dark)
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Reel 150 Section 10
3/752 (L~. 1/3/2/1)
Reel 151 Section 10
1932-43
Plots in Townships - Kakame~a
143 pp.
3/752 (Continued from Reel 150) 280 pp.
3/753 (LG. 1/3/2/2) 1932-45 381 pp.
Townships
North Kavirondo
Kakamega
Applications, Grants, Sales, etc.
3/754 (L~. 1/4/2/2) 1931-38 454 rn.
Townships
South Kavirondo
Kisii
Applications, Grants and Sale of Plots
3/755 (LG. 1/4/2/2 II) 1938-42 109 pp.
Townships
South Kavirondo
Kisii
Applications, Grants and Sale of Plots
Reel 152 Section 10
3/755 (Continued from Reel 151) 221 pp.
3/756 (LG. 1/5/1/1 Vol. I) 1947-51 8 nne
3/757 (L~. 1/5/1/3)
Townships
Kericho
General Correspondence
Kericho Township Correspondence
1948
Townships
Kericho
Sotik Township (Chernage1)
Correspondence
3 1"p.
Reel 152 Section 10
IS5
3/758 (L~. 1/5/3/1)
3/759 (L~. 1/6/2/1)
1932-40
Townships
South Lwnbwa
Chemagel
Correspondence
1931-37
Townships
Kisurnu-Londiani
Kisimu
General Correspondence
180 pp.
344 pp.
3/760 (L~. 1/6/2/1 Vol. II) 1937-46
Townships
Kisumu-Londiani
Kisumu
General Correspondence
3/761 (LG. 1/6/2/1 Vol. III) 1947-51
Townships
Kisumu-Londiani
Kisumu
General Correspondence
228 pp.
11 pp.
3/762 (LG. 1/6/2/2) 1931-45 230 pp.
Townships
Kisurnu-Londiani
Kisumu
Applications, Grants and Sale of Plots
Reel 153 Section 10
3/762 (Continued from Reel 152)
3/762/1 (LG. 1/6/2/2) 1946-51
174 pp.
183 pp.
Townships
Kisumu-Londiani
Kisumu
Applications, Grants and Sale of Plots
3/762/2 (LG. 1/7/7/1) 1936-37 7 pp.
Townships
Kisumu-Londiani
Koru
General Correspondence
Reel 153 Section 10
3/763 (LG. 2/1)
3/764 (LG. 2/1/2)
3/764/1 (L~. 2/1/3)
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1931-33
District Councils
General Correspondence
1932-42
District Council
Nyanza
Roads and BridRes
1931-32
District Councils
Nyanza
Notes and A~enda
209 pp.
S2 ~p.
21 pp.
1936-45
Box 27, 765-779, 1931-1960
3/765 (L~. 2/1/5 II)
District Councils
Nyanza
Minutes and Agenda
Reel 154 Section 10
481 pp.
3/766 (L~. 2/1/5)
3/767 (LG. 2/1/5)
3/768 (LG. 2/1/6)
1945-46
(District Councils
Nyanza
Agenda and Minutes)
1947-49
District Councils
Nyanza District Council
Agenda and Minutes
1949-51
District Councils
Nyanza District Council
Agenda and Minutes
215 pp.
290pp.
397 pp.
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Reel 154 Section 10
3/768/1 (L~. 2/4/1) 19A.S-48 2 pp.
Municipalities and To~mships Committees
General
African Affairs in Municipalities
Municipal Boards
General
Kisimu
Appointments
3/769/A (L~. 3/2/1/1)
Reel 155 Section 10
1932-51 98 pp.
(15% dark)
3/769 (L~. 3/2/1/2) 1931-38
Meetings of Township Committees
Kisimu
360 pp.
3/770 (LG. 3/2/1/2 IV) 194R-49 486 pp.
Municipality of Kisumu
Agenda and Minutes
3/771 (L~. 3/2/1/2/V) 1950-51 330 pp.
Municipality of Kisumu
Agenda and Minutes
3/772 (L~. 3/2/2) 1947-51
Municipality of Kisurnu
Nyanza
Township Committee
3/773 (LG. 3/2/8/2) 1950-51
Fort Ternan Township Committee
none
(Title page
only)
none
3/774 (LG. 4/1)
3/775 (LG. 7/2/2/2)
1951
Local Government
1951-60
none
none
MUnicipalities and District Councils
Municipalities
Kisumu
Appointments
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Reel 155 Section 10
3/766 (ED. 1/1) 1931-37 none
Education Code
Curricula
3/777 (ED. 1/1/1) 1949- none
Education Code
Curricula
Reli~ious Instruciton in Schools
3/778 (ED. 1/1/1/1) 1943-57 81 pp.
Education
General Correspondence
Europeans
Educational facilities
Children of Colonial Officials
3/722 (See Above) 16 pp.
3/773 (See Above) 3 pp.
3/774 (See Above) 10 pp.
3/775LG (See Above) 37 pp.
3/776 (See Above) 11 pp.
3/777 (See Above) 4 pp.
3/778 (See Above) 38 J'p.
Reel 156 Section 10
3/778 (Continued from Reel 155) 24 pp.
3/779 (ED. 1/1/3) 1953-60
Education
General Correspondence
Africans
125 pp.
Box 28, 780-846, 1930-1960
3/780 (ED. 1/2/1) 1944-47 6 pp.
Educational Code
Policy
Education and Relations of
Agricultural &Veterinary Depts.
Reel 156 Section 10
3/781 (ED. 1/2/2)
3/782 (ED. 1/3/1)
3/783 (ED. 1/5)
3/784 (ED. 1/6/4/1)
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1946
Educational Policy
Higher Education in Colonies
1946
Education Code
Boards of Governors
r4ission Schools
1955-57
Secondary (Education)
1952-56
Teacher's Training
Africans
Jeanes School
1 p.
3 pp.
3 pp.
264 pp ..
1955-3/785 (ED. 1/6/4/1A)
Education
Teacher Training
Africans
Jeanes School
327 pp.
3/786 (ED. 1/6/7/1)
3/787 (ED. 1/7/3)
3/788 (ED. 1/6/8/1)
3/789 (ED. 1/10/3)
1951-57
Vihiga Women's Learning Centre
1953-59
Trades and Technical Training
Africans
1954-56
Teacher's Traininp
Shiga1agala Trade School
General Correspondence
1951-
Mass Education
Africans
86 pp.
9 pp.
6 pp.
4 pp.
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Reel 156 Section 10
3/790 (ED. 1/11/1) 1953-55 12 pp.
Education of dependents o~ deceased askari
General Correspondence
3/791 (ED. 1/14/1) 1956 6 pp.
Inspection and Reports
General Correspondence
3/792 (ED. 1/15) 1952-59 37 pp.
Music
3/793 (ED. 1/16) 1954 4 pp.
Religious Education
3/794 (ED. 1/18) 1954-58 42 pp.
Literacy
Rural Education
3/795 (ED. 1/19) 1956-60 83 pp.
Extramural studies
3/796 (ED. 2/1) 1931-50 82 pp.
Organization and Establishmnet of Schools
Europeans
3/797 (ED. 2/1/1) 1939-47 37 pp.
Education: Schools
Europeans
Reel 157 Section 10
3/798 (ED. 2/1)
3/799 (ED. 2/1/2)
1952-57
Establishment of Schools
General Correspondence
1942
23 pp.
2 pp.
Organization and establishment of schools
Europeans
Compulsory Education
Reel 157 Section 10
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3/800 (ED. 2/2)
3/801 (ED. 2/1/1)
1931-32
Schools
Asiatics Boys
Education - General
1931-48
4 !Jp.
25 pp.
Organization and establishment of schools
Asian boys education
~overnment Indian High School - Kisimu
3/802 (ED. 2/2/1/1) 1931-45
Schools
Asiatic boys
Government Indian School Kisumu
School committee
48 p!>.
3/803 (ED. 2/2/1/1/2) 1931-34 58 pp.
3/804 (ED. 2/2/1/2)
Schools
Asiatics
Government School
1933-45 4~ pp.
~overnment Indian School - Kisumu
Inspection Reports
3/805 (ED. 2/2/1/4) 1931-43 79 pp.
Schools
Asiatic Boys
Government Indian School - Kisumu
Buildings, Repairs, Rents
3/806 (ED. 2/2/1/5) 1931 9 pp.
Asiatic boys
Government Indian School - Kisumu
Remission of school fees
3/807 (ED. 2/2/2)
3/808 (ED. 2/2/3)
1932-51
Goan school at Kisumu
1932-41
Schools
Asiatics
South Lumbwa
48 pp.
50 pp.
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Reel 157 Section 10
3/809 (ED. 2/2/4)
3/810 (ED. 2/2/5)
3/811 (ED. 2/2/5)
3/812 (ED. 2/2/6/1)
3/813 (ED. 2/2/6/2)
3/814 (ED. 2/2/7)
1939
Schools
Asiatics
Ismaila - Asembo
1953-56
Establishment of Schools
European
Kericho
1938-49
Schools
Asiatics boys
North Kavirondo
General Correspondence
1940
Schools
Asiatics
Boys and Girls
Oyusi
1939-42
Schools
Asiatic
Boys and Girls
Yala
1941-43
2 pp.
7 pp.
31 :op.
1 p.
7 pn.
8 pp.
Refresher course for Indian teachers
3/815 (ED. 2/2/8) 1941 7 pp.
Organization and Establishment of Schools
Asian
Indian School
3/816 (ED. 2/2/9) 1942 2 pp.
Organization and Establishment of Schools
Asian Boys
Indian School at Miwani
3/817 (ED. 2/2/10) 1942 3 pp.
Organization and Establishment of Schools
Asian Boys
Indian school - Luanda
Reel 157 Section 10
3/818 (ED. 2/2/11)
3/819 (ED. 2/2/12)
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1946
Indian School
Lumbwa
1947-
9 pp.
1 pp.
Organization and Establishment of Schools
Asian
Indian School
3/820 (ED. 2/2/13) 1948-49 15 pp.
Organization and Establishment of Schools
Asian
Ismailia School - Kisii
3/821 (ED. 2/3/1)
3/822 (ED. 2/3/1)
3/823 (ED. 2/3/1/1)
3/824 (ED. 2/3/1/1)
3/825 (ED. 2/3/2)
1937
Schools
Asians - Girls
Ismaila Girls School - Kisimu
1952-53
Establishment of Schools
Asian
General Correspondence
1931-40
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
General Correspondence
1931-42
Schools
Asiatics
Ismailia Girls School - Kisimu
Inspection Reports
1952-58
Establishment of Schools
Asian
North Nyanz8
1 p.
3 pp.
148 PJl.
22 pp.
2 pp.
Reel 157 Section 10
3/826 (ED. 2/3/3/5)
3/827 (ED. 2/3/4)
3/828 (ED. 2/3/4)
3/829 (ED. 2/3/4/1)
3/830 (ED. 2/3/5)
3/831 (ED. 2/4/1)
3/833 (ED. 2/4/2)
3/834 (ED. 2/4/2/1)
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1953-55
Establishment of Schools
Asian
Central Nyanza
Goan School
1946-50
Government - Indian Girls School
KisUmu
1954-56
Schools
Asian
South Nyanza
1952-53
Schools
Asian
South Nyanza
Indian Schools
1955
Schools
Asians
Kericho
1956-
Schools
Asians
General Correspondence
1954-55
Schools
Africans
North Nyanza
1952-54
Establishment of Schools
African
North Nyanza
Government and A.D.C. Schools
2 pp.
52 TlP.
7 pp.
7 pp.
1 p.
2 pp.
3 pp.
3 pp.
Reel 157 Section 10
3/835 (ED. 2/4/2/2)
3/836 (ED. 2/4/2/4)
3/837 (ED. 2/4/3/1)
3/838 (ED. 2/4/2/7)
3/839 (ED. 2/4/3/2)
3/840 (ED. 2/4/3/8)
3/841 (ED. 2/4/4/1)
3/842 (ED. 2/4/4/2)
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1955-59
Establishment of Schools
Africans
North Nyanza
R.C.M. Schools
1952 ...55
Establishment of Schools
Africans
North Nyanza
Friends Africa Mission
1956-58
Establishment of Schools
Africans
Central Nyanza
Government and A.D.C. Schools
1951-60
Establishment of Schools
African
North Nvanza
Private Schools
1953-59
Establishment of Schools
African
Central Nyanza
R.C .~1. Schools
1951
C.M.5.
Central Nyanza
1952-58
Establishment of Schools
African
South Nyanza
Government and A.D.C. Schools
1954-59
Establishment of Schools
African
South Nyanza
R.C.M. Schools
8 pp.
32 pp.
14 pp.
3 pp.
13 pp.
1 p.
41 pp.
2 pp.
Reel 157 Section 10
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3/843 (ED. 2/4/5/1)
3/844 (ED. 2/5)
1956
Establishment of Schools
African
Kericho
Government and A.D.C. Schools
1951
1 p.
1 p.
Royal Technical ColleFe of East Africa
3/845 (ED. 3)
3/846 (ED. 3/1/1)
Reel 158 Section 10
1941-51
African Education - general
1944-45
African Education
Primary Education
Mass African Education
89 pp.
168 pr.
Box 29, 847-894, 1931-1958
3/847 (ED. 3/1/1) 1946-51
African Education
Primary Education
Mass African Education
217 pp.
3/848 (ED. 3/1/1/1/1) 1931-42 127 pp.
3/849 (ED. 3/1/3)
African
District Education Board
1947-51 11 pp.
3/850 (ED. 3/1/3)
African Education
Primary Education
Education of Dependents of Deceased Askaris
1953 2 pp.
Grants in Aid
General Correspondence
African Schools
Reel 158 Section 10
3/851 (ED. 3/1/4/3)
3/852 (ED. 3/2/1)
3/853 (ED. 3/2/3/2)
3/854 (ED. 3/3/2)
3/855 (ED. 3/4/1/1)
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1956-
Grants
Correspondence
Mission Schools
South Nyanza
1951-57
Grants in Aid
Bursaries and Scholarships
General Correspondence
1931-37
Committees
Advisory
African education
Minutes and Agenda
1952
Grants in Aid
Central Nyanza
1931-41
18 pp.
240 pp.
237 pp.
5 pp.
190 pp.
African Schools
North Kavirondo ~overnment School
3/856 (ED. 3/4/1/1)
3/857 (ED. 3/4/4/1)
3/858 (ED. 3/4/4/1)
1946-51
Government African Schools
North Kavirondo
Kakamega
1931-45
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
South Lurnbwa Government School
Correspondence
1946-51
African General
Government Schools - General
Kericho - General
Kabianga - General
19 pp.
150 pp.
9 pp.
16~
Reel 159 Section 10
3/858 (Continued from Reel 15~) 148 pp.
3/859 (ED. 3/4/4/1/1) 1931-40 84 pp.
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
South Lumbwa Government School
Inspection Reports
3/860 (ED. 3/4/1/1/1) 1932-39 64 pp.
3/861 (ED. 3/4/4/2)
3/862 (ED. 3/4/4/3)
3/863 (ED. 3/4/6)
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
North Kavirondo
Inspection Reports
1946-51
African Education
Government and L.N.C. Schools
Kericho
Kipsigis Government School
1950
KipsiRis L.N.C. Schools
1949-51
22 pp.
10 pp.
209 pp.
African Education
Government and L.N.C. Schools
Government Siriba Training Centre
Maseno General
3/864 (ED. 3/4/6/1) 1949-51 148 pp.
African Education
~overnrnent and L.N.C. African Schools
Siriba Training Centre
Minutes of Advisory Committee and Correspondence
Maseno
3/866 (ED. 3/5/1/6) 1933-38
Schools
~1issions
Mill Hill Mission
Mumias
25 pp.
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Reel 159 Section 10
3/867 (ED. 3/5/1/7) 1933-37 10 pp.
Schools
~1il1 Hill rw1ission
Asumbi
3/868 (ED. 3/5/1/8) 1935-39 7 !,:p.
Schools
~1issions
~1ill Hill
Nangina
3/869 (ED. 3/5/1/9) 1933-38 17 pp.
Schools
~1issions
Mill Hill
Kakamega
3/870 (ED. 3/5/1/10) 1935-45 7 pp.
Schools
~1issions
l-1i11 Hill
Kibabii
3/871 (ED. 3/5/1/11) 1935-39 10 pp.
Schools
~!issions
Mill Hill
Nyabururu
3/872 (ED. 3/5/1/12) 1939 3 pp.
Schools
Missions
~!ill Hill
SEGA
3/873 (ED. 3/5/1/13) 1939 3 pp.
Schools
Missions
Mill Hill Mission
Mba?a
3/876 (ED. 3/5/1/15) 1940-47 5 pp.
Schools
~1issions
~1il1 Hill
Jina
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Reel 159 Section 10
3/876 (ED. 3/5/1/16) 3 Pp.
Schools
Missions
~1il1 Hill
..Tina
3/877 (ED. 3/5/2) 1942-49 37 pp.
African - General
Mission Education
Church Missionary Society and
African Anglican Church
3/878 (ED. 3/5/2/1) 1931-51 83 l'p.
African
~1ission
Church Missionary Society
~1aseno
3/879 (ED. 3/5/5/2) 1935-50 20 pp.
Schools
r~1issions
eMS
Butere
3/880 (ED. 3/5/2/5) 1940-45 239 pp.
African
Mission
eMS
Ambira
3/881 (ED. 3/5/2/5) 1946-51 21 pp.
African
~1ission
CMS
Arnbira
3/882 (ED. 3/5/2/6) 1942-50 3 pp.
African
Mission
eMS
~1anya1a
Reel 159 Section 10
3/883 (ED. 3/5/2/7)
3/884 (ED. 3/5/5/1)
3/885 (ED. 3/5/5/2)
3/886 (ED. 3/5/6)
Reel 160 Section 10
3/887 (ED. 3/5/6/1)
3/888 (ED. 3/5/6/2)
3/889 (ED. 3/5/7)
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1946-
African
Mission
eMS
Maseno Girls School
1933-39
Schools
lt1issions
African Inland "fission
Nyakacho and East Kano
1939
Schools
Missions
African Inland Mission
Ogada
1942-51
African
Mission
Church of God Mission
1935-45
Schools
Missions
Church of God Mission, Bunyore
1939-45
Schools
Missions
Church of ~od, Kima
1940-41
Mission Education
Pentecostal Mission
Schools General
14 pp.
21 pp.
4 pp.
19 pp.
12 pp.
9 pp.
3 pp.
Reel 160 Section 10
172
3/890 (ED. 3/5/7/1)
3/891 (ED. 3/5/7/3)
3/892 (ED. 3/5/8/1)
3/893 (ED. 3/5/9)
1937-39
African Education
~.1ission
Pentecostal Assembly of Canada
Nyang'ori
1941-51
African Education General
Mission
Pentecostal Mission
Awasi - E. Kana
1937-50
Schools
Jvlissions
Church of Scotland Mission
Alliance Hi~h School Kikuyu
1938-43
32 pp.
24 pp.
72 pp.
15 !,p.
Schools
~4issions
Kenya Settlers Christian Association
3/894 (ED. 3/5/10) 1941-44
Salvation Army Schools
16 pp.
Box 30, 895-923, 1931-1960
3/895 (ED. 3/5/11) 1941-46 9 pp.
African Education
Mission
National Holiness ~1issionary Society
3/896 (ED. 3/5/12) 1941
African Education
rfission
Elirn Missionary Society
11 pp.
Reel 160 Section 10
3/897 (ED. 3/5/13)
3/898 (ED. 3/6/1)
3/899 (ED. 3/7)
3/900 (ED. 3/8)
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1947-49
African Education
Mission
Orthodox Church
1939
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
Kericho
Tea Estate Schools
1931-45
Schools
Outschools and Village Schools
1936-44
10 pp.
9 pp.
46 pp.
33 pp.
CC'nunittees
Teachers Organizations
African
3/901 (ED. 3/8/1/1) 1931-39 160 P:O.
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
Jeanes Teachers
Correspondence
3/902 (ED. 3/8/1/2) 1931-38 253 pp.
Schools
Natives
Nyanza
Jeanes Teachers
Reports
3/903 (ED. 3/8/2) 1940-45 41 pp.
Schools
Nyanza
Grades and Salaries of African Teache~s
Traininp of African Teachers
3/904 (ED. 3/14) 1941-51
Education for the Blind
54 pp.
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3/905 (ED. 3/15) 1942-45 178 pp.
African Education
Military Training
3/906 (ED. 3/16) 1943 8 pp.
African Education
Night Schools
3/907 (ED. 3/17) 1946 16 p~.
African Education
Language Teaching in African Schools
3/908 (ED. 3/18) 1944-49 220 pp.
African Education
Vernacular Literature
3/909 (ED. 3/19) 1944-51 32 pp.
African Education
Higher Education of Africans
Reel 161 Section 10
3/909 (Continued from Reel 160) 126 pp.
3/910 (ED. 3/20)
3/911 (ED. 3/20/1)
3/912 (ED. 3/20/2)
1945
African Education
Trainin~ of Africans
Rural Education
1943-45
African Education
Training of Africans
Rural Education
1945-50
African Education
Training of Africans
P.W.D. Trainin~
345 pp.
22 pp.
24 pp.
Reel 161 Section 10
3/913 (ED. 3/20/3)
3/914 (ED. 3/20/4)
3/915 (ED. 3/21)
3/917 (ED. 4/1/1)
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1945
African Education
Training of Africans
LeFal Training
1950
African Education
Training of Africans
Trade and Technical School
North Nyanza
1949
African Education
Literature Bureau
1931-45
13 pp.
9 pp.
32 pp.
107 pp.
Committees
School Area Committee
Natives
Central Kavirondo and Kisumu-Londiani
Appointments
3/918 (ED. 4/1/1) 1946-51 54 pp.
District Education Boards - General
Central Kavirondo and Kisumu-Londia.ni
General Correspondence
Appointments
3/918 (ED. 4/1/2) 1931-43 183 pp.
Committee
School Dist~ict Education Board
Central Kavirondo and Kisumu-Londiani
Agenda and minutes
3/919 (ED.)
3/920 (ED. 4/2/2/2)
3/921 (ED. 4/2/3/2)
1952-57
Education Boards and Councils
Education Boards
North Nyanza Education Boards
Agenda and ~1inutes
1951-59
Boards and Councils
Central NyanzaEducation Boards
Agenda and Minutes
200 pp.
179 pp.
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Reel 162 Section 10
3/921 (Continued from Reel 161) 270 pp.
3/922 (ED. 4/2/6/1)
3/923 {ED. 4/2/7/2)
Reel 163 Section 10
1952-55
Education Boards and Councils
Board of ~overnors
General Correspondence
Agenda and Minutes
1951-56
Boards and. Councils
Education Boards
Regional Education Board
General Correspondence
Agenda and Minutes
R nn.
198 p:p.
Box 31, 924-951, 1931-1957
3/924 (ED. 4/3/2)
3/925 (ED. 4/3/3/1)
3/926 (ED. 4/3/3/2)
3/928 (ED. 4/5)
1931-44
Committees
District Area Board, Natives
South Kavirondo
Agenda and Minutes
1952-57
Boards and Councils
Advisory Councils
General Correspondence
African Education
Appointments
1952-56
Boards and Councils
Advisory Councils
neneral Correspondence
African Education
Agenda and Minutes
1951
District Education Boards
Regional Education Board
237 pp.
27 pp.
288 pp.
22 pp.
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Reel 163 Section 10
3/929 (ED. 5/1/1/2) 1948-51 136 nn.
Advisory Councils on Education
Central Advisory Council
General Correspondence
European - General
Agenda and ~"inutes
3/930 (ED. 5/1/1/3) 1948 none
Advisorv Councils on Education
Central Advisory Council
European Education
Bulletin
3/929 (ED. 5/1/1/2) 1948-51 125 Tlp.
Advisory Councils
Central Adivsory Council
Europeans
Agenda and ~'1inutes
3/931 (ED. 5/1/3/1) 1948 none
Advisory Councils on Education
Central Advisory Council
African
Appointments
3/930 (See Above) 7 :op.
3/931 (See Above) 2 pp.
3/939 (ED. 5/1/3/2) 1938-45 152 pp.
Committees
Advisory
African Education
~1inutes and Agenda
Reel 164 Section 10
3/932 (Continued from Reel 163)
3/933 (ED. 5/1/3/2) 1946-51
Advisory Councils
African
Agenda and Minutes
110 :pp.
286 pp.
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Reel 164 Section 10
3/934 (ED. 5/2/1) 1944 16 pp.
Advisory Council
General
3/935 (ED. 5/3/1) 1944-47 82 pp.
Central Advisory Council
Provincial Education Advisory Board
General
3/936 (ED. 6/1) 1931-42 291 pp.
Schools
Grants-in-Aid
Government Grants
3/937 (ED.6/1) 1943-51 24 pp.
Grants-in-Aid for Education - General
Government Grants
3/938 (ED. 6/1/1) 1941-49 88 pp.
Grants-in-Aid to Education
Government Grants
Rules
3/939 (ED. 6/2) 1931-44 303 pp.
Grants-in-Aid to Education
Local Native Councils
Reel 165 Section 10
3/940 (ED. 6/2)
3/941 (ED. 6/2/1)
1945-49
Grants-in-Aid to Education
Local Native Councils
1932-41
118 pp.
27 pp.
Education Funds of Local Native Councils
3/942 (ED. 6/3) 1932-39
Scholarships and Bursaries
18 pp.
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Reel 165 Section 10
3/943 (ED. 6/3)
3/944 (ED .. 7/1)
1944-51
Scholarships and Bursaries
1940-42
420 pp.
3 pp.
Licensing and Registration of Schools
3/945 (ED .. 7/2)
3/946 (ED. 7/3)
3/947 (ED. 7/4)
3/948 (ED .. 7/8)
1932-44
Opening and Closing of Schools
1940-51
Schools
Natives
School Fees
1932
Truant and Absentee Children
1951-
23 pp.
37 ~p.
6 p~.
I p.
Licensing and Registration of Schools
Union Schools
3/949 CT. &C. 1/1) 1951-54
Native Markets
General Correspondence
8 pp.
3/950 (T. &C. 1/1/1) 1956 4 pp.
Native Markets
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
3/951 CT. &. C. 1/1/2) 1931-51 60 pp.
Trade
Organization general
Trade Inquiries and Commissions
Box 32, 952-978, 1931-1960
3/952 CT. &C. 1/1/2) 1949-60 10 pp.
Native Markets
General Correspondence
Central Nyanza
Reel 165 Section 10
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3/953 (T. &C. 1/1/3) 1932-47 160 pP.
Tra.de
Organization
Tradin~ by Natives
3/954 (T. &C. 1/1/3) 1952-54 19 pr.
Native ~1arkets
General Correspondence
South Nyanza
3/955 (T. &C. 1/1/3/1) 1931-42 4 pn.
Specific Trades and Industries
Native Industries
3/956 (T. &C. 1/1/3/2) 1938-47 58 rrp.
Specific Trades and Industries
Secondary Industries
3/957 (T. &C. 1/1/4) 1932-49 19 pp.
Tradinp-
Organization
Sunday Trading
3/958 (T. &C. 1/1/4) 1952-56 2 pp.
Nati ve ~tarkets
~enera1 Correspondence
Kericho
3/959 (T. &C. 1/1/4/4) 1951 4 pp.
Trade
Organization
Sunday Trading
Industrial Development
3/960 CT. &C. 1/1/4/3) 1944-51 18 nn.
Trade
Organtzation
Trading by Natives
Rural Industries
.3 /9 b 1 (T. & C. 1/ 1 / 5 ) 1956 i np.
:~Ht i "\je ~4~·]rkets
Elfron Nyanza
Reel 165 Section 10
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3/962 (T. &C. 1/1/4) 1945 4 nne
Trade
Orpanization
East African Industrial ~pseRrch Board
3/963 (T. &C. 1/1/8) 1949-50 2:; pp.
Trade
Organization
Repistration of Com~anies
3/964 CT. &C. 1/1/9) 1951 6 pp.
Trade
Organization
North ~!yanza Arts and Crafts Society
3/965 CT. &C. 1/2/1) 1941-45 92 pp.
Trade
Specific Trades and Industries
Fishing General
Reel 166 Section 10
3/965 (Continued from Reel 165) 38 pp.
3/966 (T. &C. 1/2/1/1) 1938-44 636 pp.
Trade
Specific Industries
Fishinp
Lake Victoria ~eneral
3/967 CT. &C. 1/2/1/1) 1944-45 122 np.
Trade
Specific Trade
Fishing-
Lake Victoria
3/968 (T. &C. 2/1/1/1) 1933-50 180 pp.
Fishinp - Lake Victoria
Statistics anrl P~nthly RepoTt5
Reel 166 Section 10
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3/969 (T. &C. 1/2/1/1/2) 1947-51 81 pp.
Trade
Specific Trade
Fishing
Lake Victoria
Minutes of Fishery Board
Reel 167 Section 10
3/969 (Continued from Reel 166)
3/970 CT. &C. 1/2/1/1/2A) 1949-54
294 pp.
56 pp.
Trade
Specific Trade
Fishing
Lake Victoria
Inland Fisheries Research Advisory Committee
3/971 (T. &C. 1/2/1/5) 1949 33 pp.
Specific Trade and Industries
Fisheries
Correspondence
E.A. Fisheries Research Organization
3/972 CT. &C. 1/2/5) 1941-44 55 pp.
Trade
Specific Trades and Industries
Manufactures
3/973 (T. &C. 1/2/8) 1948-51 11 pp.
Trade
Specific Trade and Industries
Charcoal
3/974 (T. &C. 1/2/10) 1943-50 247 pp.
Trade
Specific Trade and Industries
Brick-Manufacture
3/975 (T. &C. 1/2/11) 1943 11 pp.
Trade
Specific Trade and Industries
Match Factories
Reel 167 Section 10
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3/976 CT. &C. 1/2/12) 1943-45 32 pp.
Trade
Specific Trades and Industries
Terneplate Containers
3/977 (T. &C. 1/3/1) 1937-45 226 pp.
Trade
Organization of Marketin~ and Produce
Markets and Marketing of Native Produce
3/978 (T. &C. 1/3/1) 1946-51 165 nne
Trade
Organization of Marketin~ and Produce
Markets and Marketin~ of Native Produce
Reel 168 Section 10
3/978 (Continued from Reel 167)
Box 33, 979-1010, 1931-1960
86 pp.
3/979 (T. &C. 1/3/1/1) 1939-45 237 pp.
Markets
(Marketing Rules)
3/980 (T. &C. 1/3/1/1) 1946-51 245 pp.
Trade
Organization of Marketing
Marketing of Produce
Marketing Rules
3/981 (T. &C. 1/3/1/2) 1950-51 11 pp.
Organization of Marketing
Marketing of Native Produce
Establishment of Markets
General Correspondence
3/982 CT. & C. 1/3/1/2/1)
Markets
Kisumu
1931-46 60 pp.
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Reel 168 Section 10
3/983 (T. &C. 1/3/1/2/4) 1941-51 102 no.
Trade
Marketing of Produce
~1arkets and Marketinp: of Native Produce
Establishment of ~1arkets
South Kavirondo
3/984 (T. &C. 1/3/1/2/5) 1941-51 7 pp.
Trade
Organization of Marketing of Produce
Establ ishment of ~~arkets
Kericho
3/985 (T. &C. 1/3/2) 1933-37 61 pp.
Trade
~1arkets
Butcheries and Slaughterhouse
3/986 (T. &C. 1/3/3) 1948-50 145 :pp.
Trade
Organization and ~arketing of Produce
Marketing Board
3/987 (T. &C. 1/3/3/1) 1948-51 170 pp.
Marketing Advisory Committee-Minutes
and Agenda
Reel 169 Section 10
3/987 (Continued ~rom Reel 168) 68 nne
3/988 (T. &C. 1/3/4) 1948 1 p.
3/989 (T. &C. 2/1)
Trade
Organization of Trade
Board of Commerce and Industry
1931-33
Patents and Inventions
Standing Orders
4 pp.
3/990 CT. &C. 2/1/1) 1945 4 pp.
Patent and Commerce
Registration of Private ~1arks
Reel 169 Section 10
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3/991 (T. &C. 2/1/1) 1954 3 pp.
Trade
Specific Trades
Correspondence
Rural Industry
3/992 (T. &C. 2/1/5) 1951-58 149 pp.
Specific Trades
General Correspondence
Hides and Skins
3/993 (T. &C. 2/1/8) 1953-58 14 pp.
Specific Trades
General Correspondence
Butcheries and Slaughterhouses
3/994 (T. &C. 2/1/11) 1951-58 7 pp.
Specific Trades
General Correspondence
Papeine
3/995 CT. & C. 2/1/12)
Auctions
3/996 (T. &C. 2/2/3)
1953-57
1952
6 pp.
9 pp.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions and Propaganda
Arts and Crafts
3/997 (T. &C. 2/2/4) 1951-55 129 pp.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions
Homecrafts
Correspondence
3/998 (T. &C. 2/2/4/1) 1953-55 8 pp.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions
Homecrafts
North Nyanza
3/999 (T. &C. 2/2/4/2J 1952-56 9 pp.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions
Homecrafts
Central Nyanza
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3/1000 (T. &C. 2/2/4/3) 1953-59 30 pp.
Specific Trade
Trade Exhibitions
Homecrafts
South Nyanza
3/1001 (T. & C. 2/2/4/4) 1951-60 157 pp.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions
HODl.ecraf'ts
Kericho
3/1002 (T. &c. 2/2/4/5) 1956 1 p.
Specific Trades
Trade Exhibitions
Homecrafts
Eigon Nyanza
3/1003 (T. &C. 3/1) 1952 1 p.
Patents and Inventions
General Correspondence
3/1004 (T. &c. 3/1/1) 1939-51 220 pp.
Cooperative Societies
Insurance Companies
3/1005 (T. &c. 4/1) 1931-48 29 pp.
Shops and Stores on Farms
Standing Orders
3/1006 (T. &c. 4/2) 1931-38 301 pp.
Native Markets - General
Reel 170 Section 10
3/1007 (T. &C. 4/2/11) 1938-40 310 pp.
1931-49
Native Market Ordinance
3/1008 (T. &C. 4/2)
Shops and Stores on Farms
General Correspondence
119 pp.
Reel 170 Section 10
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3/1009 CT. &C. 5/1/1/1) 1939-48 47 pp.
Factories
Sugar
Victoria Nyanza Su~ar Co.
3/1010 CT. &C. 5/1/1/2) 1942-44 3 pp.
Factories
Establishment and Organization of Sugar
Factories - General
Muhoroni Su~ar Factory
Box 34, 1011-1036, 1931-1960
3/1011 CT. 6 C. 5/1/2/1) 194"6-51 47 pp.
Factories
Establishment
Tanneries
Correspondence
3/1012 CT. &C. 5/1/3/1) 1951 20 pp.
Factories
Establishment
Cannin~ Factory
Correspondence
3/1013 CT. & C. 5/2/1) 1948-50 20 pp.
Factories
Establishment
Textile Factories
General Correspondence
3/1014 CT. & C. 5/3/1) 1947-51 99 pp.
1951-52
Factories
Nyanza Bony Enterprises Ltd.
General Correspondence
3/1015 CT. & C. 5/6)
Factories
Nyanza Bony Enterprises
12 pp.
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Reel 170 Section 10
3/1016 (T. & C. 5/7) 1952-58 35 pp.
Factories
Oil Factories
3/1017 (T. &C. 6/1) 1939-44 187 P!1.
Bills of Sale
3/1018 CT. &C. 6/1) 1945- 102 pp.
Bills of Sale
3/1019 (T. &c. 6/1) 1946 127 pp.
Bills of Sale
Reel 171 Section 10
1951-563/1020 (T. & C. 6/1)
Bills of Sale
General Correspondence
261 pp.
3/1021 (T. &C. 6/I/V) 1949-51 250 pp.
Bills of Sale
3/1022 (T. &C. 6/1/1) 1931-33 235 pp.
1931-41
1946-51
1933-45
Specific Trades and Industries
Fishing
Lake Victoria
3/1023 (T. &C. 7/1)
Credit Trade with Natives
3/1024 (T. & C. 7/1)
Credit Trade with Natives
General Correspondence
3/1025 (T. &C. 8/1)
Shop Hours Act
Correspondence
60 pp.
19 pp.
180 pp.
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Reel 171 Section 10
3/1026 CT. &C. 8/1) 1934-37 290 pp.
Reel 172 Section 10
Cooperative Societies
Organization of Marketing Native Produce
3/1026 (Continued from Reel 171) 98 pp.
3/1027 CT. &C. 10/1/1) 1936-44 49 pp.
Chamber of Commerce
Kisumu Chamber of Commerce
3/1028 (CT. &C. 10/1/3) 1931-51 389 pp.
Chambers of Commerce
General Correspondence
Kavirondo Chamber of Commerce
3/1029 (T. &C. 10/1/7) 1943-4g 5 pp.
Correspondence
Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry of Eastern
Africa
3/1030 (T. &C. 10/1/9) 1943 6 pp.
Chambers of Commerce
General Correspondence
Association of Chambers of Commerce
and Industry of East Africa
3/1031 (T. &C. 10/1/14) 1945 1 p.
Indian Retail Traders' Association
3/1032 (T. &C. 10/1/16) 1947 34 pp.
Chambers of Commerce
Kenya National Farmers Association
3/1033 (T. &C. 10/1/18) 1950 1 p.
Kipsigis Traders Cooperative - Kericho
3/1034 (T. & C. 10/1/20) 1951 1 p.
Chambers of Commerce
General Correspondence
Fisherman Societies
Reel 172 Section 10
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3/1035 CT. &C. 10/2/1) 1951-56 352 pp.
Marketing Advisory Committee
Correspondence
3/1036 CT. &C. 10/2/1/111 1956-60
Marketing Advisory Committee
Correspondence
Reel 173 Section 10
Box 35, 1035-1064, 1931-1959
210 pp.
3/1037 (T. &C. 10/2/3) 1951-56 305 pp.
Committees and Boards
Marketing Advisory Committee
Agenda and Minutes
3/1038 (T. &C. 10/2/3/11) 1956-58 348 pp.
Nyanza Province Marketing Board
Agenda and Minutes
3/1039 (T. &C. 10/3/1/3) 1953 2 pp.
Committees and Boards
Traders Licensing Committees
General Correspondence
South Nyanza
3/1040 (T. &C. 10/5/1) 1951-53 555 pp.
Committees and Boards
Management of Maize and Produce Control
General Correspondence
3/1041 (T. &C. 10/5/2) 1951-52 170 pp.
Committees and Boards
Management of Maize and Produce Control
Agenda and Minutes
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Reel 174 Section 10
3/1041 (Continued from Reel 173) 74 pp.
3/1042 (T. &C. 11/1) 1952-57 57 pp.
Trade Unions
General Correspondence
3/1043 (T. &C. 11/3/1) 1955-59 307 pp.
Trade Unions
Kisurnu Chamber of Commerce
General Correspondence
3/1044 (T. &C. 11/10/1) 1952 3 pp.
Trade Unions
Bawanga Traders Union
General Correspondence
3/1045 (T. &C. 11/11/1) 1952-55 60 pp.
Trade Unions
Kipsigis Ltd.
3/1046 (T. &C. 11/12/1) 1953 1 p.
Trade Unions
Nyanza Grain and General Produce Exchange
General Correspondence
3/1047 (T. &C. 11/15/1) 1955 3 pp.
Trade Unions
South Nyanza Unions
General Correspondence
3/1048 (T. &C. 11/16/1) 1956 1 p.
Trade Unions
Railway African Union
General Correspondence
3/1049 (T. & C. 11/17/1) 1956 1 p.
Trade Unions
Kenya Distribute and Commercial
Workers' Union
General Correspondence
Reel 174 Section 10
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3/1050 (T. &C. 11/18/1) 1956 1 p.
Trade Unions
Typographical Union of Kenya
General Correspondence
3/1051 (T. &C. 11/19/1) 1956 3 pp.
Trade Unions
Tailor, Tent, Sailmaker and ~arment
Workers' Union
General Correspondence
3/1052 (T. &C. 11/20/1) 1956 3 pp.
Trade Unions
East African Federation of Buildinp
Construction
Workers Union
3/1053 (T. &C. 11/21/1) 1956 2 pp.
Trade Unions
Domestic and Hotel Workers' Union
General Correspondence
3/1054 (T. & C. 11/22/1) 1956 3 pp.
Trade Unions
Kenya Local Government Workers' Union
General Correspondence
3/1055 (T. &C. 11/23/1) 1956 1 p.
Trade Unions
East African Railway Asian Union
General Correspondence
3/1056 (T. &C. 11/24/1) 1956 3 pp.
Trade Unions
Transport and Allied Workers' Union
General Correspondence
3/1057 (T. &C. 11/28/1) 1957 15 pp.
3/1058 (T. &C. 12)
Kenya National Farmers Union
1931-36
Bills of Sale
204 pp.
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Reel 174 Section 10
3/1059 CT. &C. 12/1) 1943-45 103 J)p.
Traders Licensing Board
General Correspondence
3/1060 CT. &C. 12/1) 1952-56 15 pp.
Customs
General Correspondence
3/1061 (T. &C. 12/1/2/1) 1943-44 291 pp.
Traders Licensing Board
General Correspondence
Applications
Trade Licenses
3/1062 CT. &C. 12/1/2/I1) 1943 110 pp.
(slightly dark)
Reel 175 Section 10
3/1062 CT. &C. 12/1/2/1I) (Continued from Reel 174) 110 pp.
3/1063 CT. &C. 12/1/2/111) 1942-43
Applications for Trading Licenses
340 pp.
3/1064 CT. &C. 12/1/2/1/IV) 1943
Applications for Licenses
Box 36, 1065-1080, 1943-1959
196 pp.
3/1065 CT. &C. 12/1/2/1) 1943-45 229 pp.
Traders' Licensing Board
General Correspondence
Applications
3/1066 CT. &C. 12/1/2/1/IV) 1944
Application for Licenses
Reel 176 Section 10
256 pp.
3/1066 CT. &C.12/1/2/1/V) (Continued from Reel 175) 53 pp.
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Reel 176 Section 10
3/1067 (T. &C. 12/1/2/1/VI) 1944 154 pp.
Trade Licensing Committee
3/1068 (T. &C. 12/1/2/1/VII) 1944
Trade Licenses Applications
88 pp.
3/1069 (T. &C. 12/1/3A) 1950-51 223 pp.
Applications for Trading Licensin2:
Kisumu
3/1070 (T. &C. 12/1/3A) 1951 90 pp.
Traders Licensing Board
General Correspondence
Applications
Central Nyanza
3/1071 (T. &C. 12/1/3B) 1950 840 pr.
Reel 177 Section 10
Applications for Trading Licenses
Kisurnu
3/1073 (T. & C. 12/1/3/C) 1950-51 59 pp.
Applications for Tra.ding Licenses
Kericho
3/1074 (T. &C. 12/1/3C) 1951 68 pp.
Traders Licen5in~ Board
General Correspondence
Applications
Kericho
3/1075 (T. & C. 12/1/3/D) 1949-51 183 ]11.>.
Applications for Trading Licenses
South Nyanza
3/1076 (T. &C. 12/1/3D) 1951 60 pp.
Traders Licensing Board
General Correspondence
Applications
South Nyanza
Reel 177 Section 10
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3/1077 CT. &C. 13/1) 1943 38 pp.
Supply of Trade Goods to Merchants
General Correspondence
3/1078 CT. &C. 13/1/1/IV) 1948-50 75 pp.
Supply of Trade Goods
General Correspondence
Distribution of Imported and ~1anufactured Goods
3/1079 CT. &C. 13/1/3/11) 1947-51 239 pp.
Supply of Trade Goods
General Correspondence
Salvage Goods
3/1080 CT. &C. 13/2) 1951-59 297 pp.
Price Control Ordinance
Box 37, 1081-1102, 1931-1959
3/1081 CT. &C. 13/2) 1956-59 110 pp.
Supply Board
Control of Prices
3/1082 CT. &C. 13/2/1) 1954-58 14 pp.
Supply Boards
Control of Prices
Rent Control
3/1083 (T. &C. 13/3) 1953 4 pp.
Trade and Customs
Supply Board
Distribution of Goods
3/1084 (T. &C. 14/1) 1952-58 225 pp.
Trade and Customs
Insurances
General Correspondence
Reel 178 Section 10
196
3/1084 (T. &C. 14/1) 1952-58 135 :OPe
Insurances
General Correspondence
3/1085 CT. &C. 15/1) 1956-57 14 pp.
3/1086 (AGR. 1/1)
Buildinp Societies
General Correspondence
1939-45 441 pp.
Food Shorta~e and Famine
~1easures for Prevention and Supplies
General
3/1087 (AGR. 1/1) 1951-57
Crop Production
General Correspondence
119 nn.
3/1088 (AGR. 1/1 Vol. II) 1957-58 153 'Pp.
3/1089 (A~R. 1/IA)
Crop Production
General Correspondence
1943-45
Food Shortage and Famine
Relief Measures
228 pp.
3/1090 (AGR. lilA Vol. II) 1947-48 16 !Jp.
3/1091 (AGR. l/l/A)
Food Shortage and Famine
Relief ~1easures
1954-56
Crop Production
~eneral Correspondence
Swynnerton Plan
256 pp.
3/1092 (AGR. l/l/A Vol. II) 1956-58
Crop Production
General Correspondence
Swynnerton Plan
5 :pp.
Reel 178 Section 10
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3/1093 (AGR. 1/1/1) 1952-56
Crop Production
General Correspondence
North .Nyanza
4 pp.
3/1094 (AGR. 1/1/1/1) 1931-39 63 pp.
Crop Production
Food Shorta~e and Famine
Nyanza
General
Reel 179 Section 10
3/1094 (Continued from Reel 178) 221 pp.
3/1095 (AGR. 1/1/2) 1952-59
Crop Production
General Correspondence
Central Nyanza
30 pp.
3/1096 (AGR. 1/1A/2/2) 1943 94 pp.
Food Shortage and Famine
Relief t1easures
Purchase of Piece ~oods and A~ricu1ture
Implements for Barter
Returns
3/1097 (AGR. 1/1/3)
3/1098 (AGR. 1/1/4)
3/1099 (AGR. 1/1/4)
1951-52
Crop Production
General Correspondence
South Nyanza
1931
Crop Production
Food Shortage and Famine
South Kavirondo
1952
Crop Production
General Correspondence
Kericho
3 pp.
168 pp.
22 pp.
Reel 179 Section 10
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3/1100 (AGR. 1/2/1 Vol. I) 1931-33 144 pp.
Development in Native Reserves
3/1101 (AGR. 1/2/1 Vol. II) 1933-35
Crop Production
Measures
Correspondence
186 !-,p.
3/1102 (AGR. 1/2/1) 1932-44
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Beans
104 PJl.
Box 38, 1103-1115, 1931-1953
3/1103 (AGR. 1/2/1)
3/1104 (AGR. 1/2/1)
1947
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Beans
1953
Crop Production
Distribution of Seed
General Correspondence
15 pp.
1 pp.
3/1105 (AGR. 1/2/2/1) 1931-34 319 pp.
Reel 180 Section 10
3/1106 (AGR. 1/2/5)
Crop Production
Measures
Seed Distribution
General
1933-45
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Rice
SIS pp.
Reel 180 Section 10
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3/1107 (A~R. 1/2/6/1) 1943-45 47 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Rice
Revenue and Expenditures
3/1108 (AGR. 1/2/9/2) 1932-42 207 pp.
1933-39
Crop Production
Beverage Producing Crops
Coffee
Growing by Natives
3/1109 (AGR. 1/2/10)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Maize
3/1110 (AGR. 1/2/10 Vol. II) 1940-44
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Maize
Reel 181 Section 10
3/1110 (Continued from Reel 180)
3/1111 (AGR. 1/2/10 Vol. III) 1944-45
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Maize
3/1112 (AGR. 1/2/10 Vol. IV) 1946-50
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Maize
3/1113 (AGR. 1/2/10 VOL. V) 1950-51
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Maize
271 pp.
325 pp.
30 pp.
294 pp.
563 pp.
119 pp.
Reel 181 Section 10
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3/1114 (AGR. 1/6/1/1) 1931-37 137 ~p.
1931-41
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Sugar Cane
Cultivation
3/1115 (AGR. 1/2/19)
Restriction Scheme
Reel 182 Section 10
Box 39, 1116-1138, 1930-1957
3/1116 (AGR. 1/2/19 Vol. II) 1948-51
Crop Production Control
Specific Crops Control
Tea
268 pp.
46 pp.
3/1117 (AGR. 1/2/21/1) 1936-45 275 pp.
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Cotton
Cotton Policy
3/1118 (AGR. 1/2/21/3 Vol. II) 1949-50 160 pp.
1949-51
1951
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Cotton
Cotton Buying Posts
3/1119 (AGR. 1/2/35)
Sisal
3/1120 (AGR. 1/2/36)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Oil From Wild Trees
392 pp.
4 pp.
Reel 182 Section 10
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1951
1951
3/1121 (AGR. 1/2/37)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Sunflower Seed
3/1123 (AGR. 1/2/38)
Crop Production
Specific Crops
Fibre
4 pp.
9 pp.
3/1124 (AGR. 1/3/1)
3/1125 (AGR. 1/5)
Reel 183 Section 10
3/1126 (AGR. 1/5)
1951-56
Native ~1arkets
Marketing of Produce
General Produce
1935-44
Crop Production
~1easures and Development General
1935-44
225 pp.
23 pp.
235 pp.
Crop Production
Measures and Developments General
Correspondence
3/1127 (AGR. l/S Vol. II) 1948-51 237 pp.
Crop Production
Measures and Development General
3/1128 (AGR. 1/5/1) 1932-44 135 pp.
Measures and Development
South Kavirondo
3/1129 (AGR. 1/5/1) 1951-57 89 pp.
Crop Prices
Stora~e of Produce
General Correspondence
3/1130 (AGR. 1/5/7) 1942-45 172 pp.
Crop Production
Measures and Developments (;eneral
Native Produce Prices
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Reel 183 Section 10
3/1131 (AGR. 1/5/7 Vol. II) 1946-50
Crop Production
Measures and Develppment General
Native Produce Prices
3/1132 (A~R. 1/5/7 Vol. III) 1950-51
Crop Production
~1easures and Development ~eneral
Native Produce Prices
Reel 184 Section 10
1132 (Continued from Reel 183)
471 pp.
92 pp.
96 pp.
3/1133 (AGR. 1/5/8)
3/1134 (AGR. 1/5/8)
3/1135 (AGR. 1/6/2)
3/1136 (AGR. 1/6/3)
1943
Crop Production
Measures and Developments
Assistance to Farmers
1950-51
Crop Production
~t1easures and Development
Assistance to Farmers
1942-48
Production of Crops
Shortage of Produce
Distribution of Food Stuffs
1951
4 pp.
26 pp.
15 pp.
10 pp.
(Grain Shortage and Trans~ortation)
3/1137 (AGR. 1/7/1/2) 1931-38 204 pp.
Cotton l1onth1y Ginning Returns
3/1138 (AGR. 1/7/1/3) 1934-38 118 pp.
Crop Production
Ginning
Cotton
Proposed Ginnery
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Reel 185 Section 10
Box 40, 1139-1155, 1931-1958
3/1139 (AGR. 1/7/1/4) 1931-39 235 pp.
Crop Production
Fibrous
Cotton
Cotton Tax and. Licenses
3/1140 (AGR. 1/7/1/5) 1933-38 314 pp.
Cotton Buying Posts
3/1141 (AGR. 1/7/1/7) 1931-33 276 pp.
Crop Production
Fibrous
Cotton
Cultivation - General Correspondence
3/1142 (AGR. 1/7/1/7) 1933-36 149 pp.
Crop Production
Fibrous
Cotton
Cultivation and General Corres~ondence
Reel 185 Section 10
3/1142 (Continued from Reel 184)
3/1143 (AGR. 1/8/1)
3/1144 (AGR. 1/8/2)
3/1145 (AGR. 1/10)
1948-51
Crop Production
Production Committees
General Correspondence
1950
Divisional Land Programme
1931-35
113 pp.
136 pp.
23 pp.
22 pp.
Crop Production
Instruction and Advice to Natives
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Reel 185 Section 10
3/1146 (AGR. 2/1/1) 1931-34 241 pp.
Statistic and Data
Reports
~~onthly Crop Reports
3/1147 (AGR. 2/1/1) 1931-34- 241 pp.
Statistic and Data
Reports
~.1onthly Crop Reports
3/1148 (AGR. 2/1/1) 1933-34 172 pp.
Monthly Crop Reports
3/1149 (AGR. 2/2) 1953-56 11 pp.
Specific CroJls
Wheat
3/1152 (A~R. 2/4) 1932-35 80 p~.
Cotton
Ginneries
Kendu Ginnery
3/1153 (AGR. 2/4) 1952-58 222 pp.
Specific Crops
Tea
3/1154 (AGR. 2/5) 1934 123 pp.
Statistics and Data
Bi-Monthly News Letter
Reel 186 Section 10
3/1154 (Continued from Reel 185) 64 pp.
3/1155 (A~R. 2/7)
3/1156 (AGR. 2/8)
1951-57
Specific Crops
Sugar Cane
1936
Cotton
Ginneries
Kisumu Cotton Ginnery
245 pp.
4 pp.
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Reel 186 Section 10
3/1157 (AGR. 2/8) 1953-55 9 pp.
Specific Crops
Cassava
3/1158 (AGR. 2/9) 1951-52 2 pp.
Specific Crops
Vegetables
3/1159 (AGR. 2/10) 1954 2 pp.
Specific Crops
Tomatoes
3(1160 (A~R. 2/11)
3/1161 (AGR. 2/13)
3/1164 (AGR. 2/20)
1956-60
Beans
1952-54
Specific Crops
Beehives
1951-59
Specific Crops
Cotton Ginneries
4 pp.
40 pp.
197 pn.
1953-57
3/1165 (AGR. 2/20/1/1) 1954-56
Specific Crops
Cotton
Ginneries
Leases
3/1166 (AGR. 2/20/1/2) 1951-52
Specific Crops
Cotton
Ginneries
Produce Dealers and ~iil1ers
3/1167 (AGR. 2/20/6)
108 pp.
6 pp.
6S pp.
Nyanza Province (Kenya) Cotton Association
Agenda and Minutes
3/1168 (AGR. 2/20/7) 1951-59
Cotton Lint and Seed Marketin~
General Correspondence and A~enda
247 pp.
Reel 186 Section 10
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3/1169 (AGR. 2/20/7/1) 1955-58 350 pp.
Specific Crops
Cotton
Cotton Lint and Seed Marketin~
Agenda and Minutes - Cotton Lint and
Seed Marketin~ Board
Reel 187 Section 10
Box 41, 1156-1181, 1933-1960
3/1170 (AGR. 2/20/7/2) 1955-59 274 pp.
3/1171 (AGR. 2/21)
3/1172 (AGR. 3/1)
3/1173 (AGR. 3/2/1)
Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing
Nyanza Province Cotton Committee
Agenda and Minutes
1951-52
Specific Crops
Sunflower Seed
1949-51
Statistics and Data
A~ricultural Census and World
Agticu1tural Census
(FAO)
1933-44
Statistics and Data
Reports
Monthly Reports - Nyanza
3 pp.
79 pp.
536 pp.
3/1174 (AGR. 3/2/1/1) 1944-47 184 pp.
3/1175 (AGR. 3/2/3)
Statistics and Data
Monthly Reports
Crop Reports
1950-51
Statistics and Data
Reports
North Nyanza
47 pp.
Reel 187 Section 10
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3/1176 (AGR. 3/2/2)
3/1177 (AGR. 3/2/3)
1933-34
~.1onthly Reports
Central Kavironda
1934
Monthly and Crop Reports
North Kavirondo
51 pp.
37 :op.
3/1178 (AGR. 3/2/2 Vol. II) 1950
Statistics and Data
Reports
Central Nyanza
22 pp.
3/1179 (AGR. 3/2/5)
Reel 188 Section 10
3/1180 (AGR. 3/2/6)
3/1181 (AGR. 3/3/1)
1934
Monthly and Crop Reports
Bukura
1950-51
Statistics and Data
Reports
Kericho
1947
25 pp.
65 pp.
10 pp.
Statistics and Data
Investigation and Research in Agriculture
General Correspondence
Box 42, 1182-1200, 1931-1959
3/1182 (AGR. 4/1)
3/1183 (AGR. 4/1)
1936-40
Soi1 Conserva.tion
Soil Erosion and Control
1940-45
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion and Control
303 pp.
343 pp.
Reel 188 Section 10
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3/1184 (AGR. 4/1 Vol. II) 1946-51 227 r>p.
3/1185 (AGR. 4/1/1)
3/1186 (AGR. 4/1/1)
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion and Control
1942-45
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion Control General
Reports
1946-49
180 pp.
335 pp.
Reel 189 Section 10
Soil Conservation
Soil Ersosion and Control ~enera1
Reports
3/1187 (AGR. 4/1/1) 1949-51
Soil Conservation
Soil Conservation ~enera1
Reports and Returns
132 Pp.
3/1188 (AGR. 4/1/1 Vol. II) 1951-59 169 pp.
Experimental Trainin~ Farms and Schools
Experimental Farms
North Nyanza
3/1189 (AGR. 4/1/2) 1952-54 4 pp.
Experimental Training Farms and Schools
Experimental Farms
Central N"yanza
3/1190 (AGR. 4/1/3) 1952-53 17 pp.
Experimental Training Farms and Schools
Experimental Farms
South Nyanza
3/1191 (AGR. 4/1/4) 1953 1 pp.
Experimental Training Farms and Schools
Experimental Fa~s
Kericho
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Reel 189 Section 10
3/1192 (AGR. 4/4)
3/1193 (AGR. 4/4)
3/1194 (AGR. 5)
3/1195 (AGR. 5)
1952-57
Land Consolidation - General
1957-58
Land Consolidation - ~eneral
1933-34
Circulars
1940
312 pp.
284 pp.
207 pp.
Reclamation and Reconditioning of Lands
General Correspondence
(Marketinp of Specific Crops)
3/1197 (AGR. 5/3) 1949 1 J'P.
Reconditioning and Reclamation of Lands
Bush Clearinp:
3/1198 (AGR. 6)
3/1199 (AGR. 6/1)
1949
Plant Pests and Plague
1952
Poultry and Poultry Produce
General Correspondence
10 pp.
2 pp.
3/1200 (AGR. 6/2/1/1) 1931 133 pp.
Plant Pests and Plagues
Locusts
Reel 190 Section 10
Box 43, 1201-1225, 1930-1948
3/1201 (AGR. 6/2/1/1 Vol. II) 1931 183 pp.
Plant Pests and Palgues
Plant Plagues
Locusts
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Reel 190 Section 10
3/1202 (AGR. 6/2/1/1 Vol. III) 1931-33
Plant Pests and Plague
Plant Plagues
Locusts
80 pp.
3/1203 (AGR. 6/2/1/2/1) 1932-34 171 pp.
3/1204 (AGR. 6/4)
Plant Pests and Playues
Plant Pla~e
Locusts
Reports
Agriculture Department
1932-44
Plant Pests and Playue
Locust
195 pp.
3/1205 (AGR. 6/4/2/2) 1932-43 149 pp.
Plant Pests and Plavue
Locusts
Peports
North Kavirondo
3/1206 (AGR. 6/4/2/3) 1931-44 90 pp.
Plant Pests and Plagues
Locusts
Reports
Central Kavirondo
3/1207 (AGR. 7/1/2/2) 1931-33 129 pp.
3/1208 (AGR. 7/1/2)
3/1209 (AGR. 7/1/3)
Training of Africans
Training Farms and Schools
Bukura
Monthly Reports
1930-33
Trainin~ of Africans
Trainin~ Farms and Schools
Kisii
1932-41
Training Farms and Schools
Training of Africans
Masena
60 pp.
106 pp.
Reel 190 Section 10
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3/1211 (Continued from Reel 190)
3/1215 (AGR. 7/1/10)
3/1211 (AGR~ 7/1/3)
Reel 191 Section 10
3/1212 (AGR. 7/1/4)
3/1213 (AGR. 7/1/5)
3/1214 (AGR. 7/1/6)
1943-45
Trainin~ Farms and Schools
Training of Africans
Maseno
1930-37
Training of Africans
Training Farms and Schools
Local Native Councils' Farms
1932-34
Training of Africans
Trainin~ Farms and Schools
Maseno Seed Farms
1931-41
Training Farms and Schools
Africans
Native Small Holdings
1948
112 pp.
47 pp.
49 pp.
44 pp.
40 PP .•
I pp.
Experimental and Trainin~ Farms and
Schools
Training of Africans
Sotik Agricultural and Veterinary Training
Farm
3/1216 (AGR. 7/1/11) 1949-51 24 pp.
Experimental and Training Farms and
Schools
Training of Africans
Demonstration Group Farm
Magunga-Bassi Location
3/1217 (AGR. 7/1/12) 1951 6 pp.
Experimental and Trainin~ Farms and
Schools
Training of Africans - Experimental
Fanns
Agricultural Demonstration Plot at Chemo~eJ N.N.
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Reel 191 Section 10
3/1218 (AGR. 7/1/14) 1951 7 pp.
Experimental and Training Farms and
Schools
Training of Africans
Farm Institute, C.N.
3/1219 (AGR. 7/1/15) 1951 1 pp.
Experimental and Trainin~ Farms and
Schools
Training of Africans - Experimental
Farms
Demonstration Plot at Kimilili
3/1220 (AGR. 8/1)
3/1221 (AGR. 8/1/3)
1954
Fertilizers and Manure
General Correspondence
1931-33
2 pp.
267 pp.
Monthly Summary of Rainfall by Director
of Meteorological Services
3/1222 (AGR. 8/1/3 Vol. II) 1933-36 290 pp.
Monthly Summary of Rainfall in Kenya
by Director of Meteorological Services
3/1223 (AGR. 8/1/3 Vol. III) 1937-38 510 pp.
(Monthly Summary of Rainfall in Kenya by
Direcotr of Meteorological SFrvices)
Reel 192 Section 10
3/1223 (Continued from Reel 191)
3/1224 (AGR. 9/1)
3/1225 (AGR. 9/1/1)
1952-56
Agricultural Machinery
General Correspondence
1931-44
Manures and Fertilisers
Cattle and G~e Bones
37 pp.
301 pp.
78 pp.
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Reel 192 S~ction 10
Box 44, 1216-1250, 1931-1959
3/1226 (AGR. 10/1)
3/1227 (AGR. 10/1)
1932-41
Agricu1 tural t1achinery
Introduction - Native Reserves
1956
31 pp.
8 pp.
Pests
General Correspondence
3/1228 (AGR. 10/2/1) 1953-58
Pests
Locusts
General Correspondence
3/1229 (AGR. 10/2/1) 1951-55
Pests
Locusts
General Correspondence
Reports
3/1230 (AGR. 10/3/1) 1952-57
Pests
Insecticide
General Correspondence
5 pp.
190 pp.
25 pp.
3/1232 (Continued from Reel 192)
3/1231 (AGR. 11)
3/1232 (AGR. 11/1)
Reel 193 Section 10
3/1233 (AGR. 11/4)
1931-34
Agricultural Shows
1951-56
Meteorological
Rainfall
1933-47
Agricultural Shows
Outside Nyanza
149 pp.
423 pp.
17 pp.
144 pp.
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Reel 193 Section 10
3/1234 (AGR. 12/1) 1953-59 312 JlP.
Irrigation
General Correspondence
3/1235 (AGR. 12/1/6) 1952-53 34 pp.
Irrigation
General Correspondence
Mzoia River
3/1236 (AGR. 13) 1957 4 pp.
Horticulture
3/1237 (AGR. 13/1/1) 1952-59 18 pp.
Agricultural Shows
General Correspondence
North Nyanza
3/1238 (AGR. 13/1/2) 1952-59 18 pp.
A~ricultural Shows
General Correspondence
Central Nyanza
3/1239 (A~R. 13/1/4) 1952-59 11 pp.
Agricultural Shows
General Correspondence
Kericho
3/1240 (AGR. 14/2/2) 1951-54 63 pp.
Statistics and Data
Agricultural Reports
North Nyanza
3/1241 (AGR. 14/2/3) 1951-56 66 pp.
Statistics and Data
Agricultural Reports
Central Nyanza
3/2142 (AGR. 14/2/4) 1951-54 84 pp.
Statistics and Data
Agricultural Reports
South Nyanza
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Reel 193 Section 10
1951-54
1952-53
3/1243 (AGR. 14/2/5)
Statistics and Data
Agricultural Reports
Kericho
3/1244 (AGR. 15/1/1)
Committees, Boards, etc.
Agricultural Boards
General Correspondence
133 pp.
13 :pp.
3/1245 (AGR. 15/1) 1931-35
Milk Industry
Correspondence
137 pp.
3/1246 (AGR. 15/1/4) 26 pp.
3/1246 (Continued from Reel 193)
Reel 194 S~ction 10
3/1247 (AnR. 15/2)
Land Development Board
1952
235 pp.
22 pp.
Committees, Boards, etc.
Troup Inquiry into the ~enera1 Economics
of Farming in the Highlands
3/1248 (AGR. 15/2/1)
1952-54
1940-45
Poultry and Poultry Farminp
Poultry General
Eggs
3/1249 (AGR. 15/2/1)
Committees, Boards, etc.
Production Committees
General Correspondence
282 pp.
14 pp.
3/1250 (AGR. 16/1) 1930-34 245 pp.
(Visits by Agricultural Inspectors to
Private Fanns)
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Reel 194 Section 10
Box 45, 1251-1264, 1932-1957
3/1251 (AGR. 16/1) 1932-56 249 pp.
A.B. Funds (Agricultural Betterment Funds)
General Correspondence
3/1252 (AGR. 16/1 Vol. II) 1950 3 pp.
Commodity Distribution Board
Standing Orders, Agenda and ~1inutes
3/1253 (AGR. 16/1) 1946-47 104 pp.
Reel 195 Section 10
Commodity Distribution Board
General, Standing Orders and Circulars
1951-53
1951-53
3/1253 (Continued from Reel 194)
3/1254 (AGR. 16/1/1)
A.B. Funds
General Correspondence
~faize Cess
3/1255 (AGR. 16/1/1 Vol. II) 1953-56
A.B. Funds
General Correspondence
Maize Cess
Reel 196 Section 10
3/1255 (Continued from Reel 195)
3/1256 (AGR. 16/1/2)
A. B. Funds
General Correspondence
Cotton Cess
3/1257 (AGR. 16/1/2 Vol. II) 1953-54
A. B. Funds
General Correspondence
Cotton Sales Fund
130 pp.
420 pp.
204 pp.
81 pp.
267 pp.
331 pp.
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Reel 196 Section 10
3/1258 (AGR. 16/1/2 Vol. III) 1954-57
A. B. Funds
General Correspondence
Cotton Sales Fund
197 nn.
3/1259 (AGR. 16/1/3 Vol. II) 1952 5 pp.
1953-57
1943-44
1943-46
1949-51
Agricultural Betterment Funds
General Correspondence
Sisal Cess
3/1260 (AGR. 16/1/4)
A. B. Funds
General Correspondence
Wheat Cess
3/1261 (AGR. 16/2/1)
Commodity Distribution Boards
Provincial Boards
General Correspondence
Reel 197 Section 10
3/1261 (Continued from Reel 196)
3/1262 (AGR. 16/3/1)
Commodity Distribution
District Boards
General Correspondence
3/1264 (AGR. 16/3/1 Vol. III) 1950
Commodity Distribution
District Boards
General Correspondence
3/1265 (AGR. 17/2/2)
Kenya Supply Board
Control of Produce
Movement of Produce
19 pp.
144 pp.
81 pp.
217 'Pp.
11 np.
7 pp.
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Reel 197 Section 10
Box 46, 1266-1276, 1932-1951
3/1266 (AGR. 18/1) 1932-34 171 pp.
Departmental Votes, Correspondence,
Vouchers, etc.
Reel 198 Section 10
3/1266 (Continued from Reel 197)
3/1267 (AGR. 18/1 Vol. II) 1934
77 pp.
152 pp.
Departmental Votes, Vouchers
3/1268 (AGR. 18/1/2) 1934 62 pp.
3/1269 (A~R. 19/1)
Accounts
Tra.ve1ing Allowances, Vouchers
1932-34 181 I'p.
Departmental Stores, Books, Periodicals, etc.
Correspondence, Issue Notes, etc.
3/1270 (AGR. 20/1) 1932-34
Staff
Native Agricultural Instruction
lfl1 pp.
3/1271 (L &~ 1/1/7/1 Vol. II) 1945-46 229 pP.
Native Tribunals
Establishment and Appointments
Appeal Tribunal ~eneral
Appeals to P.C.
3/1272 (L. &O. 1/1/7/1 Vol. III) 1946
Native Tribunals
Establishment and Appointments
Appeal Tribunal General
Appeals to p.e.
217 pp.
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Reel 198 Section 10
3/1273 (L. & O. 1/1/7/1) Vol. IV) 1947-48
Native Tribunals
Establishment and Appointments
Appeal Tribunal General
Appeal to p.e.
Reel 199 Section 10
3/1273 (Continued from Reel 198)
3/1274 (L. &O. 1/1/7/1 Vol. II) 1948-49
Native Tribunals
Establishment and Appointments
Standing Orders and Circulars
Appeals Tribunal
p.e.
3/1275 (L. &O. 1/1/7/1 Vol. III) 1949
Native Tribunals
Establihsment and Appointments
Appeals Tribunal
Appeals to P.C.
Reel 200 Section 10
3/1275 (Continued from Reel 199)
19 pp.
238 pp.
549 pp.
328 pp.
194 pp.
3/1276 (L.& O. 1/1/7/2) 1949-51 613 pp.
Native Tribunals
Establihsrnent and Appointments General
Appeals Tribunal General
North Nyanza
Box 47, 1277-1301, 1931-1961
3/1287 (: & O. 1/7) 1949-58 192 pp.
(Legal Proceedings by and Against Civil
Servants)
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Reel 201 Section 10
3/1287 (Continued from Reel 200) 97 pp.
3/1277 CL. &O. 1/1/7/2) 1951 157 Pp.
Native Tribunals
Establishment and Appointments General
Appeals Tribunals General
North Nyanza
3/1278 (L. &O. 1/1/7/3) 1949-51 438 pp.
Native Tribuan1 General
Establishment and Ap~ointrnent
Appeal Tribunals General
Central Nyanza
3/1279 (L. &O. 1/1/7/4) 1949-51 174 pp.
Native Tribuanl General
Establishment and Appointments ~eneral
Appeal Tribuanls General
South Nyanza
3/1280 (L. &O. 1/2/1) 1955
Courts
Supreme Court
General Correspondence
3/1281 (L & O. 1/2/3) 1952-58
25 pp.
3S pp.
Courts
Supreme Court
Confirmations, Ap~eals and Revisions
3/1282 (L. &O. 1/2/4) 1951-53 12 pp.
Courts
Supreme Courts
Attorney General's Responsibilities
1953-56
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Reel 202 Section 10
3/1283 (L. &O. 1/4)
Courts
Subordinate Courts
42 pr.
3/1286 (L &O. 1/6) 1952-61
Courts
Service of Process
47 Pl?
3/1284 (L. G. 1/4/2/2) 1941-42 15 op.
File number missing
One Year Leases
Kisii Township
1953
(Supreme Court in Nairobi)
3 pp.
3/1288 (L. &o. 1/9) 1953-58 11 pp.
Courts
Le.R'a1 Advi'ce and Opinions
3/12-- (L. &O. 1/10/1) 1953-55 15 pp.
Courts
Jurisdiction and Powers
Indigenous Tribal Authorities
3/1298 (L. &O. 1/11) 1952-56 41 pp.
Courts
Prosecutors
3/1292 (L. &O. 1/14) 1955-56 2 pp.
Courts
Costs and Expenses
3/1293 (L. &O. 1/15) 1956 2 pp.
Court Returns
3/1295 (L. &O. 1/1/2/4) 1940-45 93 pp.
Native Tribunals General
Establishment and Appointments
Central Kavirondo
R'evisions and. Appeals
Reel 202 Section 10
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3/1296 CL. &O. 1/1/3/1) 1933-45 187 ~P.
Native Tribunals General
Establishment and Appointments ~enera1
North Kavirondo
Appointments and Warrants
3/1297 CL. &O. 1/1/3/3) 1931-38 289 pp.
Courts
South Kavirondo District
Native Tribunal Cases
Correspondence
3/1294 CL. &O. 1/1/2/1) 1932-42 199 !,p.
Reel 203 Section 10
Native Tribunals General
Establishment and Appointments ~enera1
Central Kavirondo
Appointments and Warrants
3iI301 CL. &O. 1/1/5/2) 1939-40 128 pp.
Courts
Native Tribuansl
Returns
North Kavirondo
3/1300 CL. &o. 1/1/4/4) 1940-45 31 pp.
Native Tribunal
Establishment and Appointments
South Kavirondo
Revisions and Appeals
3/1299 CL. &O. 1/1/4/3) 1951 9 pp.
Native Tribunals General
Establishments and Appointments
South Kavirondo General
Criminal Case Correspondence
3/1298 CL. &O. 1/1/4/3) 1932-36 296 :Ope
Courts
Native Tribunals
Appointments
South Kavirondo
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Reel 203 Section 10
Box 48, 1302-1326, 1930-1959
3/1326 CL. &O. 3/2/1) 1952-59 273 pp.
Court of Peview
Procedure
3/1325 CL. &o. 2/2/4) 1938-59 154 pp.
Reel 204 Section 10
African Courts
Standinsz Orders
Appeals and Revision
3/1302 CL. &O. 1/1/5/3) 1951 1 pp.
Native Tribunal
Establishment and Appointments ~eneral
Kericho - General Correspondence
Criminal Case Corres~ondence
3/1303 CL. &O. 1/1/6/1) 1933-44 153 pp.
Native Tribunals General
Establishment and Appointments
Kisumu-Londiani
Appointments and Warrants
3/1304 CL. &O. 2/1/11) 1955-58 93 pp.
Native Tribunals
Appointments
General Correspondence
3/1305 CL. &O. 2/1/1/11) 1955-59 173 pp.
Native Tribunals
Appointments
North Nyanza
3/1306 CL. &O. 2/1/1/5) 1936-51 67 pp.
Courts
Court Cases
Central Kavirondo
224
Reel 204 Sect inn 10
3/l30R CL. &O. 2/2/1/9) 1931-48 155 PD.
Court Cases - Judicial
Supreme Court
Sessions
3/1309 (L. &O. 2/1/1/9) 1947-51 95 Jlp.
Courts
Criminal Procedure
Criminal Cases - Corresnondence reneral
Supreme Court Sessions
3/1310 (L. &O. 2/1/1/10) 1931-42 46 nn.
Court Cases
Resident Magistrate's Cases
Reel 205 Section 10
3/1310 (Continued from Reel 204) 38 nn.
3/1311 CL. &O. 2/1/2) 1940-56
African Courts
Establishment and Ap~ointments
Central Nyanza
3/1312 (L. &O. 2/1/2 Vol. II) 1950-59
African Courts
Establishment and Appointments
Central Nyanza
24 l')!'.
3/1313 CL. &O. 2/1/4) 1946-48 29 np.
Holdin~ of Courts
3/1315 (L. &O. 2/1/5) 1940-51 43 T\T).
Courts
Criminal Procedure
Costs of Le~al Proceedin~s Apainst and
By ~overnrnent Servants
3/1316 (L. &O. 2/1/6) 1949-51 7 T'p.
Legal Advice and Opinions
225
Reel 205 Section 10
3/3117 (L. &O. 2/16) 1956-se 15 T'J".
A.frican Courts
Establishment a.nd Annoint~ents
EIRon Nyanza
3/1318 CL. &O. 2/2/1) 1934-46 29S nn.
Courts
Stock and Produce The~t
~fisce11a.neous COll'J}laints ancl Innuiries
3/1319 (L. &O. 2/2/1 Vol. II) 1947-51 60 pp.
Courts
Stock and Produce Theft
r·~iscellaneous Com:nlaints anrl Inouiries
3/1320 CL. &O. 2/2/1 Vol. III) 1951-56
(Procedure in African Courts)
Reel 206 Section 10
3/1320 (Continued from Reel 205)
224 'On.
20 !'r.
3/1321 CL. &O. 2/2/1/1) 1952 171 !,p.
African Courts
Standinp: Orders
Procedure General
Central Province
Stock and Produce Theft Cases
Central Kavirondo District
African Courts
Standinp Orders
Custody of Records
3/1323 (L. &O. 2/2/7/2)
3/1324 CL. & o. 2/2/3)
1931-40
1935-36
171 nne
(10% faint)
206 pre
(15% ~ai.nt)
Reel 207 Section 10
3/1324 (Continued from Reel 206) 108 PD.
Reel 207 Section 10
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3/1325 CL. &O. 2/2/4) 1938-5~ 156 rn .
African Courts
Standinp nrders
App~als and Revision
3/1326 CL. &O. 2/3/1) 1952-SQ 288 PIl.
Court of Peview
Procedure
Box 49, 1327-1338, 1950-60
3/1327 (L. &O. 2/3/1/1) 1951-52 27~ ~:n.
Native Trjbun~ls
Ap!leals
~eneral Corres~nndence
North Nyanza
Reel 208 Section 10
3/1327 (Continued from Reel 207) 3S nne
3/1328 CL. &O. 2/3/1/7) 1952-54 245 pp.
Court o~ Review Procedure
Applications to submit a. case to Court
0": Review
3/132~ (L. &O. 2/3/1/1 Vol. II) 1954-57 224 nu.
African Courts
Court of Review Procedure
Applications to Submit a Case to Court
0": Review
North Nyanza
3/1330 CL. &O. 2/3/1/1A) 1951-60 52 T)!l.
Fetition of H.B.
Yarara (Yalala) s/o Kihondo
(~1urder Case)
3/1331 Ct. &O. 2/3/1/3) 1952-55 547 P:O.
Application for Court of Peview
Cases
1955-59
227
Reel 209 Section 10
3/1331 (Continued from Reel 208)
3/1332 CL. &O. 2/4)
Appeals - Civil and Criminal
General Correspondence
40 n:o.
310 nr>.
3/1333 CL. &O. 2/4/1) 1953 353 pp.
African Courts
Appeals
Civil and Criminal
North Nyanza
3/1335 CL. &O. 2/4/1 Vo. III) 1955 238 :op.
African Courts
Appeals - Civil and Criminal
North Nyanza
Reel 210 Section 10
3/1336 CL. &O. 2/4/1 Vol. IV) 1955-56 424 pr ..
African Courts
Appeals - Civil and Crimina.!
North Nyanza
3/1337 CL. &O. 2/4/1 Vol. V) 1956 335 Jlp.
African Court - Appeals
Civil and Criminal
North Nyanza
3/1338 CL. &O. 2/4/1 Va. VI) 1957 205 Py.J.
African Court - Appeals
Civil and Criminal
North Nyanza
Reel 211 Section 10
Box 50, 1339-1350, 1951-1960
3/1339 CL. &O. 2/4/1/2) 1953-57 221 PP.
~nnth1y Statement of Appeals
North Nyanza
228
Reel 211 Section 10
3/1340 (L. &O. 2/4/2) 1951-53 366 pp.
~t\frican Courts
A:r?pea1s
Civil and Criminal
Central Nyanza
Reel 212 Section 10
3/1341 (L. &O. 2/4/2 Vol. II) 1954-56
African Courts
Appeals - Civil and Criminal
Central Nyanza
3/1342 (L. &O. 2/4/2 Vol. III) 1956-57
African Courts
Appeals - Civil and r:ri~inal
Central Nyrtnza
283 pp.
238 pp.
3/1343 CL. &O. 2/4/3) IgSl-54 191 pp.
African Courts
Appea.ls - Civil and Criminal
South Nyanza
Reel 213 Section 10
3/1343 (Continued from Reel 212)
3/1344 (L. ~ O. 2/4/3 Vol. II) 1954-56
(African Courts
Appeals - Civil and Criminal
South Nyanza)
3/1345 (L. &O. 2/4/3 Vol. III) 1956-58
African Courts
Ap~eals - Civil and Criminal
South Nyanza
140 pp.
301 pp.
263 pp.
3/1346 Ct. & O. 2/4/6) 1956-57 273 pp.
African Courts
Appeals - Civil and Criminal
E1eon Nyanza
229
Reel 213 Section 10
3/1347 (L. &O. 2/4/6 Vol. II) 1957-58
African Courts
A.ppeals - CiviI and. Criminal
El9"on Nyanza
Reel 214 Section 10
3/1347 (Continued Tram Reel 213)
42 pp.
252 pp.
3/1348 CL. &O. 2/5) 1952-59 55 pp.
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Ca.ses and Returns
~enera1
3/1349 (L. &O. 2/5/1) 1940-55 384 pp.
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Cases a.nd. P.eturns
North Nyanza
3/1350 CL. &O. 2/5/1 Vol. II) 1955-60 257 pp.
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Cases and Returns
North Nyanza
Reel 215 Section 10
Box 51, 1351-1373, 1930-1960
3/1351 (L. &O. 2/5/2 Vol. II) 1954-59 295 pp.
African Courts
Revision of Criminal Cases and Returns
Central Nyanza
3/1352 CL. &O. 2/5/2/1) 1951-56 122 pp.
Native Tribunals Ordinance
Appeal by way of Case Stated to the
Supreme Court
Eude Sambina vs. Samuel Kipnyan~o and
others
230
Reel 215 Section 10
3/1353 (L. &O. 2/6/6) 1950-52 47 pp.
Native Tribunals General
~1inutes of Law Panels from other
Provinces (Fort Hall)
3/1354 (L. &O. 2/7:Vo1. II) 1950-52
Native Tribunals
Jursidiction and Powers
321 pp.
3/1355 (L. &O. 2/10/1) 1950-60 290 pp.
African Court Estimates
General Correspondence
3/1356 (L. &O. 2/10/2) 1943-58 21 pp.
African Courts - Finances
Accounting Procedure
Counterfoil Receipt Books
Financial Responsibility for African
Courts
Reel 216 Section 10
3/1356 (Continued from Reel 215)
3/1357 (L. & 0-. 2/1/2) 1948-57
243 pp.
320 pp.
African Courts
Tours by African Courts Officers
Tours by Tribunal Staff
3/1358 (L. &O. 2/13) 1932-54 108 pp.
African Courts
Adultery Cases
3/1359 (L. &O. 2/15/1) 1949-54 66 pp.
African Courts
Minutes of Meetings of Tribunal Residents
North Nyanza
3/1360 (L. & O. 2/15/2) 1956-58 12 pp.
African Courts
Minutes of Meetings of Tribunal
Presidents
Central Nyanza
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Reel 216 Section 10
3/1361 (L. &O. 2/16/1) 1957-58 36 pp.
African Courts
Staff
Terms of Service
3/1362 (L. &O. 2/17) 1955-57 52 pp.
Conunissions
Conferences, etc.
(Judicial Advisors' Conference)
3/1363 (L. &O. 2/18) 1937-58 183 :Ope
African Courts
Sentences in African Courts
(Commitment to Prison. Fines. Compensation.
Distress Warrants. Previous C:onvictions.)
3/1364 (L. &O. 2/19) 1952-53 30 pp.
African Courts
Handing Over Notes of District Officers
(Courts) on African Courts
Nyanza Province
19533/1365 (L. &O. 3/1)
Administration of Justice
Instruction to Magistrates
1 pp.
3/1366 (L. &O. 3/2/5) 1930-58 124 pr.
1946-51
Criminal Cases
Reel 217 Section 10
3/1366 (Continued from Reel 216)
3/1367 (L. &O. 3/3)
Administration of Justice
Instructions to Magistrates
138 pp.
181 pp.
3/1368 (L. &O. 3/3/1) 1934-46 116 pp.
Magistrate Powers
1954-55
232
Reel 217 Section 10
3/1369 CL. &O. 3/3/1 Vol. II) 1947-51
AdMinistration o~ Justice
Instructions to ~aRistrates
i.lagistrate Power ann tTurisdiction
3/1370 (L. &O. 3/4)
Administration of Justice
Inquests and Inouiries
100 np.
18 pp.
3/1371 (L. &O. 3/4/1) 1931-42 229 pr.
1956
Justice of Peace
Appointments
General -- All Districts
3/1372 (L. &O. 3/6)
Collective Punishment
5 pp.
3/1373 (L. &O. 3/9/1) 1932-49 3 :or.
Administration of Justice
Fines and Forfeitures
General Correspondence
Box 52, 1374-1397, 1927-1959
3/1374 (L. &O. 4/1/2) 1946-47 139 Pp.
Deportations and Expulsions
General Correspondence
Laibons
3/1375 (L. &O. 4/1/2) 1952 2 pp.
Deportations and Repatriation
General Correspondence
Asians
3/1376 (L. &O. 4/1/5) 1946-47 191 pp.
1939
Deportations and Expulsion
~eneral Correspondence
Europeans, Asians, and Africans
3/1377 (L. &O. 4/2)
Enemy Alien Property
1 pp.
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Reel 217 Section 10
3/1378 CL. &O. 4/2) 1938-50 43 pp.
Reel 218 Section 10
Prospective Enemy Aliens
3/1378 (Continued from Reel 217) 260 pr.
3/1379 CL. &O. 4/2/1/3) 1951-57 9 pp.
Deportation and Repatriation
Vagrancy
~eneral Correspondence
Africans
3/1380 CL. &O. 4/2/3/1) 193~-40
Enemy Aliens - Somalis
3/1381 CL. &O. 4/3/1) 1956 39 pp.
Deportation ann Repatriation
Expulsions
General Correspondence
3/1383 CL. &O. 4/3/1/3) 1952-54 13 pp.
Deportation and Repatriation
Expulsions
~enera1 Correspondence
Africans
3/1384 CL. &O. 5/1/2) 1941-50 46 pp.
Repatriation
General Correspondence
Natives
3/1385 CL. &O. 5/1/3) 1927-41 86 pp.
Repatriation
Alien Native in Native Reserves
3/1386 (L. &O. 5/3/1) 1952 1 pp.
Immigration and Emipration
Domicile Certificates
General Correspondence
1951-55
234
Reel 218 Section 10
3/1387 CL. &O. 6/1)
Arms and Ammunition
General Correspondence
3/1388 CL. &O. 6/1/ Vol. II) 1955-57
Arms and Ammunition
General Correspondence
3/1389 CL. &O. 6/1 Vol. III) 1957-59
Arms and Ammunitions
General Correspondence
Reel 219 Section 10
3/1389 (Continued from Reel 218)
325 P:O.
208 pre
101 pp.
20~ pp.
3/1390 (L. &O. 6/1/1) 1946-47 60 pre
Witchcraft
Enquiries and Cases
All Districts
3/1391 (L. &O. 6/2 Vol. I) 1930-34
Deportation and Expulsion
Lumbwa Laibons
3/1392 (L. &O. 6/2 Vol. II) 1934-35
Deportation and Expulsion
Lumb''''a Laibons
3/1393 (L. &O. 6/2 Vol. III) 1955-58
Deportation and Expulsion
Lumbwa Laibons
Reel 220 Section 10
3/1393 (Continued from Reel 219)
331 pp.
(10 % faint)
269 PJl.
278 pp.
195 pp.
Reel 220 Section 10
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3/1394 CL. &O. 6/3/1) 1953-58 14 pp.
1951-58
Arms and Ammunition
Explosives
Standing Orders
3/1395 CL. &O. 7/1)
Liquor
General Correspondence
53 pp.
3/1396 (L. &O. 7/2/2) 1957-58 31 pp.
1952-56
Liquor
Liquor Licensing Courts
Agenda and Minutes
3/1397 (L. &O. 8/1)
Crime
General Correspondence
Box 53, 1398-1419, 1931-1959
3/1398 (L. &O. 8/1 Vol. II) 1956-58
Crime
~enera1 Correspondence
Reel 221 Section 10
470 pp.
(20 % faint)
230 pp.
(15% faint)
3/1399 (L. &O. 8/1/3) 1931-35 79 pp.
Immigration and Ernipration
Passports and Passes
Applications for Permits
3/1400 (L. &O. 8/1/3) 1946-51 293 pp.
Immigration and Ernivration
General Correspondence
Applications for Permits
3/1401 (L. &O. 8/1/4) 1948 3 pp.
Immigration and Ernipration
General Correspondence
Domicile Certificates
236
Reel 221 Section 10
3/1402 (L. &o. 8/2/4) 1946-50
Urban Pass Laws
3/1403 (L. &o. 8/3) 1955
Crime
Garnblinp
3/1404 (L. &o. 8/5) 1953-59
Crime
Arson
3/1405 (L. &o. 8/7) 1952-56
Crime
Cruelty to Animals
3/1406 (L. &o. 8/10/1/1) 1951-58
Criminal Matters and Complaints
North Nyanza
3/1407 (L. &o. 8/10/1/1) 1951-58
48 T'!1.
16 nne
29 nne
59 pp.
81 nne
CriMinal and Civil Ma.tters - COTIlplaints
Centra.1 Nyanza
3/1408 (L. &O. 8/10/1/3) 1951-59 38 PIl.
Criminal ~1atters and Comnlaints
South Ny::tnza
3/1409 (L. ~ O. 8/10/1/4) 1953-58 2S pp.
1951-55
1954-59
Criminal Matters and Complaints
Kericho
3/1410 CL. &o. 9/1)
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
General Corresnondence
3/1411 (L. &O. 9/2)
Public r·1eetings and Processions
3/1412 (L. & O. 9/4 Vol. I) 1952-5.3
Emergency r~1easures
6 !,11.
94 nne
277 Pl?
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Reel 221 Section 10
3/1413 fL. &O. 9/4 Vol. II) 1953-54
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Emergency rieasures (Civil)
Reel 222 Section 10
28 Tlp.
3/1414 (L. &O. 9/4 Vol. III) 1954-56 545 pp.
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Emergency r1easures (Civil)
3/1415 CL. &O. 9/4/ Vol. IV) 1956 260 nne
Raids, Riots, anc Disorders
Emerrency r1easures eeivi 1)
3/1416 (L. &O. 9/4 Vol. V) 1957-59
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
EmeT.~ency ~1easures (Civil)
Reel 223 Section 10
3/1416 (Continued from Reel 222)
254 rTJ.
29 np.
3/1417 CL. &O. 9/4/1) 1953-58 80 nn.
P.aids, Riots, and Disorders
Emerpency ~1easures
Collective Punishment
3/1418 CL. &O. 9/4/2) 1953-54 301 pp.
3/1419
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Emergency Measures (Civil)
~lovement of Kikuyu
1952-55 50 nl".
Orders issued by the Provincial Commissioner
under Emer~ency Regulations, 1952
Box 54, 1420-1445, 1931-1959
238
Reel 223 Section 10
3/1420 (L. &O. 9/4/2 Vol. II) 1954-55
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Emergency ~·1easures (Civi1)
r·1overnent of Kikuyu
3/1421 (L. &O. 9/4/2 Vol. III) 1955-57
Emergency Measures
~1overnent of Kikuyu
281 pp.
239 pp.
3/1422 CL. &O. 9/4/4) 1954-55 176 :Ope
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Emergency Measures (Civil)
Emergency Finance
Reel 224 Section 10
3/1422 (Continued from Reel 223)
3/1423 (L. &O. 9/4/4 Vol. II) 1955-59
Emergency Finance
132 pp.
(10% dark)
251 J'p.
3/1424 (L. &O. 10/1) 1952-57 57 pp.
Accidents
~eneral Correspondence
3/1425 (L. &O. 10/1/2) 1954-55 9 nne
Accidents
General Correspondence
Asians
3/1426 CL. &O. 10/1/3) 1954-57 24 pp.
Accidents
General Correspondence
Africans
3/1427 CL. &O. 10/3/3/1) 1935-42 68 pp.
Liquor
Licensing Courts
General Correspondence
Reel 224 Section 10
239
3/1428 CL. &O. 10/3/4) 1945-48 30 pp.
Liquor
Liquor Licenses
Permits for Afric~ns to Purchase Li~uor
3/1429 (L. &O. 10/4) 1931-50 412 pp.
Native Liquor
General Correspondence
3/1430 (L. ~ o. 10/4 Vol. II) 1950-51 41 pp.
Na.tive Liquor
General Correspondence
3/1431 (L. &O. 10/4/1) 1931-41 42 pp.
Liquor
Native Liquor
Standing Orders and Circulars
3/1432 CL. &O. 10/5/1) 1939 10 !"p.
Manufacture of ~1otor Fuel
Reel 225 Section 10
3/1433 (L. & o. 11/1) 1951-59 103 rp.
Stage and Cinemas
~eneral Correspondence
3/1434 (L. &o. 11/1/1) 1931-45 108 pp.
Crime
General Correspondence
~1urder, Homicide, and Suicid.e
3/1435 (L. &o. 11/1/3) 1942-46 130 P:P •
Crime
General Correspondence
Reports and Investivations Genera.!
3/1436 (L. &o. 11/1/3) 1946-47 169 p~.
Crime
General Correspondence
Reports and Investigations Genera.l
Reel 225 Section 10
240
3/1437 CL. &O. 11/1/5) 1935 4 pD.
Crime
J\tinor Offences
Sentences of Detention on Natives
Previously Sentenced to Imprisonment
3/1438 CL. &O. 11/1/6) 1932-48 219 nne
Crime
Minor Offences - Theft
3/1439 CL. 0 O. 11/1/11) 1942-49 12 pP.
Crime
General Correspondence
Corporal Punishment
3/1440 CL. &O. 11/1/13) 1945-50 333 nr.
Crime
General Correspondence
Complaints
3/1441 CL. &O. 11/1/13 Vol. II) 1950
Crime
General Correspondence
Complaints
42 pr.
3/1442 CL. &O. 11/3) 1952-58 5 pr.
Stage and Cinemas
Theatrical Performances
3/1443 CL. &O. 11/3/1) 1951
Kenya Amateur Dramatic Societv
3/1444 CL. &O. 11/4) 1953 1 pn.
StaRe, Cinemas, etc.
Circus
Crime
Crimes of Violence
Riots and Disorders
3/1445 CL. &O. 12/1) 1939-43 30 pp.
(15%" dark)
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Reel 226 Section 10
3/1445 (Continued from Reel 225)
Box 55, 1446-1~67, 1931-1959
246 pr-
(10% faint)
Raids, Riots, ann Disoroers
General Correspondence
KipsiRis - Masai - Kisii
3/1446 (L. &O. 12/1/3)
3/1447 (L. &O. 12/1/3)
1942-45
1949
232 !JP-
(15% faint)
82 !1p.
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
General Correspondence
Kipsigis, ?,,1a·sai, and Kisii
3/1448 CL. &O. 12/1/4) 1947 4 pp_
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
General Correspondence
Cattle Raids (Bukira Watende)
3/1449 (L. &O. 12/1/5) 1947 3 Pr>-
(Meetings and Processions in Places of
Public Resort)
3/1450 (L. &O. 12/2) 1941 4 pp.
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Schools General
3/1451 (L. &O. 13/1/2/3) 1946-47 370 T'p.
Accidents
~eneral Correspondence
Mining Accidents
Natives
3/1452 (L. &O. 13/1/2) 1937-45 133 Pp_
Accidents
General Correspondence
~fining Accidents
Natives
242
Reel 227 Section 10
3/1452 (Continued from Reel 226) 229 PJ).
Cinema Show
3/1453 (L. &O. 14/1)
3/1454 (L. &O. 14/1)
1931-43
1952
251 pp.
(5% faint)
2 pn.
Raffles
~eneral Corres~ondence
3/1455 (L. &O. 14/1/1) 1944-45 221 :pp.
Stage and Cinema
General
3/1457 (L. &O. 14/1/1 Vol. II) 1951
Stage and Cinema
General Correspondence
Mobile Information Unit
48 pp.
3/1458 CL. &O. 16/1) 1931 133 pp.
East Af. Medical Journal Articles
Sale of Illegal Drugs
3/1459 CL. &o. 16/2) 1945-48 8 nu.
Miraa Control
3/1460 CL. & O. 16/2/1) 1932-39 240 pr.
Bhang, Opium, and ~1irra Control
Jurors and Assessors
3/1461 (L. & O. 17/1/2) 1933-42 107 !lp.
c;rass Fires, Control of
3/1462 CL. &O. 17/1/5/1) 1943 4 pr.
Fire BriFade, Kisumu
Reel 228 Section 10
3/1463 (L. &O. 17/1/6) 1950 5 pp.
Destruction of Huts
Reel 228 Section 10
243
3/1464 CL. &O. 18/1) 1933-45 97 PP.
Lunatics
Criminal Cases
3/1465 CL. &O. 19/1) 1949 1 p.
Nationali ty A.cts
The Ireland Act, 1949
3/1466 CL. &O. 19/1/4) 1933-39 137 P!'.
Fire Fighting Appli.ances, Kisul"u
INDEX
File Subject
Agriculture
Accounts
Agricultural Betterment Fund
Agricultural Export
Agricultural Marketing
Agricultural Shows
Butter Cess
Circulars
Committees, Boards
Commodity Distribution Board
Cotton
Cotton Buying Posts
Cotton Ginneries
Cotton Lint and Seed
Marketing
Crop Prices
Crop Production
Crop Production Control
Dairy and Dairy Products
Departmental Stores
Departmental Votes
Development in Native Reserves
Divisional Land Program
Experimental and Training
Farms and Schools
Fertilizers and Manure
Food Shortage and Famine
Fruit Tree and Seedlings
Honey Industry
Horticulture
Irrigation
Kenya Supply Board
Land Consolidation
Land Development Board
Locusts
Measures and Development
Meteorological
Milk Industry
Monthly and Crop Reports
Monthly Reports
Monthly Summary of Rainfall
in Kenya
Native Markets
Nyanza Province Cotton
Association
Pests
Plants, Pests and Plague
Reel Number
198
194-196
55
192
54, 192-193
55-56
189
193-194-
52, 195-197
53-55, 58-59, 61,
185-186
184
55-56, 58, 184
186-187
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55-61, 178-185
182
53-55
198
197-198
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185
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191-192
58, 60-61, 178-
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55
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61, 193
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Page Number
218
216-217\.s
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4, 213
6
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2-5, 10-14, 204-
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5-6, 204
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201
4, 6-14, 196-203
200
2-3, 6
218
218
198
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212
9-10, 12-13,
196-197
4
2
2, 214
14, 214
217
209
215
6
5, 201
3, 6, 213
215
4, 204, 207
206-207
212
201
205
213
4-5, 214-215
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File Subject
Agriculture
Poultry and Poultry Farming
Poultry and Poultry Produce
Reclamation and Reconditioning
Lands
Restriction Scheme
Seed Distribution
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion
Specific Crops
Staff
Statistics and Data
Storage and Agricultural
Produce
Training Farms and Schools
Training of Africans
Visits by Agricultural
Inspectors
Aviation
Aerodromes
Aerodromes and Landing
General
Air Service
Aviation Flights
Flights
Landing Grounds
Transport
Reel Number Page Number
52, 194 2, 215
189 209
189 209
181 200
55 4-5
1S8a-189 207-208
55 5
185-187 204-206
198 218
54-55, 57, 185, 4-5, 7, 204,
187-188, 193 206-207, 214-215
54 3
190-191 210-211
55, 190-191 4, 210-211
194 215
97 70
97 70-71
97-98 71-73
97 71
97-98 71-72
97 70-71
98 72-73
Ceremony
Awards
Birthday and New Year Honours
Burma Week
Celebrations
Ceremonies
Coronation
Correspondence
Flags and Decorations
Honours
Honours and Decorations
Insignia of Office
Local Native Council Badges
Memorial and Other Funds
Military Awards
Museums
Museums, Memorials
Public Functions
Queen's Birthday
Religious Ceremonies
Royal Visit
140
140
150
142
145-146
142.146
140
140-141
140
140
146
146
148-150
140
148
148-149
142-143, 146-148
146-147
148
145
142
142
153
144
147-148
144,148
142-143
144
142
143
148
148
152-153
143
152
152
145, 148-151
149
150
147
File Subject
Ceremony
Salutes
Tombstones and Monuments
Uniforms
Visitors
War Contributions and Funds
Correspondence
Circulars of Instructions
Destruction of Standing Orders
Franking of Official
Correspondence
Government Telegraph Code
Guard Files
Method of Conducting
Education
Advisory Committee on African
Education
Advisory Councils on Education
African Education
Boards and Councils
Committees
Education Code
Education of Dependents of
Deceased Askari
Educational Policy
Extramural Studies
General Correspondence
Goan School
Grants in Aid
Inspection and Reports
Licensing and Registration of
Schools
Literacy
Local Native Council Education
Funds
Mass Education Funds
Music
Organization and Establishment
of Schools
Religious Education
Scholarships and Bursaries
Schools, African
Schools, Asiatic
Schools, Mission
Secondary Education
Teacher's Training
Trades and Technical Training
247
Reel Number
140
148-149
145-146
140-144, 146
149
96
96
96
96
96-97
96
158,164
163-164
157-161, 165
161-163
160-163
155-156
156
156
156
155-156
157
158, 164-165
156
165
156
165
156
156
156-157
156
165
157-159
157
157, 159-160
156
156
156
P~ge Number
143
151-152
147-148
143-144, 148
152
69
70
69
70
70
69
167, 177-178
177-178
166-168, 170,
172-175
175-176
173, 175-177
158
160
159
160
158
161
166-167, 178
160
179
160
178
159
160
160-163
160
178-179
164
161-163
168-172
159
159
159
File Subject
Equipment and Stores
Boards of Survey
Camp Equipment
Equipment and Stores
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Stores
Tribal Police Equipment and
Stores
Estimates
District Estimates
Nyanza Province Estimates
European Housing
Agenda
Agenda and Minutes of the
European Housing Committee
European Housing Committee
European Housing
General Correspondence
House Allowance Claims
Notification to Head of Depart-
ment of Houses Allocated
Public Works Department
Finance
Accounts
Angling
Arrears of Revenue
Banks
Boards of Survey
Cash Remittances and Transfer
Central Revenue Registry
Collection of Tax by Chiefs
and Clerks
Colonial Development Act
Counterfoil Books
Currency
Defalcations
Estimates
Expenditure Estimates
Financial Position
Game
Licensing Ordinance
Loss of Cash
Loss of Hut Tax
Loss of Hut Tax Books
Maize Cess and Fund
Native Betterment Fund
Native Hut and Poll Tax
248
Reel Number
64, 121-123
63
61-64, 118-122
62, 64, 121
62, 63
61, 64, 118-121
120
98
98
116
116
116
118
117-118
118
118
116
89-92
84
91
88-90, 316-317
86, 325
88, 90
89
85
87
87
89-90
83-84, 86-87
91-92
88
91
84
84-85
84, 86
84, 86
84
88
87
85-86
Page Number
16-17, 112-115
15
14-15, 17, 109-
114
14-17, 113
14-15
14, 16-17, 109-
112
111
73
73
107
107
107
108
108-109
109
108
107
59-63
49
61
57-60
54
57, 59-60
58
51
55
55
57...59
45-46, 51-53, 55
60-63
57
61-62
49
48-51
46, 48
46, 52
49
55-56
S5
51
File Subject
Finance
Payment of Military Remittance
and Allotments
Pensions and Gratuities
Revenue Estimates
Shortage in Cash
Stock Trading
Taxation
Theft of Local Native Council
Cash
Theft of Money
Trading Licenses
Treasury Instruction
War Expenditure
Forestry
Concessions
Conservation and Afforestation
Forest Boundary Commission
Licensing and Timber Production
Nyanza Reserves
Reports
Staff
Tree Planting and Nurseries
Game
Angling
General Correspondence
Implements
Applications from Merchants
Applications from Traders
Department of Agriculture
General
Labour
Advisory Boards
Area of Jursidiction of Labour
Officers
Assisted Labour
Central Wages Board
Compulsory Labour
Conscription of Civil Labour
Domestic Servants
Foreign Contract of Service
Foreign Labour
General
General Correspondence
Labour Agents
Labour Compensation
Labour for Essential Under-
takings
249
Reel Number
88
86
88
83
85
83-86, 89
84,86
84
83
89, 90, 92
90
102
101-102
101
102
101
102
102
102
96
96
107
1-07
106
107
130
129
94
93, 130
93, 130
93-94, 130
131
129
93
94
129
94-95, 127-128
131
130
Page Number
56
54
56
46
SO
46-51, 54
47, S2
46, 48
46
58-60
60
81
79-80
79
81
80
81
81
81
69
69
91
91
90
91
127
125
64
63, 127
63, 126
63, 65, 127-128
129
125
64
65
124-126
66, 123
128
127
File Subject
Labour
Labour Exchanges
Labour Liaison Committees
Labour Supply
Labour Trade Tests
Limitations of Labour
Medical Examinations
Minor Communal Services
Native Labour Returns
Permits and Licenses to Recruit
Labour
Recruitment of Labour
Reports
Resident Labour
Resident Native Labour
Returns
Select Committee on Domestic
Service
Standing Orders
Wages
Welfare of Labour
Workmen's Compensation
Law and Order
Accidents
Administration of Justice
African Court Appeals
African Court Estimates
African Courts Finance
African Courts
Appeals, Civil and Criminal
Application for Court of Review
Arms and Ammunition
Bhang, Opium and Miraa Control
Cinema Show
Collective Punishment
Commissions
Court Cases General
Court of Review
Court of Review Procedure
Court Returns
Courts
Crime
Criminal and Civil Matters
Criminal Cases
Criminal Matters and Complaints
Deportations and Expulsions
Deportations and Repatriations
Destruction of Huts
East African Medical Journal
Articles
250
Reel Number
130
93
129
131
131
129
129
129
128
94, 129
131
131
130-131
129
130
93-95, 129-131
129
129
131
93, 224, 226
216-217
210
215
215
50-51, 203,
205-216
209
208
218, 220
227
227
217
216
204
203, 207
208
202
201-205
220-221, 225
221
216
221
217, 219
217-218
228
227
Page Number
126
63
125
129
128
125
125
125
123-124
65, 124, 126
129
129
126, 129
125
127
64-67, 124-126,
129
126
124
128
64, 238, 241
231-232
227
230
230
1, 223-231
227
226
234-235
242
242
232
231
224
223, 226
226
221
220-225
235-236, 239-240
236
231
236
232,234
232-233
242
242
File Subject
Finance
Emergency Finance
Emergency Measures
Enemy Alien Property
Enemy Aliens
Fire Brigade
Fire Fighting Appliances
Grass Fires
Holding of Courts
Immigration and Emigration
Justice of Peace
Kenya Amateur Dramatic Society
Legal Advice and Opinion
Legal Proceedings by and
Against Civil Servants
Liquor
Lunatics
Magistrate Powers
Manufacture of Motor Fuel
Miraa Control
Monthly Statement of Appeals
Nationality Acts
Native Liquor
Native Tribunals
Native Tribunals General
Native Tribunals Ordinance
Petition of His Excellency
Prospective Enemy Aliens
Public Meetings and Processions
Procedure in African Courts
Raffles
Raids, Riots, and Disorders
Repatriation
Stage and Cinemas
Stock and Produce Theft Cases
Urban Pass Laws
Witchcraft
Legislation
African Christian Marriages
and Divorces
African Courts
African Courts Ordinance
Animals
Cotton Lint
Entertainment Tax Ordinance
Evidence Ordinance
Factories Ordinance
Forest Ordinance
Game Ordinance
251
Reel Number
224
221, 223
217
218
227
228
227
205
218, 221
217
225
205
200
220, 224
228
217
224
227
211
228
224
50-51, 198-207,
215
201-204, 215
215,
208
217
221
205
227
221-223, 226
218
225, 227
206
221
219
104
104
104
104
104
105
104
lOS
104
105
Page Number
234
236-237
232
233
242
243
242
224
233, 235
232
240
224
219
235, 238-239
243
231
239
242
227
243
239
1, 218-223, 226,
230
220-223, 230
229
226
233
236
225
242
236-237, 241
233
240, 242
225
236
234
86
85
85
86
86
87
85
86
86
87
252
File Subject
Legislation
Land and Water Preservation
Ordinance
Legislation Concerning
Agriculture
Legumes
Local Government
Mining Ordinance
Native Authority Ordinance
Native Lands Trust
Native Lands Trust Ordinance
Plant Protection Ordinance
Police Ordinance
Possession of Industrial
Alcohol Ordinance
Prevention of Cruelty to and
Neglect of Children
Probation of Offenders
Ordinance
Roads Bill
Rules and Regulations
Ordinance
Suspension of Land Ordinance
Trading Centers Ordinance
Traffic Ordinance
Transport License Ordinance
Voluntary Unemployed Persons
Ordinance
Witchcraft
Local Government
District Councils
Local Government
~1unicipa1 Boards
Municipal Boards and Township
Conunittees
Township Committees
Townships
Marketing
Indian Chamber of Commerce
Maize Marketing
Marketing Fruits and Vegetables
Marketing of Native Produce
Marketing Policy
Monthly Produce Buying Return
Native Chamber of Commerce
Nyanza Province Marketing Board
Posting War Marketing of Native
Produce
Produce Inspection Reports
Produce Inspection Returns
Reel Number
105
104
104
104
105
104
104
104
104
104
105
104
105
104
104
104
105
104
105
IDS
104
80, 82-83, 153-
154
80
154-155
82-83, 154-155
83, 154-155
80-83, 150-153
112
112
113
112
112
112
112
111
112
112
112
Page Number
87
85
85
RS
87
85
87
87
86
85
87
86
87
85
86
86
87
86
87
87
86
41, 43, 156
40
157
43-44, 157
44, 157
42-44, 153-155
100
100
101
100
100
100
100
99
100
99
99
253
File Subject
Marketing
Railway Transport Development
Reorganization of Marketing
Services
Rice Marketing
State Shops in Native Areas
Marriage, Divorce and Succession
Births and Deaths
Christian Marriages
Funerals
Marriages
Marriages and Divorces
Native Marriages and Divorces
Non-Natives
Succession
Military
Boy Scouts
Compulsory National Service
Defence Organization Schemes
Defence Regulations
Demobilization
East Africa Army
East Africa Forces
East Africa Naval Force
East African Supply Board
Enlisting and Recruitment
Enlistment in East African
Colonies
Expenses and Remittances
Family Remittance Officers
.Flag Marches by Military
Kenya Regiment
Leave of Military Personnel
Local Forces
Movement and Transit
Movement of Troops
Pioneer Corps
Military Recruitment
Recruitment for Labour
Terms of Service
War Casualties
Welfare of Forces
Welfare of Officers
Work Performed for Military
Personnel
Reel Number
113
113
112
112
108-109
108
108
109
108-109
109
108
109
134
131
132-133
133
132
131
134
131-132
134
131-132
134
134
132-133
132
131
131
132-133
134
131
131
134
134
133
134
133
133
133
Page Number
101
101
100
100
91-92, 95
93
92
94
92-95
94
93
95
135
130
131-132
133
131
130
134
130
134
130
134
135
131-133
130
129
129
133·
134
129
131
134
134
133
134
133
133
133
254
File Subject
Police
Auxiliary Police
Establishments
General Correspondence
Intelligence Reports
Kenya Police Reserves
Police Patrols
Police Raids
Police Rewards and Fines
Police Station and Posts
Police Training
Recruitment
Rifle Ranges
Special Police
Terms of Service
Tribal Police
Welfare of Forces
Ports and Shipping
Administration Boats
Boats and Launches
Ferries
Fishing Patrols
Harbours
Light Houses
Navigation Regulations
Piers, Jettys and Quays
Ports and Service
Registration of Fishing Craft
Steamer Service
Steamer Services
Posts and Telegraphs
Mails
Parcel Post Accounts
Postal Services
Post Offices
Post Offices and Agencies
Provincial Commissioner's
Broadcasting Committee
Telegrams
Telegraph and Telephones
Wireless
Prisons
General Correspondence
Public Administration
Escapees
Examinations General
Followers
Gratuities
Hospital Fees
Judgements
Reel Number Page Number
102 82
102 81
102 81
103 84
102 82
102 82
103 83
102 82
103 83
103 82
102 82
103 83
102 82
103 84
103 83-84
103 84
99 75
99 75
99 75
99 75
99 74
99 74
99 75
99 74
99 74
99 76
99 74
99 74
106 90
106 89
105-106 89
70-71, 105-106 26, 28, 88-89
69-71, 105 25-28, 88
106 90
105 89
70-71, 95, 105-106 26, 28, 88-89
70, 106 27, 90
100 78
98 73
98 73
98 73
98 73
98 73
99 74
File Subject
Public Administration
Returns General
Public Health
Artifacts and Dispensaries
Hospital Fees
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Infant Welfare
Medical Herbs and Plants
Medical Research
Medical Services
Nursing Associations
Nutrition
Public Health
Reports
Sanitation
Sanitation and Health
Sanitation Services in
Townships
Sleeping Sickness Campaign
Specific Diseases
Subsidization of Mission
Medical Services
Publications and Records
Annual Medical Reports
Annual Reports
Asian Newspapers
Circulars
Education Department
Kenya Information Office
Medical Department
Medical Reports
Newspapers and Periodials
Official Publications
Photographs
Political Record Books
Political Records
Publicity
Reports of Cooperative
Societies
Returns
Tsetse Survey and Control
Publicity and Records
General Correspondence
Public Works
Building Control
Building of Houses
255
Reel Number
98
66
66
66, 68-69, 80,
113-114
64-68
65
66, 113
66-69, 113
65
65
67, 68
115, 116
65-68, 115
65
115
67
65-69, 80, 114-
115
113
138
137-138
135
138
137
136
138
138
135-136
136
138
137
137
138-139
138
140
138
138
71
71
Page Number
74
21
21
20-21, 23-25,
40, 102-104
18, 20-21, 23
18
18, 102
19-24, 101-102
18
19
22-23
107
18-23, 106
18
106
102
19-20, 22, 24-
2S J 104-106
101
139
138
135
140-141
138
137
139
139
135-137
137
140
138
138
141-142
139
142
139
140-141
28
29
256
File Subject Reel Number Page Number
Public Works
Building of Houses for
Officials
Building Materials
Furniture
Hospitals and Dispensaries
Housing
Local Native Council Gardens
Main Trunk Road
Police Building
Roads and Bridges
Roads and Drains
Sanitation Sites and Buildings
Water Permits
Water Supply
Registration
Native Registration
Registration Officers
Registration of Persons
Reserve Area
Resume of Crime
Staff
Chiefs and Headmen
Mining Department Staff
Trade and Customs
African Trade
Applications for Trading
Licenses
Auctions
Bills of Sale
Building Societies
Chambers of Commerce
Committees and Boards
Co-operative Societies
Correspondence
Credit Trade with Natives
Customs
Factories
Fishing Lake Victoria
Import Statistics
Industries
Institutions and Associations
Insurances
Marketings Advisory Committee
~·1arkets
Native Market Ordinance
75 33
71 29
73-75 31-33
71 29
72-74, 79 30-32, 38
72 30
80 40
75 33
78-79 37-38
80 40
71, 73-75, 79- 29, 31-33, 38-
80, 93 39, 63
71 28
72, 75 30, 32-33
100 76
100 76
99-100 76
116 107
88 57
90 60
77 3S
175-177 195-196
169 185
170-171, 174 188, 192
178 196
77-78, 172 35-36, 89
173 190
78, 169, 171 37, 186, 189
172 189-190
171 188
78, 174 36, 193
170 187
166 181
76 34
76 34
77 3S
177-178 195-196
168.,172 184, 190
77, 165, 168 36, 179-180,
183-184
170 186
177 194
76-78, 165-169 33-37, 179-185
78 37
174 193
176 194
174 191-192
165 180
78, 174-177 36, 193-195
78 37
257
File Subject
Trade and Customs
Native ~1arkets
Nyanza Province Marketing
Board
Organization of Marketing
Patent and Commerce
Patents and Inventions
Price Control Ordinance
Shop Hours Act
Shops and Stores on Farms
Specific Trades
Specific Trades and Industries
Supply Boards
Supply of Trade Goods to
Merchants
Trade
Trade Centres
Trade Licenses
Trade Licensing
Trade Unions
Trading
Traders Licensing Board
Weights and Measures
Transport and Travelling
Government Motor Transport
Motor Traffic
Motor Traffic Regulations
Railway Warrants
Railways
Standing Orders and General
Correspondence
Traffic Regulations
Transport
Transport Licensing Board
Transport Regulations
Travelling
Veterinary
Animal Husbandry
Branding
Cattle Cleansing
Dipping
Diseases of Animals
Grazing
Movement of Stock
Organization and Policy
Pesting
Stock Census
Stock Trading
Veterinary Cess
Veterinary Reports
Reel Number
165, 169
173
168
169
169
177
171
169-170
169
76, 78, 165, 167,
169, 171
177
124
127
126, 129
127
126-127
126
127
123-126
127
127
123
110
111
111
110
110
110
110
110
110
110 I
110-111
111
111
Page Number
180, 186
190
183
184
186
195
188
186
185-186
34, 37, 181-183,
188
195
117-119
122-123
119, 122
122
121-122
121
122-123
116-121
123
122-123
115-116
97
98
99
97
96-97
98
96
96
97
96
97-98
99
99
File Subject
Veterinary
Veterinary Services
Veterinary Training
Veterinary Training Centre
258
Reel Number
110
111
111
Page Number
96
98-99
98

